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Introduction

This dissertation consists of four chapters that represent separate papers in the area of

asset pricing and behavioral finance. The first chapter is entitled “On Portfolio Choice

with Savoring and Disappointment” and is joint work with Elyès Jouini and Clotilde

Napp. The paper has been published in Management Science in March 2014. The

second chapter is entitled “Asset Pricing with Savoring and Disappointment”. The third

chapter is titled“Mean-Variance-Skewness Spanning and Intersection: Theory and Tests”

and is joint work with Frans de Roon. The fourth chapter is my job market paper and

has the title “Residual Co-Skewness and Expected Returns”.

The first and second chapter examine choice under risk in a behavioral model of

endogenous beliefs. These chapters are in the line of a growing behavioral finance litera-

ture which tries to improve upon the standard expected utility framework by drawing on

evidence from experiments and psychology to construct new decision models which are

better able to explain choices observed in real life. The model features several ingredients

which include anticipation utility, i.e. utility flows the decision maker experiences before

the realization of a payoff, and possible disappointment when the payoff is realized. In

addition, the decision maker can choose his anticipation - the optimal expectation - by

choosing a subjective probability distribution over the possible future payoffs knowing

that a higher anticipation increases his anticipation utility but also raises the possibility

1



Introduction

of higher disappointment ex-post.

The first chapter“On Portfolio Choice with Savoring and Disappointment”(joint with

Elyès Jouini and Clotilde Napp) shows that the decision maker who forms his beliefs

endogenously may optimally be risk-seeking, exhibit preference for skewness and hold

an under-diversified portfolio. The model thereby helps to better understand the main

driver behind gambling: important is not the probability of occurrence of the jackpot

but rather what the jackpot is. Applications of this model include the optimal design of

securities and portfolios.

The second chapter “Asset Pricing with Savoring and Disappointment” explores per-

spectives on a research agenda on the model of endogenous beliefs from the first chapter.

The chapter shows that the main driver of why agents hold different beliefs in the model

are different time preferences and the correlation between time preferences and beliefs

appears to be consistent with the empirically observed correlation as the model gener-

ates a positive correlation between optimism and impatience. That this correlation arises

endogenously may be insightful for models of heterogeneous agents which have to make

assumptions about the correlations of preference parameters and beliefs in a population.

In the exchange economy, the risk premium is found to be considerable when agents put

a large weight on anticipation utility and are at the same time very afraid of disappoint-

ment. This reflects a high degree of risk aversion of these agents. In contrast to the

standard time-separable expected utility model, risk aversion and fluctuation aversion

are not identical and the risk-free rate is low although the agents are very risk averse

and impatient.

The third and fourth chapter of my thesis analyze portfolio choice and asset pricing

with preferences defined over the first three moments of returns: mean, variance and

2
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skewness. While the asset pricing and portfolio choice literature has mainly focused on

mean-variance preferences for tractability reasons, investors care also for higher-order

moments in particular the skewness of returns. For instance, investors prefer for a given

mean and variance a portfolio with occasional large positive returns to a portfolio with

symmetric returns. In a portfolio choice setting, investors care about the marginal con-

tribution of an asset to the portfolio skewness: the co-skewness of the asset.

The third chapter “Mean-Variance-Skewness Spanning and Intersection: Theory and

Tests” (joint with Frans de Roon) proposes a regression based framework to test if an

investor who likes skewness and has a number of assets available to invest in is able to

improve his investment opportunity set with additional assets. This problem has first

been studied in the mean-variance framework by Huberman and Kandel (1987) and has

since then been studied extensively in the mean-variance literature (see DeRoon and

Nijman (2001) for a review) but has hardly been studied in a mean-variance-skewness

framework. The mean-variance-skewness framework is particularly interesting to eval-

uate the benefits of assets with very skewed returns as for example hedge funds. We

apply our methodology to a sample of hedge funds and find that some hedge funds have

significant benefits for both mean-variance and mean-variance-skewness investors. The

tests presented in this chapter can be useful for portfolio managers, for instance, who

want to assess the benefits of assets as a part of a strategic asset allocation strategy.

The fourth chapter “Residual Co-Skewness and Expected Returns” studies the equi-

librium pricing implications of mean-variance-skewness preferences in the cross-section

of stock returns. The chapter derives the equilibrium return relation in a mean-variance-

skewness framework which consists of the standard CAPM beta relation plus an adjust-

ment due to skewness preference - the residual co-skewness factor. In the cross-section

3
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of U.S. stock returns the compensation for this residual co-skewness factor appears to be

economically important and statistically significant and not captured by the standard

four factor model. The insights from this chapter suggest that portfolio managers can

outperform their benchmark by taking residual co-skewness risk and their performance

can be measured correctly by adding a residual co-skewness factor to the standard four

factor model.

4



Chapter 1

On Portfolio Choice with Savoring

and Disappointment

Joint work with Elyès Jouini and Clotilde Napp.

Published in Management Science Volume 60 Issue 3, March 2014.
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Chapter 1: Portfolio Choice with Savoring and Disappointment

Abstract

We revisit the model proposed by Gollier and Muermann (see Gollier, C. and

A. Muermann, 2010, Optimal choice and beliefs with ex-ante savoring and ex-

post disappointment, Management Sci., 56, 1272-1284, hereafter GM). In GM, for

a given lottery, agents form anticipated expected payoffs and the set of possible

anticipations is assumed to be exogenously fixed. We rather propose sets of possible

anticipations which are endogenously determined. This permits to compare and

evaluate in a consistent manner lotteries with different supports and to revisit the

portfolio choice problem. We obtain new conclusions and interesting insights. Our

extended model can rationalize a variety of empirically observed puzzles like a

positive demand for assets with negative expected returns, preference for skewed

returns and under-diversification of portfolios.

JEL Classification: D81, G02, G11.

Keywords: endogenous beliefs; anticipatory feelings; disappointment; opti-

mism; portfolio choice; skewness; under-diversification.
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1.1 Introduction

Gollier and Muermann (2010) (hereafter GM) propose a structural model of subjective

belief formation in which beliefs solve a trade-off between ex-ante savoring and ex-post

disappointment. Models of subjective beliefs (with possible cognitive dissonance) go back

to Akerlof and Dickens (1982). The GM model is in line with this literature and more

precisely builds on the optimal beliefs approach introduced by Brunnermeier and Parker

(2005) and Brunnermeier et al. (2007), in which the agents form beliefs endogenously

and derive ex-ante felicity from expectations of future pleasures; with such an approach,

optimal beliefs balance the benefits of higher expectations against the costs of worse

decision making and are necessarily biased towards optimism. GM model also builds on

the disappointment theory, introduced by Bell (1985), Loomes and Sugden (1986) and

Gul (1991), for which the felicity associated to a given uncertain outcome increases with

the difference between the realization and the expectation. In GM model, agents form an

anticipated expected payoff and optimal beliefs realize the best trade-off between ex-ante

savoring and ex-post disappointment: high expectations lead to more ex-ante savoring

at the cost of being disappointed ex-post while low expectations lead to the benefits of

elation ex-post at the cost of less savoring ex-ante. Depending on the relative weight of

the ex-ante and ex-post criteria, the optimal belief might be optimistic or pessimistic,

leading to a quite realistic framework to model decision making and to think about

endogenous heterogeneous beliefs.

In this paper, we revisit GM model. In GM the set of possible anticipations is

exogenously fixed; we rather propose to relate the set of possible anticipations to the

lottery characteristics. The main differences are the following. First, in our setting,

as in Brunnermeier and Parker (2005), “in order to believe that something is possible,

7



Chapter 1: Portfolio Choice with Savoring and Disappointment

then it must be possible”: feasible subjective probability distributions are assumed to be

absolutely continuous with respect to the objective one. In our model, the only possible

anticipated expected payoff is the sure payoff when there is no uncertainty: if I get 100

for sure, then I can only believe that I will get 100. In the case of a lottery yielding

0 or 100 with equal probabilities, an agent can believe that he will win 0 or that he

will win 100 or that he will win on average any value between 0 and 100 reflecting a

subjective belief that 0 will occur with some probability p and 100 with 1− p. However,

he cannot believe that he will win some value outside [0, 100]. Second, the welfare level of

a given lottery does not depend on the set of 0-probability possible outcomes that can be

added to the lottery support. Third and as a consequence, as far as the portfolio choice

problem is concerned, the set of possible anticipated expected payoffs is not constrained

by exogenous bounds as in GM, but depends upon the level of investment in the risky

asset, which seems more natural, since this level modifies the support of the possible

payoffs.

Our extended model leads to new conclusions and interesting insights, which shed

light on a variety of puzzles in decision theory and in portfolio choice literature.

First, it appears that the preference functional is not necessarily compatible with

first-degree and second-degree stochastic dominance. The intuition for this result is

that an increase in risk may enlarge the support and may enable the agent to form an

optimal anticipated expected payoff which is more favorable in terms of the savoring

and disappointment trade-off and thereby may lead to a higher welfare. We provide

and discuss an additional condition on the preference functional to restore compatibility

with first-degree stochastic dominance: the weight on savoring must be large enough

with respect to the weight on disappointment. This condition is consistent with Gneezy

8
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et al. (2006), who underline that pure disappointment models permit violations of FSD.

As a consequence, it may be optimal to invest in a risky asset with an expected

excess return equal to zero. In our revisited model, risk taking may be optimal even if

the expected payoff is negative. The rationale is that investing in the risky asset enables

the individual to have a larger range of possible anticipated expected payoffs and possibly

a higher welfare.

Third, the agents exhibit preference for skewed returns as in Brunnermeier et al.

(2007): a positive demand for a skewed asset enables the agent to savor more for a given

level of risk than the opposite demand. The last two results may explain the popularity

of lottery games (Thaler and Ziemba, 1988) despite their negative expected returns and

the underperformance of lottery-type stocks (Kumar, 2009, Bali et al., 2011): gambling

enables to dream. This taste for lottery-type stocks and for extreme values is also a

possible explanation for portfolio under-diversification (Mitton and Vorkink, 2007).

Fourth, the allocation in the risky asset may increase with the weight on savoring, i.e.

with the intensity of anticipatory feelings, while in GM, the constant bounds assumption

had the implication that the more the agent savors the less risk he takes. GM showed

that a larger weight on savoring increases risk aversion and hence reduces the allocation

in the risky asset. In our revisited model, we have in addition a support effect which

may outweigh the effect of the increase in risk aversion.

Finally, we argue that our revisited model provides a suitable framework to think of

simultaneous demand for insurance and lotteries, a puzzle pointed out by Friedman and

Savage (1948). Consistent with Lopes (1987) theory of hope and fear and Shefrin and

Statman (2000) behavioral portfolio theory, our model can explain the coexistence of

insurance and lottery demand with the fear of disappointment and the desire to savor.

9
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In the next section, we present the model, then in Section 3 we analyze its properties.

Proofs are provided in the Appendix.

1.2 The model

We first present our model, that is directly derived from GM, then analyze its relevance

and detail the differences with the original model.

1.2.1 Our decision criterion and its application to portfolio

choice

The agent faces a risky payoff c̃, described by its (objective) probability distribution

Q over the real line. The agent can extract, at date 0, satisfaction from anticipatory

feelings. As in Brunnermeier and Parker (2005), the agent can choose a subjective

probability distribution in the set P of all probability distributions that are absolutely

continuous with respect to Q. The agent then enjoys at date 0 the subjectively expected

future utility of the risky payoff c̃. This satisfaction from anticipatory feelings comes

at the cost of experiencing, at date 1, disappointment. Disappointment is measured

with respect to a reference point y, that we will call the anticipated expected payoff.

For a given realization c of c̃, the agent enjoys at date 1 the satisfaction U (c, y), where

U is a bidimensional utility function increasing and concave in its first argument, i.e.,

such that Uc > 0 and Ucc < 0 and decreasing in the second argument, i.e., such that

Uy < 0 in order to reflect disappointment. The higher the anticipated expected payoff,

the higher the ex-post disappointment1. The intertemporal welfare of the agent for a

1As underlined by Caplin and Leahy (2001), “have you ever felt disappointed about an outcome

without having experienced prior feelings of hopefulness ?”
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The model

given choice of belief P in P is a weighted sum of his ex-ante and ex-post satisfactions

and given by W (P, c̃) = kEP [U (c̃, y)] + EQ [U (c̃, y)], where k measures the intensity

of anticipatory feelings. The anticipated expected payoff y is defined as the (subjective)

certainty equivalent of the risky payoff, i.e., U (y, y) = EP [U (c̃, y)]. We assume that the

function v (y) ≡ U (y, y) is increasing in y to reflect the fact that receiving a higher payoff

in line with expectations increases the agent’s utility2. Since U (y, y) = EP [U (c̃, y)], it

also means that increasing the anticipated expected payoff raises at date 0 the satisfaction

extracted from anticipatory feelings. Remark that since W (P, c) = (k + 1)U (c, c) for

a deterministic c, the condition on v is also a monotonicity condition on the welfare

function over the set of sure payoffs, which is natural.

The agent’s optimization problem (OP) consists in selecting a subjective belief P

in P in order to maximize his welfare W (P, c̃). Letting cinf(Q) and csup(Q) denote the

essential infimum and essential supremum of c̃ under Q, it is easy to get that the agent’s

optimization problem (OP) is equivalent to the following optimization problem (Oy)

max
cinf(Q)≤y≤csup(Q)

EQ [F (c̃, y)] , (1.1)

where F (c, y) = kU (y, y) + U (c, y) . The agent is then endowed with a decision crite-

rion, that associates with every risky payoff c̃ a welfare level W (c̃) ≡ maxcinf(Q)≤y≤csup(Q)

EQ [F (c̃, y)], corresponding to the optimal trade-off between ex-ante savoring and ex-

post disappointment.3

Note that the optimization problem (Oy) is also consistent with the (subjective)

2One prefers to consume $6, 000 in line with expectations rather than $5, 000 in line with expectations.
3Note that we would obtain analogous results if we considered the more general optimization problem

maxcinf(Q)≤y≤csup(Q)
kv(y) + EQ [U (c̃, y)] for a general increasing function v (i.e. not necessarily of the

form v(y) = U(y, y)) such that F (c, y) = kv(y) + U(c, y) is concave in y. In particular this permits to

consider different date 0 and date 1 utility functions.

11
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expected value of the risky payoff as the reference point, instead of the certainty equiva-

lent. Indeed, the optimization problem maxP∈P kU
(
EP [c̃] , EP [c̃]

)
+ EQ

[
U
(
c̃, EP [c̃]

)]
is equivalent to the optimization problem (Oy) .4 This means that our model is consistent

with models of disappointment that adopt the certainty equivalent as reference point,

as in Gul (1991), as well as with models that adopt the expected payoff as the reference

point as in Bell (1985) and Loomes and Sugden (1986).

Let us now consider the standard portfolio choice problem with such a decision cri-

terion. The agent has some initial wealth z at date 0, that can be invested in a riskless

asset, whose return between date 0 and date 1 is normalized to one, and in a risky

asset, whose excess return is described by a random variable x̃, with probability dis-

tribution Q. When the agent invests a level α of his wealth in the risky asset, then

he faces the risky payoff c̃α = (z + αx̃) and, by (1), his intertemporal welfare is given

by W (c̃α) = max(cα)inf≤y≤(cα)sup
EQ [F (c̃α, y)]. The agent’s portfolio choice problem then

consists in choosing the level α∗ of wealth invested in the risky asset in order to maximize

his intertemporal welfare, i.e. such that α∗ = arg maxαW (c̃α).

In the remainder of the paper, and as in GM, we make the regularity assumption that

the function F (c, y) is concave in y. The following first-order condition is then necessary

and sufficient to determine the optimal anticipated expected payoff y∗

EQ [Fy (c̃, y)] = kv′ (y) + EQ [Uy (c̃, y)]



≤ 0 if y∗ = cinf(Q),

= 0 if y∗ ∈
(
cinf(Q), csup(Q)

)
,

≥ 0 if y∗ = csup(Q).

(1.2)

We shall repeatedly consider the additive habit formation specification developed by

4This does not mean that it is possible to replace y with the subjective expected value of the risky

payoff in the initial problem of GM.
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Constantinides (1990), U(c, y) = u(c−ηy), for an increasing and concave function u and

a positive scalar η < 1. It is easy to verify that this bidimensional function satisfies all

the above regularity assumptions.

1.2.2 Our model vs. GM model

Let us be clear about the distinction between the seminal model of GM and our extended

model and about the relevance of our modifications. GM fix a finite set of possible

payoffs C = {c1 < c2 < ... < cS} and provide a decision criterion for the set SC of simple

lotteries, whose support is in C. A lottery Q in SC is described by a vector of probabilities

(q1, q2, ..., qS) with qi ≥ 0 and
∑S

i=1 qi = 1. For any lottery Q in SC , the agent’s welfare

W (Q) is given by W (Q) = maxc1≤y≤cS kU (y, y) +
∑S

s=1 qsU (cs, y) . The welfare level

of Q does not depend upon its support but depends on C (through c1 and cS). Notice

the difference with our decision criterion where the bounds are given by cinf{i;qi>0} and

csup{i;qi>0}. In fact, the agent in GM model can choose a subjective probability that is

singular with respect to the objective one whereas the agent in our model is constrained

to choose a probability that is absolutely continuous with respect to the objective one.

As a result, when there is no uncertainty, the only possible (and optimal) anticipated

expected payoff is equal to the sure payoff in our model. We think that this feature

is reasonable since if there is no uncertainty, then there is nothing to dream or to be

disappointed about. In GM model the optimal anticipated expected payoff is also equal

to the sure payoff only if Fy(x, x) = 0 for all x, or if the set of possible payoffs is reduced

to a singleton, namely the sure payoff. For the additive habit specification, Fy(x, x) = 0

for all x is satisfied only if k = η
1−η . More generally, in our setting, the anticipated

expected payoff belongs to the (convex hull of the) support of the objective lottery.

13
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Note that in the case where the support of the objective distribution of the lottery

Q under consideration coincides with the set C of possible payoffs in GM, then c1 =

cinf{i;qi>0} and cS = csup{i;qi>0}, and the welfare level of Q in GM coincides with its

welfare level in our extended model. But then GM model only permits to compare

lotteries with the same support. Our decision criterion can then be seen as an extension

of GM decision criterion to lotteries with different supports. In the case where the set C

in GM and the support of the objective distribution do not coincide, the model presented

here is not exactly an extension but rather a modification of GM, since it does not lead

to the same welfare levels.

As far as the portfolio choice problem is concerned, GM impose exogenous bounds

yinf and ysup on anticipated expected payoffs and these bounds are the same for all payoffs

c̃α = z + αx̃, independently of α. In our model, if an agent does not invest in the risky

asset (α = 0), the only possible (and optimal) anticipated expected payoff is equal to

the sure payoff z (y∗(0) = z): the individual cannot extract anticipatory feelings without

investing in the risky asset. In GM, the agent can choose any anticipated expected payoff

in [yinf , ysup] , even though he is sure to get z: the individual can savor a high anticipated

expected payoff even if he does not invest in the risky asset, and is hence sure to keep

the same wealth z. More generally, in our model, the level of investment modifies the

range of possible realizations hence of possible anticipated expected payoffs.

1.3 Results and predictions

Our extended model leads to new conclusions and interesting insights.
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1.3.1 Comparative statics

Optimal anticipated expected payoffs.

First, it is easy to show, exactly as in GM, that an increase in the intensity of anticipatory

feelings weakly increases the optimal anticipated expected payoff, i.e. ∂y∗

∂k
≥ 0. As

intuition suggests, when the intensity of anticipatory feelings increases, the agent can

get more benefits from his dreams and biases his beliefs towards more optimism.

Most results in GM about the impact of stochastic dominance on the optimal antic-

ipated expected payoff are not valid anymore in our setting without additional assump-

tions. Detailed stylized counterexamples can be found in Appendix 1.A, but the main

idea is the following: in our extended model, modifying the support of the objective

distribution changes the range of the possible anticipated expected payoffs, and may

authorize anticipated expected payoffs which are more favorable in terms of the savoring

and disappointment trade-off. The only result that remains valid is the following.

Proposition 1.1. If Uy is increasing in the payoff c, then any FSD dominated shift in

the probability distribution Q weakly reduces the optimal anticipated expected payoff y∗.

The condition Uyc > 0 means that the agent is disappointment averse. Notice that

for the habit formation specification U(c, y) = u(c− ηy), we always have Uyc > 0.

Welfare.

GM show that any SSD dominated shift (and in particular, any FSD dominated shift) in

the probability distribution Q weakly reduces the agent’s intertemporal welfare (Propo-

sition 5). In our setting, in the absence of additional condition, the impact of a FSD
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dominated shift on welfare is ambiguous5. As just seen, modifying the support of the

objective distribution may authorize more favorable trade-offs between savoring and dis-

appointment, and then lead to higher welfare.

The simplest forms of FSD dominated shifts are given by the shift from the binary

lottery L = ({x1, x2}, (π, 1− π)) with x1 < x2 to the sure payoff x1 or by the shift from

the sure payoff x2 to the lottery L. Gneezy et al. (2006) define as the internality axiom for

decision models the fact that for any binary lottery these two simple shifts reduce welfare.

Equivalently, this axiom imposes that for any binary lottery, the welfare level associated

to the lottery ranges between the welfare level of its lowest and highest outcomes. Note

that, as underlined by Gneezy et al. (2006), disappointment models permit violations of

the internality requirement. This means that even with this simplest form of FSD, an

additional condition is needed for our decision criterion. The following result shows that

the internality requirement is equivalent to the condition Fy(x, x) ≥ 0 for all x. Moreover,

it also shows that this condition guarantees that our decision criterion is consistent with

FSD shifts.

Proposition 1.2. The three following conditions are equivalent:

1. The decision criterion W satisfies the internality requirement.

2. For all x, Fy(x, x) ≥ 0.

3. Any FSD dominated shift in the probability distribution Q weakly reduces the agent’s

intertemporal welfare.

5An example of a FSD dominated shift leading to a decrease in welfare can be found in Appendix

1.A (Example 4).
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The condition Fy(x, x) ≥ 0 for all x is a condition on the relative weights of savoring

and disappointment. It amounts to assuming that when the anticipated expected payoff

and the payoff are in line, the decrease in ex-ante utility induced by a decrease in the

anticipated expected payoff - due to lower anticipatory feelings - is greater than the

increase in ex-post utility - due to lower disappointment. A slight decrease6 in the

anticipated expected payoff then induces a decrease in intertemporal welfare. Since, as

underlined above, pure models of disappointment violate the internality requirement, our

condition ensures that the weight on savoring is high enough compared to the weight

on disappointment to induce the agent to bias his beliefs upwards, when the anticipated

expected payoff and the actual payoff are in line. For the habit formation specification

U(c, y) = u(c− ηy), the additional condition Fy(x, x) ≥ 0 for all x is satisfied if and only

if k ≥ η
1−η .

Finally, we show in Table 1.1 in the Appendix that for some specifications, our model,

as GM model, can help explain Allais paradox.

1.3.2 Positive demand for assets with negative expected return

The following proposition shows that the agent may take nonzero positions on zero

mean risk assets in contrast with Proposition 8 of GM and in contrast with the standard

expected utility model. As previously, the intuition is the following: in our setting, the

presence of risk permits a larger range of possible anticipated expected payoffs hence

possibly higher savoring or less disappointment compensating for risk aversion.

6This local property is also satisfied at the global level and slight decreases might be replaced by

general decreases. Indeed, since F is concave in y, the condition Fy(x, x) ≥ 0 for all x is equivalent to

the fact that the function y 7→ F (x, y) is nondecreasing on {y ≤ x}.
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Proposition 1.3. Let x̃ be a bounded, nonzero, zero-mean risk and let z denote the

agent’s initial wealth. If Fy(z, z) 6= 0, then the optimal investment α∗ in the risky asset

x̃ is nonzero.

This proposition shows that there are zero mean risks for which the optimal demand

is positive (even if it means changing x̃ into −x̃). Slight perturbations of x̃ or −x̃ would

then permit to construct negative mean risks for which the optimal demand is positive.

Note that State lotteries typically have a negative average payoff. In our framework,

the positive demand for such lotteries is rationalized by the savoring of favorable future

prospects. Given the equivalence between portfolio choice and insurance demand prob-

lems, Proposition 1.3 also shows that full insurance is not optimal for actuarially fair

insurance when Fy(z, z) 6= 0 which may help to explain the annuities puzzle7. More

generally, the proposition implies that risky prospects might be desirable. This explains

why there is no systematic effect of SSD shifts on welfare in our setting (see Example 3,

Appendix A).

For the habit formation specification U(c, y) = u(c − ηy), we have Fy(z, z) 6= 0 for

all z if and only if k 6= η
1−η . Under this assumption, Proposition 1.3 applies for all

possible initial wealth levels, and the agent might then invest in a risky asset with a

negative expected return. For example, for k > η
1−η and EQ [x̃] < 0, we can see, using

the proof of Proposition 1.3, that, if shortsales are not allowed, the optimal investment

level α∗ is positive as soon as xsup > − EQ[x̃]
k(1−η)−η or in other words, as soon as the expected

loss is moderate relative to the maximum possible gain. This is typically the case with

State lotteries for which the expected gain is negative, shortsales are not allowed and the

maximum possible gain is high. Note that the focus on the maximum possible gain is

7See for instance Benartzti et al. (2011) for a review on this subject
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consistent with Cook and Clotfelter (1993), who document that per capita lottery sales

increase with the population base: indeed a higher possible jackpot makes higher dreams

possible.

It is also interesting to note that under the condition Fy(x, x) ≥ 0, SSD dominated

shifts are undesirable when they do not affect the maximum possible dream.

Proposition 1.4. Assume that Fy(x, x) ≥ 0 for all x. A SSD dominated shift in the

probability distribution Q which does not modify the maximum possible payoff weakly

reduces the agent’s intertemporal welfare.

This result might help to explain simultaneous demand for insurance and lotteries:

an agent who holds a lottery ticket and faces some risk which does not affect the lottery

jackpot would be interested by a risk reduction through insurance.

1.3.3 Under-diversification

An interesting corollary of Proposition 1.3 is the possible preference for under-diversified

portfolios. Indeed, let us consider a financial market with several assets and with a

zero idiosyncratic risk. A perfectly diversified portfolio would then be non-risky. Let

us normalize its return to zero. Proposition 1.3 implies that when facing the perfectly

diversified portfolio and any other under-diversified portfolio with zero average return, an

agent with a total wealth z and such that Fy(z, z) 6= 0 would choose to invest a nonzero

fraction of his wealth in the under-diversified portfolio leading to an under-diversified

overall portfolio, while a classical expected utility agent would choose to invest his whole

wealth in the perfectly diversified portfolio.

Under-diversified portfolio holdings of individual investors have been documented for

instance by Mitton and Vorkink (2007) and Goetzmann and Kumar (2008); they find
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that under-diversified portfolio holdings are concentrated in stocks with high idiosyn-

cratic volatility and high skewness, i.e. stocks with maximum upside potential. This is

consistent with our model that predicts that agents under-diversify in order to savor the

upside potential.

1.3.4 Binary risk and preference for skewed returns

In this section, we assume that U (c, y) = ln (c− ηy) and that x̃ is a binary risk.

The next proposition solves the portfolio choice problem for general zero-mean binary

risks and shows a preference for skewed returns. This is consistent with, e.g. Mitton

and Vorkink (2007), who find that “investors sacrifice mean variance efficiency for higher

skewness exposure”.

Proposition 1.5. Let z denote the agent’s initial wealth. Suppose that U (c, y) = ln (c−

ηy) for 0 < η < 1, and that the excess return of the risky asset has a zero mean and

yields xsup > 0 with probability π and xinf < 0 with probability 1 − π. For π ≤ 1
2

(resp.

π ≥ 1
2

), the optimal investment level is given by α∗ ≡ α1 = k(1−η)−η
(k+1)(ηxsup−xinf)

z (resp. α∗ ≡

α2 = − k(1−η)−η
(k+1)(xsup−ηxinf)

z), with y (α1) = k+π
(k+1)(π+η(1−π))

z (resp. y (α2) = k+1−π
(k+1)(1−π+ηπ)

z).

In particular, it is optimal not to invest in the zero mean return portfolio, i.e. α∗ = 0,

if and only if k = η
1−η ; in this case, y∗ = z. In the general case, the optimal investment

is nonzero. Note that we only need to consider one of the two cases π ≤ 1
2

or π ≥ 1
2

since

they are symmetric.

The case π ≤ 1
2

corresponds to a positively skewed distribution of payoffs, hence

to a positively skewed range of values for the anticipated expected payoff. When the

intensity of anticipatory feelings is high enough relative to the intensity of disappointment

(k > η
1−η ), then the positive skewness enables the agent to dream. In order to savor these
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high possible anticipated expected payoffs at date 0, the agent has a positive optimal

demand α∗ = α1 = k(1−η)−η
(k+1)(ηxsup−xinf)

z > 0 and an optimistic optimal subjective belief

y∗ = y (α1) = (cα1)sup = z + α1xsup > z. When the intensity of disappointment is

high enough relative to the intensity of anticipatory feelings ( η
1−η > k), then the negative

skewness of the random variable (−x̃) enables the agent to profit from elation. The agent

has then a negative demand of x̃ (or equivalently a positive demand of the negatively

skewed risky payoff −x̃) with α∗ = α1 = k(1−η)−η
(k+1)(ηxsup−xinf)

z < 0 and a pessimistic optimal

belief y∗ = y (α1) = z + α1xsup < z in order to benefit from elation at date 1. We

retrieve the fact that depending on the relative intensity of anticipatory feelings and

disappointment, the agent’s optimal belief can be pessimistic or optimistic.

Moreover, it is easy to get that ∂α1

∂k
> 0 and ∂α1

∂η
< 0, which means that the optimal

investment in a positively skewed asset increases with k and decreases with η. As intuition

suggests, a higher intensity of anticipatory feelings, which, as seen in Section 3.1 is

associated with more optimism, leads to a higher position in a positively skewed risky

asset and a higher intensity of disappointment reduces the level of investment in the

positively skewed risky asset. Here again, the implications of our model differ from those

of GM’s model, since GM find that, for the additive habit specification with u DARA,

the optimal investment in the risky asset decreases with k (Proposition 9.1), and that the

optimal investment in the risky asset decreases with (resp. increases with, is independent

of) η iif relative risk aversion is larger than (smaller than, equal to) 1 (Proposition 9.2).

Figure 1.1 in the Appendix illustrates Proposition 1.5 for k > η/(1 − η), i.e. when

the intensity of anticipatory feelings is high enough relative to the intensity of disap-

pointment. The top graph represents the welfare W (α) as a function of the investment

in a symmetric binary risk asset. Since the risk is symmetric, there are two symmetric
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possible values for the optimal portfolio α∗ yielding the same welfare. Note that the

welfare function is not globally concave in α. When the return is positively skewed (sec-

ond graph), the welfare still has two local maxima but only the positive one is a global

maximum. The positive demand for the risky asset yields higher welfare because the

maximum return xsup is higher (in absolute value) than the minimum return xinf . There-

fore, a positive demand for the asset enables the agent to savor more for a given level

of risk than the opposite demand. The third graph represents the symmetric situation

with negatively skewed returns.

Figure 1.2 in the Appendix represents W (α) and illustrates the impact of k in a

symmetric returns framework. For k = 1 (which corresponds, in the example, to η
1−η )

the optimal demand is zero. When k increases, zero becomes a local minimum of the

welfare function and the two symmetric maxima go away from zero.
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Stylized counterexamples for comparative statics results

1.A Stylized counterexamples for comparative stat-

ics results

The following examples illustrate the differences between our model and GM model in

terms of comparative statics. Their stylized feature permits to clearly highlight the

differences.

Example 1: FSD and the optimal anticipated expected payoff.

A utility function such that Ucy < 0 for which there is a FSD dominated shift that

decreases the optimal anticipated expected payoff y∗.

Let U be defined by U(c, y) = c− ηy − 1
2
β(c+ ηy)2 on [0, 1]× [0, 1] with β = 4

19
and

η = 1
2
. We take k = 2, Q1

({
1
2

})
= Q1 ({1}) = 1

2
and Q2 ({0}) = Q2

({
1
2

})
= 1

2
. We have

Q1 �FSD Q2 and y2 = y∗ (Q2) = 1
2
− 1

38
< 1

2
= y∗ (Q1) = y1.

Example 2: Increases in risk and the optimal anticipated expected payoff.

2a. A utility function such that Uccy < 0 and for which there is an increase in risk in

the sense of Rothschild-Stiglitz that increases the optimal anticipated expected payoff y∗.

Let U be defined by U(c, y) = ln(c − 1
2
y) on

[
9
10
, 11

10

]
×
[

9
10
, 11

10

]
. We take k = 3, Q1

and Q2 such that Q1 ({1}) = 1 and Q2
({

9
10

})
= Q2

({
11
10

})
= 1

2
. The distribution Q2 is

more risky than Q1 in the sense of Rothschild-Stiglitz and we have y2 = y∗ (Q2) = 11
10
>

1 = y∗ (Q1) = y1.

2b. A utility function such that Uccy > 0 and for which there exists an increase in risk

in the sense of Rothschild-Stiglitz that decreases the optimal anticipated expected payoff

y∗.

Let U be defined by U(c, y) = c− 1
2
y− 1

4
(c− 1

2
y)2 + 1

86
(c+ 1

2
y)3 on

[
9
10
, 11

10

]
×
[

9
10
, 11

10

]
.
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We take k = 1
2
, Q1 ({1}) = 1 and Q2

({
9
10

})
= Q2

({
11
10

})
= 1

2
. The distribution Q2 is

more risky than Q1 in the sense of Rothschild-Stiglitz and we have y2 = y∗ (Q2) = 9
10
<

1 = y∗ (Q1) = y1.

Example 3: SSD and welfare.

A SSD dominated shift in the probability distribution Q that increases the intertemporal

welfare.

Take the same utility function and the same distributions as in 2a. We check that

W (Q1) < W (Q2).

Example 4: FSD and welfare.

A FSD dominated shift in the probability distribution Q that increases intertemporal

welfare.

Let U be defined by U(c, y) = ln(c − 1
2
y) on

[
9
10
, 1
]
×
[

9
10
, 1
]
. We take k = 1

2
,

Q1 ({1}) = 1 and Q2
({

9
10

})
= 1−Q2 ({1}) = 0.01. We have Q1 �FSD Q2 and we check

that W (Q1) < W (Q2).

1.B Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let Q1 �FSD Q2. For i = 1, 2, we denote by yi, cQ
i

inf and cQ
i

sup the

optimal anticipated expected payoff, the essential infimum and the essential supremum

under Qi. Since Ucy > 0, we have Fcy > 0 and then EQ1
[Fy(c̃, y

1)] ≥ EQ2
[Fy(c̃, y

1)] .

Furthermore, FSD shifts the support to lower payoffs that is, cQ
1

sup ≥ cQ
2

sup and cQ
1

inf ≥

cQ
2

inf . The domain over which EQ2
[Fy(c̃, y)] is maximized intersects then (−∞, y1] . If

EQ1
[Fy(c̃, y

1)] ≤ 0, then EQ2
[Fy(c̃, y

1)] ≤ 0 and since F is concave in y, we have y2 ≤ y1.
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If EQ1
[Fy(c̃, y

1)] > 0, then y1 corresponds to the highest possible payoff under Q1 and

we necessarily have y2 ≤ y1.

Proof of Proposition 1.2. (2)⇒ (1): Consider the lottery L = ({x1, x2}, (π, 1− π)) with

x1 < x2 and denote by y∗ the optimal anticipated expected payoff of the lottery. We have

W (x1) = F (x1, x1) ≤ πF (x1, x1) + (1 − π)F (x2, x1) ≤ πF (x1, y
∗) + (1 − π)F (x2, y

∗) =

W (L), where the first inequality is due to Fc > 0 and the second inequality comes from

the optimality of y∗. The inequality W (x1) ≤ W (L) is then always satisfied.

Since Fyy < 0, Fy (x2, x2) ≥ 0 implies that Fy (x2, x) ≥ Fy (x2, x2) ≥ 0 for x ≤ x2

and then F (x2, x) ≤ F (x2, x2) for all x ≤ x2. Thus, we have W (L) = πF (x1, y
∗) + (1−

π)F (x2, y
∗) ≤ F (x2, y

∗) ≤ F (x2, x2) = W (x2), where the first inequality follows from

Fc > 0.

(1) ⇒ (2): Assume that there exist x2 and y < x2 with F (x2, y) > F (x2, x2).

Let x1 < y and consider the lottery l = ({x1, x2}, (π, 1 − π)) with optimal anticipated

expected payoff denoted by yl. We have W (l) = πF (x1, y
l) + (1 − π)F (x2, y

l), hence

by optimality, W (l) ≥ πF (x1, y) + (1 − π)F (x2, y). Choosing π small enough, we have

W (l) > F (x2, x2) = W (x2), which leads to a contradiction. For all x2, we then have

F (x2, y) ≤ F (x2, x2) for all y ≤ x2, hence Fy(x2, x2) ≥ 0.

(2) ⇒ (3): Let Q1 �FSD Q2 and let y1 and y2 denote the optimal anticipated ex-

pected payoffs respectively associated to Q1 and Q2. Since Fc > 0, we have W (Q2) =

EQ2
[F (c̃, y2)] ≤ EQ1

[F (c̃, y2)]. If y2 ≥ cQ
1

inf then y2 ∈ [cQ
1

inf , c
Q1

sup] (see the proof of Propo-

sition 1.1) and, by optimality, we have EQ1
[F (c̃, y2)] ≤ EQ1

[F (c̃, y1)] = W (Q1). If

y2 < cQ
1

inf , we have, for all c in the support of Q1, F (c, y2) ≤ F (c, cQ
1

inf ) since Fy(x, x) ≥ 0

for all x implies that F (c, y) is increasing in y for y ≤ c (see above). Therefore,

EQ1
[F (c̃, y2)] ≤ EQ1

[F (c̃, cQ
1

inf )] ≤ EQ1
[F (c̃, y1)] = W (Q1), where the last inequality
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is due to the optimality of y1.

(3)⇒ (1): immediate.

Proof of Proposition 1.3. Assume that Fy(z, z) > 0. For α > 0 and sufficiently small,

y∗(α) is sufficiently close to z to have kv′(y∗(α))+EQ [Uy(c̃α, y
∗(α)] > 0. This implies that

y∗(α) = (cα)sup. Hence, for α > 0 sufficiently small, Wα(α) = E [x̃Uc(c̃α, y
∗(α)) + xsup

Fy(c̃α, y
∗(α))] and limα→0+ Wα(α) = xsupFy(z, z) > 0. We prove similarly that limα→0−

Wα(α) = xinfFy(z, z) < 0 and α = 0 is a local minimum for W (α). The optimal invest-

ment is then nonzero. The case Fy(z, z) < 0 is treated similarly.

Proof of Proposition 1.4. Let Q1 �SSD Q2 with cQ
1

sup = cQ
2

sup and let y1 and y2 denote

the optimal anticipated expected payoffs respectively associated to Q1 and Q2. Since

F is concave in c, we have W (Q2) = EQ2
[F (c̃, y2)] ≤ EQ1

[F (c̃, y2)]. If y2 ≥ cQ
1

inf

then y2 ∈ [cQ
1

inf , c
Q1

sup] (since by assumption cQ
1

sup = cQ
2

sup) and, by optimality, we have

EQ1
[F (c̃, y2)] ≤ EQ1

[F (c̃, y1)] = W (Q1). If y2 < cQ
1

inf , we have, for all c in the support of

Q1, F (c, y2) ≤ F (c, cQ
1

inf ) since Fy(x, x) ≥ 0 for all x implies that F (c, y) is increasing in

y for y ≤ c. Therefore, EQ1
[F (c̃, y2)] ≤ EQ1

[F (c̃, cQ
1

inf )] ≤ EQ1
[F (c̃, y1)] = W (Q1), where

the last inequality is due to the optimality of y1.

Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let us first study the concavity of W and let us assume α > 0

(the case α < 0 is treated similarly).

If (cα)inf < y(α) < (cα)sup (Regime 1), then by the implicit function theorem, we

have y′(α) = − E[x̃Ucy ]

kv′′+E[Ucc]
, and Wαα(α) = E [x̃2Ucc] + y′(α)E [x̃Ucy] , where all functions

are taken at y = y(α) and c̃α. Wαα(α) is negative if

kv′′E [x̃2u′′] + η2(E [u′′]E [x̃2u′′]− E [x̃u′′]2)

kv′′ + η2E [u′′]
< 0,
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where the derivatives of v (resp. u) are taken at (1− η)y(α) (resp. c̃α − ηy(α)) and this

inequality is satisfied due to the concavity of u and v and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

When y(α) = (cα)sup (Regime 2), Wαα(α) is given by Wαα(α) = x2
sup [kv′′ + EUyy] +

2xsupE [x̃Ucy]+E [x̃2Ucc] < 0, where all functions are taken at y = (cα)sup and c = z+αx̃.

The concavity condition is then given by k(1 − η)2u′′((1 − η)((cα)sup))x2
sup + E(x̃ −

ηxsup)2u′′(z(1− η) + α(x̃− ηxsup)) < 0, which is automatically satisfied by concavity of

u. The same applies for y(α) = (cα)inf (Regime 3).

Finally, note that y(α) is continuous and so is EQ [Fy(c̃α, y(α))] . This means that

when we switch from Regime 2 to Regime 1 (or from Regime 3 to Regime 1) and

conversely, at some α̂ > 0, we have EQ [Fy(c̃α̂, y(α̂))] = 0 and W ′(α̂−) = W ′(α̂+) =

E [Uc(c̃α̂, y(α̂))] . Thus, Wα(α) is continuous at α̂ and since W is concave at the left and

at the right of α̂, it is concave on a neighborhood of α̂. The unique remaining cases corre-

spond to switches from Regime 2 to Regime 3 and conversely. Since y(α) is continuous,

such a switch can only occur for α = 0. In conclusion, W is concave on R− and on R+

but might not be concave at 0.

Let us then consider separately the two following problems maxα≥0,(cα)inf≤y≤(cα)sup

k ln((1−η)y)+E [ln(c̃α − ηy)], and maxα≤0,(cα)sup≤y≤(cα)inf k ln((1−η)y)+E [ln(c̃α − ηy)].

Let us start with the first one, i.e. α ≥ 0. The objective function is concave in (α, y)

and the domain {(α, y) : α ≥ 0, (cα)inf ≤ y ≤ (cα)sup} is convex. The first-order necessary

and sufficient conditions for an interior solution are then given by k
y
− ηE

[
1

c̃α−ηy

]
=

0, and E
[

x̃
c̃α−ηy

]
= 0. Deriving y from the first equation and replacing it in the second

equation we obtain α = 0 which is only optimal if k = η/(1− η). Otherwise there is no

interior solution. The same applies for α ≤ 0.

This means that the solutions of (2) are necessarily such that y∗ (α∗) = z+α∗xsup or
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y(α∗) = z + α∗xinf . It suffices then to solve the two following problems maxα k ln((1 −

η) (z + αx)) + E [ln((1− η)z + α (x̃− ηx))] , with x = xsup or x = xinf , and to compare

their values to determine α∗. We obtain α1 = k(1−η)−η
(k+1)(ηxsup−xinf)

z and α2 = η−k(1−η)
(k+1)(x+−ηx−)

z

and W (α0) −W (α1) = (k + π) ln
(

(k+π)(1−η)
π(1−η)+η

)
− (k + 1 − π) ln

(
(k+1−π)(1−η)

1−π(1−η)

)
= ∆(π).

We check that ∆(π) is decreasing on [0, 1] with ∆(1/2) = 0. Consequently, α∗ = α1 for

π ≤ 1
2

and α∗ = α2 for π ≥ 1
2
.
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Table 1.1: Allais Paradox

Lottery {0, 1, 5} A1 A2 B1 B2

Q = (q1, q2, q3) (0, 1, 0) (0.01, 0.89, 0.1) (0.9, 0, 0.1) (0.89, 0.11, 0)

Preference A1 � A2 B1 � B2

k = 0.75 y∗(Q) 1 0.7744 0 0

W (Q) -0.1728 -0.1790 -0.5502 -0.5513

k = 2 y∗(Q) 1 1.0404 0.1989 0.2002

W (Q) -0.2963 -0.3117 -0.9126 -0.9132

The table presents for k equal to 0.75 and 2 the choice of an agent endowed with a utility function

U(c, y) = −(1 + c − y/2)−3/3 between the lotteries considered in the Allais paradox. The different

lotteries yield 0 with probability q1, 1 with probability q2 and 5 with probability q3. They differ by the

values of (q1, q2, q3). The Allais paradox is explained when A1 � A2 and B1 � B2. This is the case when

k remains sufficiently close to η/(1− η) which is equal to 1 in this example.
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Figure 1.1: Skewness and welfare

This figure presents the welfare W (α) as a function of the investment level α for a symmetric (a),

positively skewed (b) and negatively skewed (c) binary risk. The utility function is given by U(c, y) =

ln(c − y/2) and k = 2. Initial wealth is given by z = 1. (a) For xsup = −xinf = 0.2 (and π = 1/2),

the risk is symmetric and there are two optimal investment levels α1 = −α2 = 0.56. (b) If we maintain

xinf = −0.2 and take xsup equal to 0.4 (with π = 1/3 to keep a zero mean), the optimal investment

level is positive and given by α1 = 0.42. (c) If we maintain xsup = 0.2 and take xinf equal to −0.4 (with

π = 2/3 to keep a zero mean), the optimal investment level is negative and given by α2 = −0.42.
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Figure 1.2: The intensity of anticipatory feelings and welfare

This figure presents the welfare W (α) as a function of the investment level α for three different values of

the intensity of anticipatory feelings k and in the case of a zero-mean symmetric binary risk (xsup = 0.2

and xinf = −0.2). The utility function is given by U(c, y) = ln(c− y/2). Initial wealth is given by z = 1.

For k = 1, the optimal demand is zero. When k increases, zero becomes a local minimum and the two

(symmetric) maxima go away from zero.
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Abstract

This paper presents perspectives on a research agenda on a model of endogenous

beliefs which a decision maker forms given his ex ante savoring utility and fear of ex

post disappointment. Compared to standard economic models with time separable

utility functions, a model of endogenous beliefs allows agents to hold heterogeneous

beliefs even when objective probabilities are known and has more flexibility to

rationalize stylized facts of asset returns. The main driver of different beliefs in

the model are time preferences and the correlation between time preferences and

beliefs appears to be consistent with the empirically observed correlation as the

model generates a positive correlation between optimism and impatience. In an

exchange economy the model can rationalize a large risk premium and a low risk-

free rate when agents put a large weight on savoring utility and fear disappointment

a lot.

JEL Classification: D90, G02, G11.

Keywords: endogenous beliefs; anticipatory feelings; disappointment; opti-

mism; impatience; risk-free rate and equity premium puzzle.
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2.1 Introduction

Consider an agent who faces risk on his future consumption. In the expected utility

(EU) framework, the agent evaluates his EU by first assigning a utility to each possible

future consumption outcome and then calculating a probability weighted average of these

utilities. His total felicity is the sum of the utility associated to current consumption

and the EU discounted at his time preference rate. This framework is the standard ap-

proach to model rational economic behavior. Building on introspection and on evidence

from other social sciences a variety of models analyze deviations from this approach.

Among possible deviations, Akerlof and Dickens (1982) introduce anticipatory feelings

and endogenous belief formation and Bell (1985) disappointment. Applied to the intro-

ductory example it means that the agent may experience utility flows before the actual

consumption as in Loewenstein (1987) and anxiety while facing the risk on his future

consumption. The agent may also form an expectation of his future consumption. He

could choose to be optimistic about his future consumption to savor now high consump-

tion in the future. But this optimism comes at a cost. Once consumption is realized, the

agent is likely to be disappointed about his consumption if it is below his expectation.

To avoid disappointment, he may choose ex ante to be pessimistic by expecting a lower

future consumption and thereby reduce savoring ex ante.

The introductory example reveals the main features of the model proposed by Gol-

lier and Muermann (2010) (henceforth GM) in which the decision maker forms beliefs

given his anticipation utility and fear of ex post disappointment. This paper presents

perspectives on a research agenda on endogenous belief formed in this savoring and dis-

appointment framework. The agenda explores first the ability of endogenous beliefs to

help to understand empirically observed correlations between preferences and beliefs and
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then the ability of the model to explain stylized facts of asset returns.

An appealing feature of endogenous beliefs in the savoring and disappointment frame-

work is that beliefs can be optimistic, objective or pessimistic although the objective

probability distribution is known. For multiple agents, beliefs are heterogeneous even if

the agents have common objective priors as long as the agents have different time prefer-

ences. This is different from standard models in which common priors imply that agents

cannot “agree to disagree” (Aumann (1976)). Endogenous beliefs are thereby interesting

because they provide the possibility to have heterogeneous beliefs while maintaining a

lot of structure with the assumption that the objective probability distribution is known.

This paper discusses how the standard notions of optimism and pessimism in terms of

first-order stochastic dominance relations between the subjective and objective distribu-

tion (see Abel (2002)) can be understood in the model. It appears that the main driver

of optimism and pessimism in the model are differences in time preferences and that the

weight on savoring and the discount factor both relate positively to optimism. Indeed,

the weight on savoring is related to the duration between the formation of the belief and

the resolution of uncertainty (see also GM) and going one step further and assuming

that the weight on savoring is related to the perceived duration (i.e., the impatience of

the agent) between the formation of the belief and the resolution of uncertainty, it is op-

timal for impatient agents to be more optimistic. This may be consistent with evidence

in Graham, Harvey, and Puri (2013) who investigate the psychological traits of senior

executives and find that CEOs tend to be very optimistic and impatient. In addition,

Bill Gates the founder and former CEO of Microsoft describes himself as an “impatient

optimist” (Rogak (2012)). The model shows how a correlation between impatience and

optimism can arise when beliefs are endogenously chosen.
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This paper explores the ability of the model of endogenous beliefs in a savoring and

disappointment framework to match stylized features of asset returns. In particular, I

calculate numerically which risk-free rate and risk premium the model is able to generate

in the economy considered by Mehra and Prescott (1985) which has a 1.8% consumption

growth with a volatility of 3.6%. With very large values of savoring and disappointment

the model is able to rationalize simultaneously a risk premium of 3.58% and a risk-free

rate of 0.85%. The high risk premium is in line with GM who show that the savoring

and disappointment agent is more risk-averse than a standard EU agent if his utility

function exhibits decreasing absolute risk aversion. In addition, the risk-free rate is

low because risk aversion and fluctuation aversion are not the same in the model and

forming optimal expectations makes the agent less averse to fluctuations in consumption

over time. The model thereby does not resolve the risk premium puzzle because the

savoring and disappointment agents are still very risk-averse but does help to explain

the risk-free rate puzzle of Weil (1989). While this result is very similar to the habit

formation model of Constantinides (1990) which is only able to resolve the risk-free rate

puzzle (Kocherlakota (1996)), the intuition for the result is slightly different. The agent

does not compare a past level of consumption to realized consumption but rather a

forward looking optimally chosen estimate of consumption which is more in line with the

theory of generalized disappointment aversion of Routledge and Zin (2010) or the high

hopes and disappointment model of Dybvig and Rogers (2013).8

The model of endogenous beliefs with savoring and disappointment belongs to the

line of literature where agents choose their beliefs and form optimal expectations about

8Dybvig and Rogers develop a model similar to Gollier and Muermann (2010) but focus on the timing

of resolution of uncertainty and the derivation of optimal consumption and investment in continuous

time.
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a random outcome. Endogenous belief formation was first introduced by Akerlof and

Dickens (1982) in a labor market model in which rational agents choose an industry

to work in knowing that they will distort the probability about the hazards in this

industry. These agents face cognitive dissonance because they are aware of the objective

probability of an accident (fully rational) but still choose a subjective probability of

the accident. In addition to the ability to control his beliefs, the decision maker in the

model can savor his prospects. This anticipation utility has been analyzed in the case

of a certain future by Loewenstein (1987) who brings forward that one might delay a

pleasant experience to savor it. Caplin and Leahy (2001) extend the idea of anticipatory

emotions to situations involving uncertain prospects. More recently, Brunnermeier and

Parker (2005), Brunnermeier, Gollier, and Parker (2007) and Gollier (2011) combine

the idea that agents derive current felicity from expectations of future pleasures with

endogenous belief formation. They consider situations in which agents simultaneously

choose their optimal consumption and the probabilities to compute EU. Optimal beliefs

are then necessarily biased towards optimism because every agent has an interest to

increase weights on events that are favorable for him to increase his current felicity.

Gollier and Muermann (2010) generalize the preceding models by adding an ex post

criterion of disappointment. This criterion builds on the disappointment theory in which

decision makers compare outcomes to the objective expectation as in Bell (1985) and

Loomes and Sugden (1986) or to the objective certainty equivalent of risk as in Gul

(1991). In the model, disappointment is modeled as the utility being decreasing in

optimal expectations. The optimal expectation are a reference level in the sense that the

higher optimal expectations are, the higher is anticipation utility and disappointment.

In the belief formation process, disappointment tempers optimal expectations making it
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optimal for some parameterizations to be pessimistic. Optimal beliefs then maximize a

weighted average of the Brunnermeier and Parker criterion of savoring and the criterion of

disappointment. Depending on the weight attributed to the former or the latter criterion,

optimal beliefs are either pessimistic or optimistic meaning that in the introductory

example it can be optimal to expect low, high or any intermediate value of consumption.9

The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the model. Section

2.3 explores the optimal expectations in greater detail and Section 2.4 derives the risk-

free rate and risk premium in an economy with endogenous beliefs in a savoring and

disappointment framework. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 The model

The model is almost identical to the decision criterion of Gollier and Muermann (2010)

except that the agent also enjoys current consumption and discounts future utility. In

addition, feasible subjective beliefs have to be absolutely continuous to the objective

probability distribution as in Jouini, Karehnke, and Napp (2014). Readers who are

already familiar with one or both of the two papers may skip this section.

The model has two dates and the agent has a date 0 consumption, c0, and a (random)

date 1 consumption, c̃, described by the objective probability distribution Q over the

real line. At date 0, the agent first chooses a subjective belief, P , within the set of

all probability distributions which are absolutely continuous with respect to Q, P . He

9The model of endogenous beliefs in the savoring and disappointment framework is also related to

the unpublished working papers Loewenstein and Linville (1986) and Karlsson, Loewenstein, and Patty

(2004) who also discuss endogenous expectation formation as a trade-off between the desire to savor

and avoid disappointment.
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thereby chooses the subjective belief which offers the best trade-off between the benefits

of a higher subjective expectation on ex ante felicity against its cost: a higher ex post

disappointment. Then, the agent extracts felicity from his current consumption and

his subjectively expected date 1 consumption. At date 1, uncertainty is resolved and

the agent enjoys the utility from the consumption realization adjusted by his subjective

expectation formed at date 0.

Utility is modeled with a bivariate function,10

U(c, y) = u(c− ηy), (2.1)

where u is at least twice differentiable and increasing and concave, c is consumption, y

is anticipated consumption, and η is a positive scalar smaller than one which measures

the intensity of disappointment.11 Utility is increasing and concave in consumption,

Uc ≡ u′(·) > 0 and Ucc ≡ u′′(·) < 0, and anticipated consumption lowers utility from

consumption for all utility levels, Uy = −ηu′(·) < 0. Uy < 0 is how disappointment is

modeled and it incorporates the idea that the satisfaction of consuming X is larger if

no consumption is expected than if a consumption of 2X is expected. The specification

in (2.1) implies in addition that disappointment (in absolute terms) becomes smaller

as consumption increases (i.e., Uyc = Ucy = −ηu′′(·) > 0) or, put differently, marginal

utility is increasing in anticipated consumption. Ucy > 0 is referred to as disappointment

10The specification in (2.1) takes up the idea of consumption habit formation developed by Constan-

tinides (1990) and GM refer to it as the additive habit specification and present it as a specific case of

their more general model. To be able to generate more results, the whole analysis in this paper only

uses the special case of additive habits.
11Note that η measures disappointment but η changes risk aversion as well. It is therefore not possible

to distinguish if choices change as a function of η because disappointment has changed or because risk

aversion has changed.
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aversion in GM.

Anticipated consumption is defined as the subjective certainty equivalent of risk

u((1− η)y) = EPu (c̃− ηy) , (2.2)

where EP denotes the expectation under the subjective probability distribution. Based

on his subjective beliefs, the agent is indifferent between the risk on his consumption

and y for sure.

At date 0 the agent enjoys his consumption utility lowered by an anticipated level ȳ0

which is fixed. ȳ0 would be the anticipation formed before date 0, if the model had an

additional date. The agent’s utility at date 0 is the weighted sum of his consumption

utility and his subjectively expected date 1 consumption and is given by u(c0 − ηy0) +

kEPu (c̃− ηy), where k is a positive scalar which measures the intensity of anticipatory

feelings. At date 0 the agent chooses his beliefs and the associated optimal expectation

to maximize his intertemporal welfare W

W (c0, c̃) = max
P∈P, y

u(c0 − ηy0) + kEPu (c̃− ηy)︸ ︷︷ ︸
utility enjoyed at date 0

+e−ρEu (c̃− ηy) ,︸ ︷︷ ︸
utility enjoyed at date 1

(2.3)

subject to u((1− η)y) = EPu (c̃− ηy) , (2.4)

where ρ is the subjective time preference rate. Note that the model has two additional

parameters compared to EU and for k = η = 0 the model boils down to EU theory.

Subjective beliefs are chosen by the agent and can differ from the objective probability

distribution. All subjective distributions which lead to the same optimal expectation

yield the same intertemporal welfare. Hence, it is generally not possible to determine

the subjective belief distribution and (2.3) is equivalent to

W (c0, c̃) = max
cinf(Q)≤y≤csup(Q)

u(c0 − ηy0) + ku ((1− η)y) + e−ρEu (c̃− ηy) , (2.5)
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where cinf(Q) and csup(Q) are respectively the essential infimum and supremum of c̃ under

Q.12 Because the function F (c̃, y) ≡ ku ((1− η)y) + e−ρEu (c̃− ηy) is concave in the

decision variable y, the first-order condition is necessary and sufficient to determine the

optimal expectation. The first-order condition is

Fy (c̃, y∗) = k(1− η)u′((1− η)y∗)− ηe−ρEu′ (c̃− ηy∗)



≤ 0 if y∗ = cinf(Q),

= 0 if y∗ ∈ [cinf(Q), csup(Q)],

≥ 0 if y∗ = csup(Q).

(2.6)

The optimal expectation is constrained to the support of the objective distribution to

guarantee the existence of a subjective distribution which is absolutely continuous with

respect to the objective distribution and satisfies (2.4). The optimal expectation associ-

ated to k = 0 thus equals cinf(Q) whereas the optimal expectation associated to k = +∞

equals csup(Q). Note also that if there is no uncertainty, y∗ equals the certain consump-

tion. I refer to Jouini et al. (2014) for a more detailed discussion of the assumption that

y∗ ∈ [cinf(Q), csup(Q)].

2.3 Optimal expectations

The model of endogenous belief formation in the savoring and disappointment framework

is particularly interesting as a model of structural belief formation as it yields both

optimistic and pessimistic beliefs depending on the relative weight on ex ante savoring

and ex post disappointment. This section takes a closer look at the properties of the

12In practice, possible candidates for cinf(Q) and csup(Q) are the smallest and the largest sample

observation of c̃, respectively, or theoretically motivated minimum and maximum observations of c̃. The

latter are more appropriate when the available sample size is small and cinf(Q) and csup(Q) occur rarely.
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endogenous beliefs in the model.

2.3.1 Optimism and pessimism

Optimism comprises two possible notions: “more optimistic” for two individuals facing

the same risk and “optimism” for a comparison of the individual belief with the objec-

tive distribution. Since subjective beliefs are not determined in the model, the optimal

expectation y∗ is the proxy for the subjective probability distribution and optimism has

to be defined with respect to the optimal expectation. This is in line with Gollier and

Muermann (2010) who do not explicitly define optimism in their model but use the

notion of more optimistic. They write that the decision maker “chooses his degree of op-

timism.” Since anticipated consumption, y, is the only choice variable of the agent, they

take the magnitude of optimal expectations, y∗, as a proxy for the degree of optimism

of the agent. But using optimal expectations as a proxy for optimism also raises a prob-

lem. The optimal expectation is the anticipated consumption for the optimal subjective

belief. As stated by (2.2), anticipated consumption is defined as the subjective certainty

equivalent of risk and thus reflects not only the subjective belief distribution of the agent

but also the shape of u and the magnitude of η. Hence, a given optimal belief only leads

to the same optimal expectation, if two agents have the same utility function and the

same parameter η. Consequently, the notion of “more optimism” has to be defined with

respect to optimal expectations among individuals with the same u and η.

To define the notion of “optimism”, let yQ be the anticipated consumption associated

to the objective distribution,

u ((1− η)yQ) = Eu (c̃− ηyQ) . (2.7)
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For a given utility function and scalar η, an individual is then optimistic if his optimal

expectation is larger than yQ and pessimistic otherwise. These notions as well as the

notion of more optimism and pessimism are summarized in Definition 2.1. Optimism

and pessimism are defined as opposite sides of the same coin.

Definition 2.1 (Optimism - Pessimism). Let y∗i denote the optimal expectation of agent

i (i = A, B) and yQ is the anticipated consumption under the objective distribution. For

agents who share the same increasing and concave utility function u, the same parameter

η and the same objective distribution, the notions of (a) more optimism, (b) optimism,

(c) more pessimism and (d) pessimism are defined as:

(a) Agent A is more optimistic than agent B if and only if y∗A ≥ y∗B.

(b) Agent A is optimistic if and only if y∗A ≥ yQ.

(c) Agent A is more pessimistic than agent B if and only if y∗A ≤ y∗B.

(d) Agent A is pessimistic if and only if y∗A ≤ yQ.

How are the notions of optimism and pessimism related to other definitions in the

literature? Generally, an optimistic (pessimistic) agent overestimates the probability of

good (bad) outcomes and underestimates the probability of bad (good) outcomes. This

yields the natural definition of pessimism due to Abel (2002) that a subjective probability

distribution is characterized as pessimistic if it is first-order stochastically dominated

(FSD) by the objective probability distribution. Moreover, Abel defines a subjective

probability distribution characterized by doubt if it is a mean-preserving spread (MPS)

of the objective probability distribution. As shown in the next proposition, the notions

of Definition 2.1 are implied when there is second-order stochastic dominance (SSD) in

the subjective probability distributions.
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Proposition 2.1. Suppose that y∗1 and y∗2 are optimal expectations for the same objective

distribution, u and η. If the set P1 of subjective beliefs which yields the same intertem-

poral welfare as y∗1 second-order stochastically dominates the set of subjective beliefs P2

which yield the same intertemporal welfare as y∗2, y∗1 ≥ y∗2.

Hence, Definition 2.1 (d) is related to both, Abel’s concept of doubt and the one of

pessimism, because an optimal subjective distribution which is second-order stochasti-

cally dominated (SSD) by the objective distribution decreases anticipated consumption.13

Note, however, that it is not possible to distinguish between pessimism and doubt in the

sense of Abel because the subjective probability distribution is indeterminably and both

FSD and MPS in the optimal subjective beliefs imply lower optimal expectations. Be-

sides, Definition 2.1 classifies as pessimists agents who show neither doubt nor pessimism

in the sense of Abel for example if the objective distribution SSD the subjective distribu-

tion but is neither a FSD nor MPS. In addition, SSD in optimal beliefs is only sufficient

for y∗1 ≥ y∗2 and not necessary because subjective beliefs may also have other forms which

may not be ranked with SSD.

In their Proposition 7.1, GM show that y∗ is smaller than the expected value of date

1 consumption if u is prudent and k ≤ η/(1 − η) (or k ≤ e−ρη/(1 − η) with a discount

factor in the decision criterion). The next proposition develops the result of GM further

and takes into account the notion of optimism and pessimism of Definition 2.1 (b) and

(d).

Proposition 2.2. (a) Suppose that −u′′(z)/u′(z) is non-increasing in z.

(i) If k ≤ e−ρη/(1− η), the individual is a pessimist.

13To see that SSD is sufficient for FSD and MPS recall that a MPS is equivalent to a SSD that

preserves the mean (Gollier (2001), p. 43) and that FSD implies SSD.
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(ii) If the individual is an optimist, k ≥ e−ρη/(1− η).

(b) Suppose that −u′′(z)/u′(z) is nondecreasing in z.

(i) If the individual a pessimist, k ≤ e−ρη/(1− η).

(ii) If k ≤ e−ρη/(1− η), the agent is an optimist.

The condition for the coefficient of absolute risk aversion A(z) ≡ −u′′(z)/u′(z) to be

non-increasing (non-decreasing) is that −u′′(z)/u′(z) ≥ (≤) −u′′′(z)/u′′(z) ≡ P (z) where

P (z) denotes the coefficient of absolute prudence. The widely used constant relative

risk aversion (CRRA) utility functions (power and logarithmic functions), for instance,

exhibit decreasing absolute risk aversion and are thus covered by the Proposition 2.2 (a).

Constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility functions satisfy the two conditions.

Therefore, given u CARA, k ≤ e−ρη/(1− η) is equivalent to the agent being pessimistic

and k ≥ e−ρη/(1− η) is equivalent to the agent being optimistic.

In the standard EU framework optimists (defined with FSD) have higher expected

utility under their subjective than under the objective probability distribution. It turns

out that this is also true in the model with Definition 2.1 (a) as shown in the next

proposition.

Proposition 2.3. An agent has higher (lower) utility under his subjective expectation

than under the objective probability if and only if he optimistic (pessimistic).

While the model of savoring and disappointment is able to generate both optimal

pessimistic and optimistic beliefs, the analysis in this subsection highlights important

limitations of analyzing optimism and pessimism in the model. Definition 2.1 only applies

to two agents who face the same risk and share the same η and utility function. Thus,

these agents may only form different optimal expectations when they have a different
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intensity of anticipatory feelings and discount factor. As stated by Proposition 1 in

GM, optimal expectations are weakly increasing in the intensity of anticipatory feelings.

Therefore, if two agents only differ in k and one agent has a higher k than the other

agent, then the former is more optimistic than the latter.

Proposition 2.4 (GM Proposition 1). An increase in the intensity of anticipatory feel-

ings weakly increases the optimal expectation.

In addition, as shown in the proof of the next proposition it is always possible to

find exactly one intensity of anticipatory feelings k for which yQ is the solution of the

maximization problem of the agent.

Proposition 2.5. There always exists a unique positive scalar kQ for which yQ solves

the first-order condition of optimal expectations, if the distribution of c̃ is non-degenerate

(i.e., cinf(Q) 6= csup(Q)).

Taking these two propositions together means that comparing more optimism and

pessimism boils down to a comparison of the intensity of anticipatory feelings for a given

subjective discount factor. For different subjective discount factors, and as shown below,

the more impatient the agent, the more optimistic he will be.

2.3.2 Time preference

This paper has added current consumption to the GM model and consequently discounts

future utility.14 The higher the discount factor, the lower the weight on ex post disap-

pointment and consequently the higher the relative benefits of forming high optimal

14Note that in GM it is not necessary to discount future utility because the factor k already weights

ex ante and ex post utility.
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expectations. This effect is symmetric to the effect of k on optimal expectations and the

next proposition states this result formally.

Proposition 2.6. An increase in time preference weakly increases the optimal expecta-

tion.

Discounting is also affected by k which changes the weight of subjective and objective

expected utility in total utility. But how is k related to impatience? GM discuss that k

depends on both psychological and contextual elements. People who are more sensitive

to anticipatory feelings put a larger weight on ex ante savoring and have a larger k.

Furthermore, if the duration of the period separating the decision and the resolution

of uncertainty is increased, people have more time to savor their dream, which also

implies a larger k. More generally, an increase in the perceived duration of the period in

question also implies a larger k. The duration of a same time period can be perceived

differently depending upon the degree of impatience of an individual. If person A is

more impatient than person B, A will perceive the same time period to be longer than

it is in B’s perception. Thus, k can also be interpreted as a measure of an agent’s

impatience. Recall that there is a positive link between k and optimal expectations in

the model. Combining the concept of optimism/pessimism of Definition 2.1 with the

one of impatience/patience, Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.4 imply that the couples

pessimism - patience (lower y∗ with lower k) and optimism - impatience (higher y∗ with

a higher k) go together. Evidence for a positive link between optimism and impatience

is found for instance by Graham, Harvey, and Puri (2013) in a survey of CEOs.
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2.3.3 Closed form solutions for optimal expectations

It is convenient to combine a CARA utility function of the form u(x) = −θe−xθ , where θ

is the degree of absolute risk tolerance, with normally distributed date 1 consumption,

c̃ ∼ N(µ, σ2) to obtain closed form solutions for optimal expectations. The first-order

condition for the optimal anticipated consumption of the agent with CARA utility is15

k(1− η)e−
y∗(1−η)

θ = ηe−ρE
[
e−

c̃
θ

]
e
ηy∗
θ .

Simplifying and using E
[
e−

c̃
θ

]
= e−

µ
θ

+ σ2

2θ2 yields

y∗ = µ− σ2

2θ
+ θρ+ θln

(
k

1− η
η

)
. (2.8)

The first term is the expected value of date 1 consumption. The second term is the

risk premium associated to u′ which is equal to the risk premium associated to u for

this specification because CARA implies a constant curvature of the utility function (i.e.

−u′′/u′ = −u′′′/u′′). These first two terms are the certainty equivalent of the objective

risk associated to the utility function −u′. The third term is the associated to the time

preference rate. Finally, the last term shifts the optimal expectations downwards or

upwards of the certainty equivalent if k is smaller or larger than η/(1− η).

Observe that optimal expectations are increasing in k and ρ as stated by Proposition

2.4 and 2.6, respectively. In addition, an increase in absolute prudence 1/θ decreases

y∗ for optimists (k(1 − η)/ηeρ ≥ 1). As optimists become more prudent, the risk pre-

mium associated to −u′ becomes larger and the impact of the factor ln (k(1− η)/ηeρ)

becomes larger. These two effects reduce optimal expectations. On the contrary, optimal

expectations are not always decreasing in prudence for pessimists (k ≤ e−ρη/(1 − η)).

Although the impact of pessimism, ln (k(1− η)/ηeρ), becomes smaller as prudence in-

15For a normal distribution optimal expectations are interior.
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creases, prudence also increases the risk premium associated to −u′ which tends to lower

y∗.

2.4 An economy with savoring and disappointment

This section derives the asset pricing implications of savoring and disappointment pref-

erences in a representative agent exchange economy with two dates.

2.4.1 Risk premium and risk-free rate

The agent has the preferences described in Section 2.2 and endowments are known at

date 0 (w0) and random at date 1 (w̃). Consumption at the respective dates is denoted

by c0,α,β and c̃α,β where the subscripts α and β denote the investment in the risk-free

and risky asset respectively. It is possible to transfer wealth with a risk-free asset which

pays 1 + r at date 1 per unit invested and with a risky asset which costs the price p

at date 0, and yields w̃ at date 1. The risk-free and risky asset have zero and unit net

supply, respectively. The agent selects α and β to maximize his intertemporal welfare

W (c0,α,β, c̃α,β) subject to his budget constraint

W (c0,α,β, c̃α,β) = max
(c̃α,β)inf≤y≤(c̃α,β)sup

u(c0,α,β − ηy0) + ku((1− η)y) + e−ρEu (c̃α,β − ηy) ,

(2.9)

subject to c0,α,β + α + (β − 1)p = w0,

c̃α,β = βw̃ + α(1 + r).

To solve the problem, I use the budget constraints to rewrite the intertemporal welfare as

a function of α and β. The problem can be solved for each pair (α, β) thereby yielding an

optimal expectation y(α, β) as a function of α and β. The optimal expectation satisfies
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the following condition

Fy (w̃β + α(1 + r), y(α, β)) =k(1− η)u′((1− η)y(α, β))

− ηe−ρEu′ (w̃β + α(1 + r)− ηy(α, β))

≤ 0 if y(α, β) = (c̃α,β)inf ,

= 0 if y(α, β) ∈ [(c̃α,β)inf , (c̃α,β)sup],

≥ 0 if y(α, β) = (c̃α,β)sup.

(2.10)

Note that y0 does not change because it is the optimal expectation of the present con-

sumption and fixed. Because the envelope theorem is not applicable if (2.10) is not equal

to zero, the first-order conditions for (2.9) are

∂W (α∗, β∗)

∂α
= (−1)u′ (w0 − α∗ − (β∗ − 1)p− ηy0)

+ e−ρ(1 + r)Eu′ (w̃β∗ + α∗(1 + r)− ηy(α∗, β∗))

+
∂y(α∗, β∗)

∂α
Fy (w̃β∗ + α∗(1 + r), y(α∗, β∗)) = 0,

∂W (α∗, β∗)

∂β
= (−p)u′ (w0 − α∗ − (β∗ − 1)p− ηy0)

+ e−ρE [w̃u′ (w̃β∗ + α∗(1 + r)− ηy(α∗, β∗))]

+
∂y(α∗, β∗)

∂β
Fy (w̃β∗ + α∗(1 + r), y(α∗, β∗)) = 0.

Together with the market clearing condition, α∗ = 0 and β∗ = 1, i. e., the agent

consumes all his endowments at each date, the first-order conditions yield the equilibrium

risk-free rate and return on the risky asset. There are two cases: (2.10) is satisfied with

equality and (2.10) is not satisfied with equality. In the first case the risk-free rate is

RGM
f ≡ 1 + r = eρ

u′(w0 − ηy0)

Eu′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1))
. (2.11)
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Moreover, p equals

p = e−ρ
E [w̃u′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1))]

u′(w0 − ηy0)
. (2.12)

Using (2.12) it is easy to get the expected gross return on the risky asset

E
(
R̃GM

)
≡ E(w̃)

p
. (2.13)

In the second case, a binding optimal expectations constraint (i.e., Fy (w̃, y(0, 1)) 6= 0)

implies that either y(α, β) = (w̃β + (1 + r)α)inf or y(α, β) = (w̃β + (1 + r)α)sup. It is

easy to check that ∂y(0, 1)/∂α = 1+r and ∂y(0, 1)/∂β = (w̃)inf or ∂y(0, 1)/∂β = (w̃)sup.

Hence, the risk-free rate is

RGM
f ≡ 1 + r =

u′(w0 − ηy0)

e−ρEu′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1)) + Fy (w̃, y(0, 1))
, (2.14)

and p equals

p = e−ρ
E [w̃u′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1))]

u′(w0 − ηy0)
+
∂y(0, 1)

∂β

Fy (w̃, y(0, 1))

u′(w0 − ηy0)
, (2.15)

where ∂y(0, 1)/∂β = (w̃)inf and ∂y(0, 1)/∂β = (w̃)sup for Fy (·) < 0 and Fy (·) > 0,

respectively.

What is the effect of a binding optimal expectations constraint? The risk-free rate and

risky return are higher for Fy (w̃, y(0, 1)) < 0 and lower for Fy (w̃, y(0, 1)) > 0. Consider

the latter case in which the agent is able to increase his intertemporal welfare with a

higher optimal expectation. Then both an investment in the risk-free and risky asset are

valuable because they increase the upper range of possible expectations. In equilibrium

this lowers the return on the risk-free and risky asset. The opposite rationale applies for

the case Fy < 0 in which the agent benefits from lowering his expectations to reduce ex

post disappointment and both the investment in the risk-free and risky asset increase

the lower range of possible expectations and are thus less valuable.
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2.4.2 Comparative statics

Next I provide some results on the sensitivities of the risk-free rate and the ratio of the

return on the risky asset to the risk-free rate with respect to the parameters k and η.

Throughout this subsection, optimal expectations are assumed to be interior to obtain

clear results.

Risk-free rate

First, consider the effect of anticipatory feelings on the risk-free rate. When optimal

expectations are interior, anticipatory feelings weakly reduce the risk-free rate. Indeed,

anticipatory feelings increase marginal utility associated to date 1 consumption. Hence,

the agent is more willing to transfer wealth to date 1 which lowers the risk-free rate.

This result is summarized in the next proposition.

Proposition 2.7. Suppose that optimal beliefs are interior (i.e., the first-order condition

for optimal expectations is satisfied with equality). An increase in anticipatory feelings

weakly reduces the risk-free rate.

Next, consider the effect of the intensity of disappointment on the risk-free rate. The

intensity of disappointment raises marginal date 0 utility and, as shown by GM, raises

marginal date 1 utility for relative risk aversion larger than 1 and weakly lowers marginal

date 1 utility for relative risk aversion smaller than or equal to 1. Thus, for relative risk

aversion smaller than or equal to 1 these two effects add up and η increases the risk-free

rate.

Proposition 2.8. Suppose that optimal beliefs are interior. An increase in the intensity

of disappointment weakly increases the risk-free rate if relative risk aversion is smaller

than 1.
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Proposition 2.8 covers the case of relative risk aversion smaller than or equal to 1.

Section 2.4.4 shows that η lowers the risk-free rate in a numerical example with CRRA

utility and relative risk aversion larger than 1.

Ratio return on risky asset to risk-free rate

Gollier and Muermann (2010) already showed that investors with DARA utility and

relative risk aversion larger than 1 hold less equity in their model. This implies that in

equilibrium, these investors demand a higher rate of return on risky assets if optimal

expectations are interior. The next proposition presents this result again but the proof

is build on the ratio of the return on the risky asset to the risk-free rate.

Proposition 2.9. Suppose that u is DARA and that optimal expectations are interior.

(a) The ratio of the expected risky to the risk-free rate is increasing in the intensity of

anticipatory feelings k.

(b) The ratio of the expected risky to risk-free rate is increasing (independent, decreas-

ing) in the intensity of disappointment η if relative risk aversion is larger than

(equal to, smaller than) 1.

It might seem counterintuitive that a higher intensity of anticipatory feelings raises

the equity premium. The agent knows that he is optimistic. Therefore, if he has higher

anticipatory feelings, he is less prone to hold risks because he is more likely to be dis-

appointed. Mathematically this is translated by the coefficient of absolute risk aversion

−u′′ (c− ηy) /u′ (c− ηy) being increasing in k for u DARA. As highlighted by Jouini

et al. (2014) a crucial assumption for this result is that the constraint on optimal ex-
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pectations is not binding. Indeed, Jouini et al. (2014) show that a higher k may induce

greater risk taking when the constraint on optimal expectations is binding.

As discussed by GM, an increase in η has two effects for u DARA. First, it raises risk

aversion directly by increasing η. Second, η reduces optimal expectations which lowers

risk aversion. For relative risk aversion larger than 1, the sum of these effects leads to

an increase in absolute risk aversion which increases the ratio of the return on the risky

asset to the risk-free rate.

2.4.3 CARA example

It is insightful to consider a constant absolute risk-aversion utility function and normally

distributed date 1 wealth because this combination yields simple closed form solution.

The following proposition summarized the results.

Proposition 2.10. Suppose that u(w) = −θ exp (−w/θ) with θ the coefficient of absolute

risk tolerance and w̃ ∼ N (µ, σ2).

1. Optimal expectations are given by y(α, β) = βµ − 1
2θ
β2σ2 + α(1 + r) + ρθ +

θln
(
k 1−η

η

)
.

2. The log risk-free rate is rf ≈ ln (1+r) = ρ(1−η)+ (1−η)
θ

(
µ− σ2

2θ

)
− 1

θ
(w0 − ηy0)−

η ln
(
k 1−η

η

)
.

3. The price of an additional unit of date 1 endowment is p = 1
1+r

(
µ− σ2

θ

)
which

implies a log return on the risky asset of ln
(
E
(
R̃GM

))
= lnµ − ln

(
µ− σ2

θ

)
+

ln (1 + r).

The coefficient of absolute risk-aversion is not affected by optimal expectations for

CARA utility functions and equals 1/θ, as in the standard case. Hence, the risk premium
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is the same as in the standard case and the return on the risky asset in Proposition 2.10

differs only from the standard case because the risk-free rate is different. I therefore

discuss only the risk-free rate. The risk-free rate is the sum of three terms. The first term

is the subjective time preference rate for the present. As in the standard case, a higher

preference for the present reduces the incentive to save which brings up interest rates. But

contrary to the standard case a higher preference for the present is tempered by η because

ρ raises optimal expectations which increases marginal utility at date 1 and brings down

interest rates. The second term is associated to the consumption smoothing motive. If

consumption growth is positive, µ − σ2

2θ
− w0 > 0 for y0 = w0, the agent is more willing

to consume today to smooth consumption. The term 1 − η reduces the consumption

smoothing motive. The agent is less sensible to changes in consumption because he

cares about the difference between the consumption realization and optimal expectation

and is able to adjust his optimal expectations. The third term combined with −ηρ is

positive for pessimists, k < e−ρη/(1− η), and negative for optimists, k > e−ρη/(1− η).

For pessimists, c − ηy∗ is relatively large compared to the same quantity for optimists.

They are thus less willing to safe to increase date 1 consumption which increases the

interest rate. In terms of comparative statics, a higher k reduces the risk-free rate as put

forward by Proposition 2.7. A higher η instead has an ambiguous effect.

2.4.4 Equity premium and risk-free rate puzzle

The aim of this subsection is to compare the savoring and disappointment economy with

the standard EU economy. The utility function is of the form u (x) = 1
1−γx

1−γ where γ is

the coefficient of relative risk aversion. This specification exhibits DARA and decreasing

absolute prudence. Date 0 endowment equal 1 and date 1 endowment can take the
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values 0.982 and 1.054 with equal probabilities. These values yield an expected growth

rate and volatility of endowments of 1.8% and 3.6%, respectively, and are consistent with

the growth rate and volatility of per capita consumption of the U.S. in the period from

1889 to 1979 (Mehra and Prescott (1985)).

Mehra and Prescott (1985) show that it is not possible to generate simultaneously a

high risk premium and a low risk-free rate with a standard expected utility maximizer.

Agents who form optimal expectations and have a CRRA utility function are more risk

averse than a standard expected utility maximizer and this subsection investigates the

ability of the model to generate simultaneously a high risk premium and a low risk-free

rate. Table 2.1 contains risk premia and risk-free rates for k varying from 1 to 19 and η

equal to k/(k+e−ρ). The subjective discount factor e−ρ is set such that the risk-free rate

is positive and around 1%, the historical level. Varying k from 1 to 19 while keeping γ

fixed at 4 increases the risk premium from 1.03% to 3.58%. Interestingly, the risk-free rate

at k = 19, η = 20/21 and e−ρ = 0.95 is as low as 0.85%. The results are encouraging: the

risk-free rate is low and the risk premium is much closer to the empirically observed 6%

than in the standard expected utility model. However, as pointed out by Kocherlakota

(1996) for habit formation, the specification does not “resolve the puzzle” in the sense

that a high risk-aversion is needed to generate a high risk premium. Still, the savoring

and disappointment model is interesting because the risk-free rate remains low for a high

degree of risk-aversion and the model is therefore able to address the risk-free rate puzzle

of Weil (1989).

[Insert Table 2.1 here.]

Next, consider comparative statics. Figure 2.1 shows optimal expectations, risk-free

rates, risk premia and ratios of the risky return to the risk-free rate for e−ρ = 1, γ = 4
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and k and η varying from 0 to 6 and 0 to 0.8, respectively. To give an idea of numerical

values on the surfaces, the coordinates of four arbitrary points are highlighted in each

subfigure. Optimal expectations in Panel A vary from (w̃)inf = 0.982 to (w̃)sup and

optimal expectations between these bounds are around k ∼ η/(1− η). The risk-free rate

ranges from −86.53% (for k = 8 and η = 0) to 622.71% (for k = 0 and η = 0.80). Recall

that the risk-free rate is weakly decreasing in k for non-binding optimal expectations

constrains as stated by Proposition 2.7 and for this example it turns out to be true also

for binding optimal expectation constraints. In this example the coefficient of relative

risk-aversion is larger than 1 which means that Proposition 2.8 does not apply and

the risk-free rate is decreasing in η for binding and non-binding optimal expectations

constraints. The last two subfigures illustrate comparative statics of the risk premium.

The risk premium can be measured either as the ratio of the risky return to risk-free rate

or as the difference between the risky return and risk-free rate. Both quantities have

advantages. The former is directly related to the coefficient of risk-aversion of the agent

and the latter is observable from an econometrician with historical data and is generally

the focus in empirical analysis. The ratio of risky return to risk-free rate is increasing, as

stated by Proposition 2.9, in η and k and ranges from 95.84% (for k = 0 and η = 0.80)

to 102.34% (for k = 8 and η = 0.80). The risk premium defined as a difference ranges

from −30.08% (for k = 0 and η = 0.80) to 2.92% (for k = 2.25 and η = 0.80) in the

figure.

[Insert Figure 2.1 here.]
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2.4.5 Heterogeneity

To investigate the impact of heterogeneity in preferences on the risk-free rate and risk

premia, this section solves heterogeneous two-agent economies numerically for different

values of k and η. The economy has twice as much endowment as the one-agent economy

and endowments are equally distributed among the agents. Table 2.2 summarizes the

results of the computations and Table 2.3 recalls the results for the one-agent case.

The agents in the two-agent economy (and corresponding one-agent economies) have

γ1 = γ2 = 4 and ρ1 = ρ2 = 0.

[Insert Tables 2.2 and 2.3 here.]

The first two rows of Table 2.2 investigates the impact of differences in k on the

risk-free rate and risk premia. In row 1, the two agents have the same η1 = η2 = 5/6 and

k1 = 4 and k2 = 5. Agent 1 is less risk averse than agent 2 which leads him to hold more

equity, β1 = 1.02, and less risk-free asset, α1 = −0.021. In terms of aggregate impact

on the risk-free rate, agent 2 has more impact on the risk-free rate because he holds

more of the risk-free asset which may explain why the risk-free rate is slightly lower than

the average of the risk-free rates, 10.74% < 11.14% = (0.77% + 21.51%)/2. Regarding

risk premia, the risk premium in this economy is virtually the same as the average of

the risk premia in the one-agent economy, 2.62% ' 2.61% = (2.40% + 2.83%)/2. The

next rows of the table reiterate the same analysis for other values of k and η. The last

row of the table contains an economy with an expected utility investor (k1 = η1 = 0)16

and a savoring and disappointment investor. The expected utility investor holds a large

fraction of the risk in the economy, β1 = 1.712, and the savoring and disappointment

16The optimal expectation is NA for this investor because any feasible y satisfies the first-order

condition for optimal expectations.
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investor has a large investment in the risk free asset, α2 = −α1 = 0.68. The risk-free

rate in this economy is rather high with 5.73% but lower than in the expected utility

economy and the risk premium is relatively low at 0.94% but still higher than in the

expected utility economy. Overall, the magnitude of the interest rates in the two-agent

case are not very different from the standard case and within the range given by an

economy in which each agent is alone in Table 2.3.

2.5 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the properties of endogenous beliefs formed in a savoring and disap-

pointment framework. While the model is able to generate both optimal pessimistic and

optimistic beliefs, a thorough definition of optimism and pessimism in the model is very

restrictive and only possible for a given utility function and intensity of disappointment.

Optimism/pessimism is then directly measured by the intensity of anticipatory feelings

and discount factor of an agent and the impatient agents are then optimally optimistic.

The paper explores the ability of the model of endogenous beliefs to match empirically

observed features of asset returns in an exchange economy. The model is able to gen-

erate both a low risk-free rate and a high risk premium when agent have a very high

intensity of savoring and fear disappointment a lot. The risk premium reflects a very

high degree of risk-aversion of the agent and the model is therefore only able to address

the risk-free rate puzzle. An exploratory numerical analysis with heterogeneous agents

in the exchange economy shows that the conclusion is robust to heterogeneity in savoring

and disappointment.

An interesting avenue for future research would be to develop a guideline on how to
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choose feasible parameter values for the savoring and disappointment parameters in the

model. In the numerical section, the model was able to generate simultaneously a low

risk-free rate and high risk premium when agents put a large weight on savoring utility

and fear disappointment a lot. It would be interesting to examine if these parameters

are compatible with observed choices in experimental studies. Future research may also

develop a truly dynamic model of optimal expectations with more than two dates.
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2.A Proofs of section 2.3

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let G(c, y) ≡ u ((1− η)y) − u (c− ηy). P1 SSD P2 ∀ P1 ∈

P1 and P2 ∈ P2 and G decreasing and convex in c implies that 0 = EP2G (c̃, y∗2) ≥

EP1G (c̃, y∗2), ∀ P1 ∈ P1 and P2 ∈ P2. In addition, because Gy > 0, the result of the

proposition y∗2 ≤ y∗1 follows.

Proof of Proposition 2.2. To prove the proposition, I use the following lemma which

follows directly from the diffidence theorem of Gollier and Kimball (1994).

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that ∀z f ′(z)/g′(z) > 0. ∀x̃, z Ef (z + x̃) ≤ f(z) =⇒ Eg (z + x̃) ≤

g(z) if and only if g′′(x) ≤ g′(x)
f ′(x)

f ′′(x) ∀z.

Proof. The lemma is proved with the diffidence theorem of Gollier and Kimball (1994).

Applying the theorem yields the following conditions

nec. and suff. cond.: ∀x, z : g(z + x)− g(z) ≥ g′ (z)

f ′ (z)
(f(z + x)− f(z)) , (2.16)

nec. cond. 1: ∀z :
g′(z)

f ′(z)
≥ 0, (2.17)

nec. cond. 2: ∀z : g′′ (z) ≤ g′ (z)

f ′ (z)
f ′′ (z) . (2.18)

The necessary condition (2.17) is satisfied because a stronger condition, ∀z f ′(z)/g′(z) >

0, is assumed in the lemma. The following derivative

(
g′ (z)

f ′ (z)

)′
=
f ′ (z)

g′ (z)

(
g′′ (z)

g′ (z)
− f ′′ (z)

f ′ (z)

)
,

then has the sign of the term in brackets. Suppose first that ∀z g′(z) > 0. (2.18) implies

then that the ratio g′(z)/f ′(z) is decreasing. As highlighted by Gollier and Kimball

(1994) this is in turn equivalent to

g′ (z + ζ)

f ′ (z + ζ)
ζ ≤ g′ (z)

f ′ (z)
ζ, (2.19)
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or, because g′(z) > 0 and ∀z f ′(z)/g′(z) > 0 implies that ∀z f ′(z) > 0,

g′ (z + ζ) ζ ≤ g′ (z)

f ′ (z)
f ′ (z + ζ) ζ, (2.20)

for all z and ζ. Suppose now that ∀z g′(z) < 0, then (2.18) implies that the ratio

g′(z)/f ′(z) is increasing which in turn also yields (2.20). To conclude the proof, I proceed

as in Gollier and Kimball (1994). If ζ is positive, I obtain the sufficient condition (2.16)

by simplifying (2.20) by ζ and integrating ζ between 0 and x. The same applies for

ζ < 0. This concludes the proof.

(a) (i) Using k ≤ e−ρη/(1− η) and the first-order condition of optimal expectations, I

get 0 = k(1−η)u′ ((1− η)y∗)−ηe−ρEu′ (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ u′ ((1− η)y∗)−Eu′ (c̃− ηy∗)

or Eu′ (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ u′ ((1− η)y∗). Now set z = (1− η)y∗, x̃ = c̃ − y∗, f(x) =

u′(x) and g(x) = −u(x) and apply Lemma 2.1, i.e., Eu′ (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ u′((1 −

η)y∗) =⇒ −Eu (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ −u((1 − η)y∗) iif −u′′(·)/u′(·) ≤ −u′′′(·)/u′′(·).

Note that the latter condition is equivalent to non-increasing absolute risk

aversion. Hence, −Eu (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ −u((1 − η)y∗) or Eu (c̃− ηy∗) ≥ u((1 −

η)y∗) which is equivalent to the definition of pessimism by Proposition 2.3.

(ii) As shown in Proposition 2.3, optimism is equivalent to Eu (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ u((1−

η)y∗). Now take z = (1 − η)y∗, x̃ = c̃ − y∗, f(x) = u′(x) and g(x) = −u(x)

and apply Lemma 2.1, i.e., Eu (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ u((1−η)y∗) =⇒ −Eu′ (c̃− ηy∗) ≤

−u′((1 − η)y∗) iif −u′′(·)/u′(·) ≤ −u′′′(·)/u′′(·). Again, note that the latter

condition is equivalent to non-increasing absolute risk aversion. Hence, opti-

mism implies −Eu′ (c̃− ηy∗) ≤ −u′((1−η)y∗) which in turn can be rewritten

with the first order condition to k ≥ e−ρη/(1− η).

(b) The proof of (i) and (ii) is obtained by reversing the above arguments.
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Proof of Proposition 2.3. I prove the proposition for optimists and the proof for pes-

simists follows by reversing the signs.

• (⇒) Proceed by contradiction. Suppose that EPu (c̃− ηy∗) ≥ Eu (c̃− ηy∗) implies

that y∗ < yQ. By construction, u ((1− η)y∗) = EPu (c̃− ηy∗) ≥ Eu (c̃− ηy∗) >

Eu (c̃− ηyQ) = u ((1− η)yQ), where u ((1− η)y∗) > u ((1− η)yQ) contradicts the

assumption that u′(·) > 0. Hence, y∗ ≥ yQ.

• (⇐) Because y∗ ≥ yQ, the following sequence of inequalities hold Eu (c̃− ηy∗) ≤

Eu (c̃− ηyQ) = u ((1− η)yQ) ≤ u′ ((1− η)y∗) = EPu (c̃− ηy∗).

Proof of Proposition 2.4 - GM Proposition 1. Let yunc be implicitly given by

k(1− η)u′((1− η)yunc)− ηe−ρEu′ (c̃− ηyunc) = 0.

Implicitly differentiating the previous equation w.r.t. k yields

dyunc

dk
= − (1− η)u′((1− η)yunc)

k(1− η)2u′′((1− η)yunc) + η2Eu′′ (c̃− ηyunc)
> 0.

This implies that dy∗/dk > 0 if y∗ ∈]cinf(Q), csup(Q)[ or if y∗ = cinf(Q) with Fy (c̃, y∗) = 0,

and that dy∗/dk = 0 if y∗ = csup(Q) or if y∗ = cinf(Q) with Fy (c̃, y∗) < 0.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let G(c, y) ≡ u ((1− η)y) − u (c− ηy). Because Gc < 0,

E [G (c̃, cinf(Q)

)]
< G

(
cinf(Q), cinf(Q)

)
= 0 and E

[
G
(
c̃, csup(Q)

)]
> G

(
csup(Q), csup(Q)

)
=

0. Furthermore, because Gy > 0 and G is continuous in y, yQ ∈]cinf(Q), csup(Q)[ defined by

E [G (c̃, yQ)] = 0 is unique. Now, let f(k) ≡ k(1− η)u′((1− η)yQ)− ηe−ρEu′ (c̃− ηyQ).

It is easy to check that f(0) < 0 and f(+∞) > 0 and, because f ′(k) > 0 and f is

continuous, there exists a unique kQ ∈]0,+∞[ such that f(kQ) = 0.
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Proof of Proposition 2.6. Let, as in Proof 2.6, yunc be implicitly given by

k(1− η)u′((1− η)yunc)− ηe−ρEu′ (c̃− ηyunc) = 0.

Implicitly differentiating the latter equation w.r.t. ρ yields

∂yunc

∂ρ
= − ηρe−ρEu′(c̃− ηyunc)

k(1− η)2u′′((1− η)yunc) + η2e−ρEu′′ (c̃− ηyunc)
> 0.

This implies that dy∗/dρ > 0 if y∗ ∈]cinf(Q), csup(Q)[ or if y∗ = cinf(Q) with Fy (c̃, y∗) = 0

and that dy∗/dρ = 0 if y∗ = csup(Q) or if y∗ = cinf(Q) with Fy (c̃, y∗) < 0.

2.B Proofs of section 2.4

Proof of Proposition 2.7. The risk-free rate with interior beliefs (i.e., y(0, 1) ∈] (c̃0,1)inf ,

(c̃0,1)sup [) is

RGM
f = eρ

u′(w0 − ηy0)

Eu′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1))
. (2.21)

Taking the derivative w.r.t. k yields

∂RGM
f

∂k
= eρ

u′(w0 − ηy0)

(Eu′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1)))2η
∂y(0, 1)

∂k
Eu′′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1)) ≤ 0,

because as shown in Proposition 2.4 ∂y(0,1)
∂k
≥ 0.

Proof of Proposition 2.8. The derivative of (2.21) w.r.t. η is

∂RGM
f

∂η
= eρ
−y0u

′′(w0 − ηy0)Eu′(·) +
(
y∗ + η ∂y

∗

∂η

)
u′(w0 − ηy0)Eu′′(·)

(Eu′ (·))2 .

As shown in the proof to Proposition 9.2 of Gollier and Muermann (2010) the term(
y∗ + η ∂y

∗

∂η

)
is negative (zero, positive) if relative risk-aversion smaller than (equal to,

larger than) 1.
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Proof of Proposition 2.9. For Fy (w̃, y(0, 1)), the ratio of the risky return to risk-free rate

is given by

E
(
R̃GM

)
RGM
f

=
E (w̃)Eu′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1))

Ew̃u′ (w̃ − ηy(0, 1))
. (2.22)

(a) The derivative of (2.22) is

∂

[
E(R̃GM)
RGMf

]
∂k

=E(w̃)η
∂y∗

∂k

−E [w̃u′ (w̃ − ηy∗)]Eu′′ (w̃ − ηy∗) + E [w̃u′′ (w̃ − ηy∗)]Eu′ (w̃ − ηy∗)
(E [w̃u′ (w̃ − ηy∗)])2 .

This derivative is positive if the numerator is positive, i.e.

E[w̃u′(·)]Eu′′(·) < Eu′(·)E[w̃u′′(·)],

or

E[w̃u′(·)]
Eu′(·)

>
E[w̃u′′(·)]
Eu′′(·)

.

The remainder of the proof shows that the last inequality is true if u is DARA.

Rewriting the problem as E[(w̃−ηy∗)u′(w̃−ηy∗)]
Eu′(w̃−ηy∗) > E[(w̃−ηy∗)u′′(w̃−ηy∗)]

Eu′′(w̃−ηy∗) , and introducing

x̃ = w̃−ηy∗ and v(x) = −u′(x), the problem is reduced to E[x̃u′(x̃)]
Eu′(x̃)

> E[x̃v′(x̃)]
Ev′(x̃)

. This

in turn can be rewritten as

∃ρ ∈ R s. t. E((x̃− ρ)u′(x̃)) = 0⇒ E((x̃− ρ)v′(x̃)) < 0.

Because u DARA implies that v is more concave than u, there exists a concave

function φ such that v = φ ◦ u. Hence, E[(x̃− ρ)v′(x̃)] = E[(x̃− ρ)φ′(u(x̃))u′(x̃)].

Now, introduce m ≡ E(x̃) and ỹ ≡ x̃−m. Since φ is concave, y ∗ φ′(u(m+ y)) <

y ∗φ′(u(m)) for all y. Thus E[(m+ ỹ−ρ)φ′(u(m+ ỹ))u′(m+ ỹ)] < φ′(u(m))E[(m+

ỹ − ρ)u′(ỹ + m)]. Since by assumption E[(m + ỹ − ρ)u′(ỹ + m)] = 0, E[(m + ỹ −

ρ)v′(m+ ỹ)] < 0 which concludes the proof.
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(b) The derivative of (2.22) w.r.t. η is

∂

[
E(R̃GM)
RGMf

]
∂η

=E(w̃)

(
y∗ + η

∂y∗

∂η

)
−E [w̃u′ (w̃ − ηy∗)]Eu′′ (w̃ − ηy∗) + E [w̃u′′ (w̃ − ηy∗)]Eu′ (w̃ − ηy∗)

(E [w̃u′ (w̃ − ηy∗)])2 .

As shown in the part (a), the fraction on the right-hand side is positive if u is

DARA. In addition, GM showed in the proof of their Proposition 9 that the term(
y∗ + η ∂y

∗

∂η

)
is positive (zero, negative) if relative risk aversion is larger than (equal

to, smaller than) 1.

Proof of Proposition 2.10. Suppose that the agent in Section 2.4 has CARA utility (i.e.,

u(w) = −θ exp (−w/θ) with θ the coefficient of absolute risk tolerance) and normally

distributed wealth at date 1, w̃ ∼ N (µ, σ2). Using the property of normally distributed

variables E
(
ebw̃
)

= ebµ+b2 σ
2

2 , the agent solves

W (α, β) = max
y
− θe−

1
θ

(w0−α−(β−1)p−ηy0)

− θke−
1
θ

(1−η)y − e−ρθe−
1
θ (α(1+r)+βµ− 1

2θ
β2σ2−ηy). (2.23)

Note that there are no constraints on optimal expectations in the case of the normal

distribution. The optimal expectation are

y(α, β) = βµ− 1

2θ
β2σ2 + α(1 + r) + ρθ + θln

(
k

1− η
η

)
. (2.24)
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By the envelope theorem, the first-order conditions of (2.23) are

∂W (α∗, β∗)

∂α
=− e−

1
θ

(w0−α∗−(β∗−1)p−ηy0)

+ (1 + r)e−ρe−
1
θ (α∗(1+r)+β∗µ− 1

2θ
β∗2σ2−ηy(α∗,β∗)) = 0, (2.25)

∂W (α∗, β∗)

∂β
=− pe−

1
θ

(w0−α∗−(β∗−1)p−ηy0)

+

(
µ− 1

θ
β∗σ2

)
e−ρe−

1
θ (α∗(1+r)+β∗µ− 1

2θ
β∗2σ2−ηy(α∗,β∗)) = 0.

The first-order conditions imply a demand for the risky asset of

β∗ =
µ− p(1 + r)

σ2
θ. (2.26)

The demand for the risk-free asset is more tedious to obtain. Rearranging (2.25) and

taking the logs gives

α∗(2 + r) = w0 − (β∗ − 1)p− ηy0 − θρ+ θ ln (1 + r)−
(
β∗µ− 1

2θ
β∗2σ2

)
+ ηy(α∗, β∗),

which can be rewritten with (2.24) to

α∗(1 + (1− η)(1 + r)) =w0 − (β∗ − 1)p− ηy0 − θρ(1− η) + θ ln (1 + r)

− (1− η)β∗
(
µ− 1

2θ
β∗σ2

)
+ ηθ ln

(
k

1− η
η

)
.

Finally, using (2.26) yields

α∗(1 + (1− η)(1 + r)) =w0 −
(µ− p(1 + r))θ − σ2

σ2
p− ηy0 − θρ(1− η) + θ ln (1 + r)

− θ(1− η)
1

2σ2

(
µ2 − p2(1 + r)2

)
+ ηθ ln

(
k

1− η
η

)
,

or

α∗ =
1

1 + (1− η)(1 + r)

 w0 − (µ−p(1+r))θ−σ2

σ2 p− ηy0 − θρ(1− η) + θ ln (1 + r)

−θ(1− η) 1
2σ2 (µ2 − p2(1 + r)2) + ηθ ln

(
k 1−η

η

)
 .
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In equilibrium, markets clear (α∗ = 0 and β∗ = 1). This implies a log risk-free rate of

rf ≈ ln (1 + r) = ρ(1− η) +
(1− η)

θ

(
µ− σ2

2θ

)
− 1

θ
(w0 − ηy0)− η ln

(
k

1− η
η

)
,

a price of date 1 consumption at date 0

p =
1

1 + r

(
µ− σ2

θ

)
,

and a log expected return on the risky asset of

ln
(
E
(
R̃GM

))
= lnµ− ln

(
µ− σ2

θ

)
+ ln (1 + r) .
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Table 2.1: Savoring and disappointment and the risk-free rate and equity premium puzzle

The table shows the net risk-free rate (rGMf and rf ), risk premium (rpGM and rp) and ratio of the gross

return on the risky asset to risk-free rate (
E(R̃GM)
RGM

f

and
E(R̃)
Rf

) in one-agent economies with savoring

and disappointment and standard expected utility preferences. In the economy, w0 = y0 = 1, the two

equiprobable outcomes for w̃ are 0.982 and 1.054 and u(x) = x1−γ/(1− γ).

k η γ e−ρ rGMf rpGM
E(R̃GM)
RGM

f

y∗ rf rp
E(R̃)
Rf

1 1/2 4 1 4.79% 1.03% 1.010 1.012 6.06% 0.53% 1.005

2 2/3 4 1 3.60% 1.47% 1.014 1.009 6.06% 0.53% 1.005

5 5/6 4 1 0.77% 2.42% 1.024 1.002 6.06% 0.53% 1.005

9.7 10/11 4 0.97 1.07% 3.19% 1.032 0.995 9.34% 0.55% 1.005

19 20/21 4 0.95 0.85% 3.58% 1.036 0.989 11.65% 0.56% 1.005

17 20/21 10 0.85 1.29% 3.71% 1.037 0.985 31.44% 1.60% 1.012
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Table 2.2: Heterogeneous two-agent economies

The table shows the risk-free rate (rGMf ), risk premium (rpGM ≡ E
(
R̃GM

)
−RGM

f ) and

ratio of the risky return to risk-free rate (E
(
R̃GM

)
/RGM

f ) in two-agent economies for

different values of k and η. Each agent is endowed with one unit of wealth at date 0

and one unit of random wealth at date 1. The random wealth can take 0.982 and 1.054

with equal probabilities. The quantities with subscript 1 and 2 refer to agent 1 and 2,

respectively. The investment of agent 2 is obtained by noting that he invests −α1 in the

risk-free and 2 − β1 in the risky asset. Both agents have a subjective time preference ρ

equal to 0 and a coefficient of relative risk aversion γ of 4.

k1 η1 k2 η2 α1 β1 rGMf rpGM
E(R̃GM)
RGM

f

y∗1 y∗2

4 5/6 5 5/6 −0.021 1.020 10.74% 2.62% 1.024 0.989 1.006

6 5/6 5 5/6 0.021 0.983 −6.66% 2.26% 1.024 1.012 0.999

6 5/6 4 5/6 0.015 0.991 2.11% 2.49% 1.024 1.015 0.987

5 6/7 5 5/6 0.053 0.939 8.17% 2.68% 1.025 0.992 1.005

0 0 5 5/6 −0.680 1.712 5.73% 0.94% 1.009 NA 1.011
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Table 2.3: One-agent economy values

The table shows the quantities which correspond to the one-agent equivalent cases of

Table 2.2.

k η rGMf E
(
R̃GM

)
−RGMf

E(R̃GM)
RGM

f

y∗

5 5/6 0.77% 2.42% 1.024 1.002

4 5/6 21.51% 2.83% 1.023 0.993

6 5/6 −13.63% 2.12% 1.025 1.009

5 6/7 17.14% 3.00% 1.026 0.994

0 0 6.06% 0.53% 1.005 NA
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Figures

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.1: Optimal expectations, interest rates and risk-premia as a function of η and

k

The figure shows optimal expectations (a), net risk-free rates (b), ratios of gross returns on the risky asset

to risk-free returns (c) and risk premia (d) for an one-agent economy with savoring and disappointment

preferences. The figures use w0 = y0 = 1 and the two equiprobable outcomes for w̃ are 0.982 and 1.054.

In addition, u(x) = x1−γ/(1 − γ), ρ = 0 and η and k vary from 0 to 6 and 0 to 0.8, respectively. For

comparision, the risk-free rate in a standard economy is 6.06% and the risk premium 0.53%.
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Chapter 3

Mean-Variance-Skewness Spanning

and Intersection: Theory and Tests

Joint work with Frans de Roon.
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Chapter 3: Mean-Variance-Skewness Spanning and Intersection

Abstract

We propose a regression based framework to test whether the mean-variance-

skewness frontier of a set of assets intersects or spans the frontier of a larger set

of assets. Our framework is sufficiently flexible to be able to account for frictions

such as short-sales constraints and nests the standard mean-variance spanning and

intersection tests as a special case. We use our framework to study portfolio choice

with stocks, bonds and hedge funds and find that some hedge funds do improve

both the mean-variance and mean-variance-skewness efficient frontier.

JEL Classification: G10, G11.

Keywords: hedge funds; mean-variance-skewness spanning; portfolio choice.
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3.1 Introduction

While standard portfolio theory suggests that investors choose a portfolio which offers a

suitable trade-off between expected return and variance, a constantly growing literature

argues that investors also care about the skewness of the return distribution.17 Recently

skewness has received renewed attention because skewness preference is a salient feature

of positive theories of investor’s choice like cumulative prospect theory18 or the optimal

expectations theory.19 In addition, investments which have been in the limelight for their

attractive mean-variance properties like hedge funds are blamed for having skewed re-

turns.20 In a portfolio choice setting, an investor can easily add a constraint on skewness

to his optimization problem to obtain the portfolio allocation which yields the desired

return properties. However, it is less clear how to assess the incremental value of addi-

tional assets for a wide array of investor’s preferences. For instance, does an investment

in hedge funds significantly improve the achievable mean-variance-skewness combina-

tions of investors already invested in stocks and bonds? Are these benefits robust to the

notorious estimation noise in sample skewness?21

In this paper, we develop a regression based framework to test whether a mean-

variance-skewness investor can significantly improve his efficient frontier by adding as-

sets to his investment universe and apply our tests to an investment problem involving

17A very incomplete list of articles is Arditti (1967), Rubinstein (1973), Ingersoll (1975), Kraus and

Litzenberger (1976), Horvath and Scott (1980), Kane (1982), Jondeau and Rockinger (2006), Harvey

and Siddique (2000), Mitton and Vorkink (2007), Guidolin and Timmermann (2008), Harvey et al.

(2010), and Martellini and Ziemann (2010).
18Barberis and Huang (2008) and Ebert and Strack (2012).
19Brunnermeier et al. (2007) and Jouini et al. (2014).
20See for instance Fung and Hsieh (2001) and Agarwal and Naik (2004).
21Bai and Ng (2005) and Neuberger (2012).
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stocks, bonds and hedge funds. Our framework extends the concepts of mean-variance

intersection and spanning due to Huberman and Kandel (1987) to skewness and have the

following features. First, we develop the mean-variance-skewness equivalent concepts of

spanning and intersection. A set of assets, the benchmark assets, spans an additional set

of assets, the test assets, if the mean-variance-skewness efficient frontier is the same for

the benchmark and the benchmark plus test assets. Similarly, the set of benchmark assets

intersects the larger set of benchmark and test assets, if the mean-variance-skewness fron-

tiers of the benchmark and the benchmark plus test assets have one point in common.22

In the former case of mean-variance-skewness spanning, no investor with arbitrary pref-

erence for expected return and skewness and aversion to variance benefits from investing

in the test assets. In the latter case of intersection, there is at least one preference rela-

tion for which the test assets cannot improve upon the benchmark assets. Second, the

central element of the framework is a multivariate regression of test on benchmark asset

returns. If the intercepts are zero and the slope coefficients in each regression sum to one,

then the benchmark assets span the test assets in the mean-variance space (Huberman

and Kandel (1987)). To have mean-variance-skewness spanning, the co-skewnesses of

the residuals of this regression and the benchmark returns have in addition to be zero.

Mean-variance-skewness intersection requires that a weighted sum of intercepts, slope

coefficients and co-skewnesses is zero. We test these intersection and spanning restric-

tions with Wald tests. Third, short-sales constraints can be added to our framework by

extending the approach of DeRoon, Nijman, and Werker (2001) to the mean-variance-

skewness case. This extension ensures that the benefits from the additional assets are

22Mean-variance frontiers of two sets of assets may have no point, one point or the whole frontier in

common. For mean-variance-skewness frontiers it is possible that the frontiers have more than one point

in common and not the whole frontier because there is no two fund separation.
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achievable for a long-only investor.

As an empirical application, we study the portfolio choice problem with stocks, bonds

and hedge funds. We use US stocks and treasury bonds as benchmark assets and four

hedge funds from the Morningstar trial database as test assets. While four funds are

certainly not representative of the whole hedge fund universe, the funds have typical

hedge fund characteristics such as low correlation with our benchmark assets and, for

one fund, very low skewness. Thus, our tests offer a suitable framework to assess the

benefits of these funds for an investor who cares also for skewness. We find that the

four hedge funds jointly improve the efficient frontier. Taken individually and ignoring

short-sales constraints, the hedge funds generally also offer diversification benefits to a

portfolio of stocks and bonds. However, the evidence in favor of these diversification

benefits tends to disappear once we account for short-sales constraints. Indeed, only one

fund offers significant mean-variance-skewness diversification benefits with and without

short-sales constraints.

This paper contributes to two strands of the literature. First, our approach to test for

mean-variance-skewness intersection and spanning is an extension of the mean-variance

spanning tests of Huberman and Kandel (1987). Existing research on skewness has

derived the analytics of mean-variance-skewness efficient frontiers (see de Athayde and

Flores (2004)) and developed methods to derive efficient frontiers empirically (see for

instance, Joro and Na (2006) and Kerstens, Mounir, and de Woestyne (2011)). But there

is still little guidance available on how to test for mean-variance-skewness efficiency in

a simple framework. Some research in this direction includes Gourieroux and Monfort

(2005) who test efficiency for expected utility specifications with a semi-nonparametric

approach and Mencia and Sentana (2009) who propose mean-variance-skewness spanning
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tests when returns follow a multivariate location-scale mixture of normal distributions.

We contribute to this strand of literature by providing a simple and tractable framework

to test for mean-variance-skewness intersection and spanning. In addition and unlike

Mencia and Sentana (2009), our framework nests the Huberman and Kandel tests as a

special case and we show how to take into account short-sales constraints. Second, we

add to the literature on the integration of hedge funds in a portfolio of stocks and bonds.

Amin and Kat (2003) find that hedge funds do not integrate well in a portfolio of stocks

and bonds because although they improve the mean-variance trade-off, they do so at

the expense of lower skewness. Our exploratory results partly confirm their conclusion

but also suggest that some hedge funds are able to improve both the mean-variance and

mean-variance-skewness trade-off.

The paper is organized as follows. We derive the conditions for mean-variance-

skewness intersection and spanning in Section 3.2 and develop our tests in Section 3.3.

The empirical application to hedge funds is in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Theory

Consider the portfolio choice problem of an investor who derives utility from the first

three moments of his portfolio returns. The investor can either invest his wealth in k

assets, the “benchmark” assets, with net returns rx or in a larger universe of k+n assets

which consists of n additional assets, the “test” assets, which have net returns ry. If the

optimal portfolio of the investor is the same with the benchmark assets only and with

the benchmark and test assets, the mean-variance-skewness frontier of rx and (rx, ry)

intersect (Huberman and Kandel (1987)). If the optimal portfolio of rx and (rx, ry)

is the same for any mean-variance-skewness investor (i.e., for any preference for mean
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and skewness and any aversion to variance), the benchmark assets are said to span the

test assets. In the following, we develop the concepts of intersection and spanning for

mean-variance-skewness investors formally.

3.2.1 Spanning and intersection with only risky assets and short-

selling allowed

Let the k+n vector of net returns be denoted by r′ ≡ [rx
′
ry
′
] and the vector of expected

returns and the matrix of covariances be denoted by µ and Σ, respectively. Bold letters

denote vectors or matrices throughout the paper and, if it is not specified otherwise,

vectors and matrices have the dimension (k + n)× 1 and (k + n)× (k + n), respectively.

The (k + n)× (k + n)2 matrix of co-skewnesses23 is given by

S = E (r̄ r̄′ ⊗ r̄′) ,

=




E (r̄1r̄1r̄1) · · · E (r̄1r̄1r̄k+n)

...
. . .

...

E (r̄k+nr̄1r̄1) · · · E (r̄k+nr̄1r̄k+n)

 · · ·

E (r̄1r̄k+nr̄1) · · · E (r̄1r̄k+nr̄k+n)

...
. . .

...

E (r̄k+nr̄k+nr̄1) · · · E (r̄k+nr̄k+nr̄k+n)



 ,

where r̄ are the demeaned returns and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. We consider an

investor who likes the mean and skewness of his portfolio returns and dislikes the vari-

ance of his portfolio returns. Defining preferences directly over moments has obvious

limitations as summarized in Brockett and Kahane (1992)24 but enables us to keep the

analysis empirically tractable and stay in the lines of the portfolio choice literature on

23In statistics, the term skewness is used to refer to the third standardized moment (i.e., the third

moment divided by the cube of the standard deviation). Here, we refer to skewness as the third

unstandardized moment.
24Brockett and Kahane show that any assumed relationship between expected utility theory and

moment preference for arbitrary distributions is theoretically unsound.
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skewness. The investor chooses his portfolio w in the k + n assets to maximize his

mean-variance-skewness utility

max
w

w′µ− 1

2
γ1w

′Σw +
1

3
γ2w

′S (w ⊗w) , (3.1)

subject to w′1 = 1,

where γ1 and γ2 are two positive scalars which measure respectively the aversion to vari-

ance and preference for skewness (relative to the preference for the mean). In an expected

utility framework, γ1 can be interpreted as the coefficient of relative risk aversion and

γ2 as one half of the product of the coefficient of relative risk aversion and prudence.

Appendix 3.A shows how to obtain this interpretation from a third-order Taylor approx-

imation of expected utility around initial wealth and discusses possible values of γ1 and

γ2 for popular utility functions.

Throughout the paper we assume that the second-order condition of (3.1) holds.25

25The second-order conditions requires that −γ1Σ+ 2γ2S (w ⊗ I), where I is a k+n×k+n identity

matrix, is negative semidefinite for all w. This assumption is a necessary working assumption but may

be restrictive when the set of assets allows to form portfolios with very high skewness relative to variance

and investors have very high γ2 relative to γ1. We have checked that the second-order conditions are

satisfied for the intersection tests in the empirical section.
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The optimal portfolio w∗ then satisfies

 µx

µy

− γ1

 Σxx Σxy

Σyx Σyy


 w∗x

w∗y



+ γ2

 Sxxx Sxxy Sxyx Sxyy

Syxx Syxy Syyx Syyy





w∗x ⊗w∗x

w∗x ⊗w∗y

w∗y ⊗w∗x

w∗y ⊗w∗y


− η1 = 0, (3.2)

and w∗
′
1 = 1,

where the subscripts x and y refer to the k benchmark assets and n test assets, respec-

tively, w∗x and w∗y are the subvectors of w∗, µx and µy are the subvectors of µ, Σxx,

Σxy, Σyx and Σyy are the submatrices of Σ, Sxxx, Sxxy, Sxyx, Sxyy, Syxx, Syxy,

Syyx, Syyy are the submatrices of S, and η is the Lagrange multiplier of the budget

constraint. If we have mean-variance-skewness intersection (i.e., w∗y = 0), (3.2) becomes

 µx

µy

− γ1

 Σxxw
∗
x

Σyxw
∗
x

+ γ2

 Sxxx (w∗x ⊗w∗x)

Syxx (w∗x ⊗w∗x)

 = η1. (3.3)

The first k rows of (3.3) can then be written as26

w∗x =
1

γ1

Σ−1
xxµx +

γ2

γ1

Σ−1
xxSxxx (w∗x ⊗w∗x)− η

γ1

Σ−1
xx1k, (3.4)

26Note that the mean-variance-skewness portfolio problem has no closed form solution for portfolio

weights. In addition, there is no three fund separation for arbitrary distribution because it is not

possible to write the optimal portfolio of any investor as a function of three distinct funds. Three fund

separation can be obtained with additional distributional assumptions as for example in Mencia and

Sentana (2009).
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and substituting (3.4) in the last n rows of (3.3) gives

µy −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxµx + η

(
ΣyxΣ

−1
xx1k − 1n

)
= −γ2

{
Syxx −ΣyxΣ

−1
xxSxxx

}
(w∗x ⊗w∗x) .

(3.5)

If (3.5) holds for a particular pair of preference parameters (γ1, γ2) and corresponding

w∗x and η, then the mean-variance-skewness frontier of rx intersects the mean-variance-

skewness frontier of (rx, ry). If both the left-hand-side and the term in curly brackets

are zero, then (3.5) holds for all values of γ2 and η (i.e., for all investors) and the mean-

variance-skewness frontier of rx spans the mean-variance-skewness frontier of (rx, ry).

Hence, the conditions for mean-variance-skewness spanning are

µy −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxµx = 0n, (3.6)

ΣyxΣ
−1
xx1k − 1n = 0n, (3.7)

Syxx −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxSxxx = 0n×k2 , (3.8)

where the equalities apply element-wise. Note that our conditions for mean-variance-

skewness spanning nest the conditions for mean-variance spanning as a special case.

Indeed, setting γ2 = 0 in (3.5), we get the conditions for mean-variance spanning (3.6)

and (3.7).

3.2.2 Spanning and intersection with only risky assets and with

short-sales constraints

Extensions of mean-variance intersection and spanning tests to take into account short-

sales constraints and transaction costs developed by DeRoon, Nijman, and Werker (2001)

can be applied to the mean-variance-skewness case. In this paper, we present just one
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extension: short-sales constraints. The portfolio problem with short-sales constraints is

max
w

w′µ− 1

2
γ1w

′Σw +
1

3
γ2w

′S (w ⊗w) ,

s.t. w′1 = 1 and wi ≥ 0,∀i.

Let the vector δ contain the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers for the restriction that the portfolio

weights are non-negative. The mean-variance-skewness efficient portfolio w∗ satisfies

µ− η1 + δ = γ1Σw
∗ − γ2S (w∗ ⊗w∗) , (3.9)

w∗i , δi ≥ 0, ∀i,

w∗i δi = 0, ∀i,

w∗
′
1 = 1.

If we have mean-variance-skewness intersection (i.e., w∗y = 0), (3.9) can be rewritten to µx

µy

− γ1

 Σxxw
∗
x

Σyxw
∗
x

+ γ2

 Sxxx (w∗x ⊗w∗x)

Syxx (w∗x ⊗w∗x)

+ δ = η1. (3.10)

We proceed as DeRoon, Nijman, and Werker (2001) and take the mean-variance-

skewness efficient portfolio which implies a particular value of η. Let rx
η

refer to the

L-dimensional subvector of rx which contains only the returns of the assets for which

short-sales constraints are not binding and let superscripts η refer to this subset. (3.10)

becomes then

µxη − γ
η
1Σxηxηw

η + γη2Sxηxηxη (wη ⊗wη) = η1L, (3.11)

and  µx

µy

− γη1
 Σxxηw

η

Σyxηw
η

+ γη2

 Sxxηxη (wη ⊗wη)

Syxηxη (wη ⊗wη)

+ δ = η1.
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Using (3.11) we get the condition on the test assets for intersection

µy −ΣyxηΣ
−1
xηxηµxη+η

(
ΣyxηΣ

−1
xηxη1k − 1n

)
+γη2

{
Syxηxη −ΣyxηΣ

−1
xηxηSxηxηxη

}
(wη ⊗wη) = −δn,

or

µy −ΣyxηΣ
−1
xηxηµxη+η

(
ΣyxηΣ

−1
xηxη1kη − 1n

)
+γη2

{
Syxηxη −ΣyxηΣ

−1
xηxηSxηxηxη

}
(wη ⊗wη) ≤ 0n. (3.12)

Spanning implies that (3.12) holds for all relevant values of η and γη2 . Again, we follow the

exposition of DeRoon, Nijman, and Werker (2001) to give the conditions for spanning.

Let Hj and Γj be the sets of η and γη2 , respectively, for which the subset of assets for

which the short-sales constraints in the mean-variance-skewness efficient portfolios are

not binding is the same. In addition, let the Lj-dimensional vector of returns of these

assets be denoted as rx
j
, i.e., rx

j
= rx

η
if and only if η ∈ Hj and γη2 ∈ Γj. As before,

each variable which refers to the set rx
j
, j = 1, 2, ...,M , is denoted with a superscript j.

Hence, we have mean-variance-skewness spanning if and only if the M conditions,

µy −ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjµxj + η

(
ΣyxjΣ

−1
xjxj1Lj − 1n

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

+ γη2
{
Syxjxj −ΣyxjΣ

−1
xjxjSxjxjxj

}
(wη ⊗wη)︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

≤ 0n, (3.13)

∀ η ∈ Hj and ∀γη2 ∈ Γj, hold. Note that a sufficient condition for part B of (3.13)

to be non-positive is that all elements of Syxjxj − ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjSxjxjxj are non-positive

because γη2 is non-negative and all elements of wη are positive. In addition, denoting

ηjinf = inf (Hj) and ηjsup = sup (Hj), it is sufficient for part A of (3.13) to be non-positive

if A is non-positive for ηjinf and ηjsup because it is then non-positive ∀ η ∈ Hj. These
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conditions taken together are

µy −ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjµxj + ηjinf

(
ΣyxjΣ

−1
xjxj1Lj − 1n

)
≤ 0n,

µy −ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjµxj + ηjsup

(
ΣyxjΣ

−1
xjxj1Lj − 1n

)
≤ 0n,

Syxjxj −ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjSxjxjxj ≤ 0n×(Lj)2 ,

for j = 1, ...,M . A lower bound on η is obtained by not imposing the condition that all

wealth has to be invested, i.e. 0 ≤ w′1 ≤ 1, which implies that η ∈ [0,+∞). Sufficient

conditions for mean-variance-skewness spanning without short-sales are then

µy −ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjµxj ≤ 0n,

ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxj1Lj − 1n ≤ 0n,

Syxjxj −ΣyxjΣ
−1
xjxjSxjxjxj ≤ 0n×(Lj)2 ,

for j = 1, ...,M .

3.2.3 Spanning and intersection with a risk-free asset and with

and without short-sales constraints

So far we have presented the general case without a risk-free asset which can be relevant

even when a risk-free asset is available if the investor’s horizon exceeds the maturity of

the risk-free asset (see Bajeux-Besnainou, Jordan, and Portait (2001)) or in an analysis

with real returns especially with a long investment horizon (see Chapter 4 of Campbell

and Viceira (2002)). On short-investment horizons a risk-free asset is usually available

and there is then no restriction on the sum of the portfolio weights. It is then convenient

to use excess returns and for the remainder of this section let µ, Σ, and S and their

respective submatrices refer to the co-moment matrices of the excess returns over the
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risk-free rate. The condition for mean-variance-skewness intersection with a risk-free

asset is

µy −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxµx + γ2

{
Syxx −ΣyxΣ

−1
xxSxxx

}
(w∗x ⊗w∗x) = 0n.

and sufficient conditions for mean-variance-skewness spanning are then

µy −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxµx = 0n,

Syxx −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxSxxx = 0n×k2 .

If there are short-sales constraints, it is straightforward to adapt the general case of

short-sales constraints without risk-free asset to the case with risk-free asset by noting

that there is no η because the sum of portfolio weights may be different from one and

that the subsets of benchmark assets on which short-sales constraints are simultaneously

not binding are now different.

3.3 Tests

Let the net returns on the benchmark and test assets be denoted by rxt+1 and ryt+1, re-

spectively. Recall first the regression to test for mean-variance spanning and intersection

ryt+1 = a+Brxt+1 + εt+1, (3.14)

where εt+1 is the vector of residuals. Mean-variance intersection implies that a+η (B1n

−1k) = 0 for a given value of η and mean-variance spanning implies that a = 0 and

B1n − 1k = 0 (Huberman and Kandel (1987), Bekaert and Urias (1996), DeRoon and

Nijman (2001)). By imposing in addition conditions on the co-skewness matrix of the
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residual εt+1 with the benchmark assets,

Sεxx =

[
Sεxx1 · · · Sεxxk

]
, with Sεxx1 =


E [εy1 r̄x1 r̄x1 ] · · · E [εy1 r̄xk r̄x1 ]

...
. . .

...

E [εyn r̄x1 r̄x1 ] · · · E [εyn r̄xk r̄x1 ]

 ,

we get the conditions for mean-variance-skewness intersection and spanning. To see that

Sεxx contains the restriction in (3.8) observe that

Sεxx = E
(
ε
(
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

))′ (
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

))′)
,

= E
((
ryt+1 − E

(
ryt+1

)) (
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

))′ (
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

))′)
−BE

((
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

)) (
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

))′ (
rxt+1 − E

(
rxt+1

))′)
,

= Syxx −ΣyxΣ
−1
xxSxxx.

For our spanning tests, we calculate the elements of Sεxx with regressions.

3.3.1 Spanning and intersection tests with only risky assets and

short-selling allowed

To test for intersection and spanning, we assume that rxt+1 and ryt+1 are stationary and

ergodic and use multivariate regressions to estimate the coefficients and standard errors.

Our tests are based on the coefficients of the following regressions

ryt+1 =

(
In ⊗

[
1 r′xt+1

])
bMV + εt+1, (3.15)

zt+1 =

((
Ink2 ⊗ 1

′

2

)(
vec

([
1nk2

((
r̄xt+1 ⊗ r̄xt+1

)
⊗ 1n

) ]′)))
bS + ut+1, (3.16)

where εt+1 and ut+1 are vectors of regression residuals, vec is the vectorization operator,

bMV is the (k + 1)n-dimensional vector vec ([αMV βMV ]′), zt+1 is the nk2-dimensional

vector σ2
r̄xt+1⊗r̄xt+1

⊗ εt+1 and bS is the 2k2n-dimensional vector vec ([αS βS]′). If b̂ is the
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OLS estimate of b ≡ [b′MV b
′
S] and Q̂ is a consistent estimate of the asymptotic covariance

matrix of b, the hypotheses of mean-variance-skewness intersection and spanning can be

tested using standard Wald tests. Consider first the case of mean-variance-skewness

intersection. Let w∗x denote the optimal portfolio and η the Lagrange multiplier of the

budget constraint associated to the preference parameters (γ1, γ2). Define

H int ≡
[
In ⊗

[
1 η1′k

]
γ2

((
w∗
′
x ⊗w∗

′
x

)
⊗ In

)
⊗
[

0 1

] ]
,

and

hint ≡H intb̂− η1n.

The Wald statistic of the intersection test is

ζint = h′int

(
H intQ̂H

′
int

)−1

hint.

Under the null hypothesis and standard regularity conditions, the limiting distribution

of ζint is a χ2 distribution with n degrees of freedom.

To test for mean-variance-skewness spanning, we introduce

HMV
span ≡ In ⊗

 1 0′k

0 1′k

 ,
and

HS
span ≡ A⊗

[
0 1

]
.

A is a diagonal matrix with the elements on the diagonal

diag(A)′ = vec (Ik + T k)
′ ⊗ 1′n,

where T k is a k × k strictly upper triangular matrix with all non-zero entries equal to

one. The purpose of A is to eliminate the repeated rows in bS and the corresponding
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asymptotic covariance matrix QS. Finally, we can define

Hspan ≡

 HMV
span 02n×2nk2

02nk2×2n HS
span

 ,
and

hspan ≡Hspanb̂−


1n ⊗

 0

1


02nk2

 ,

to construct the Wald test statistic for mean-variance-skewness spanning which is given

by

ζspan = h′span

(
H ′spanQ̂Hspan

)−1

hspan.

Note that the dimension of the vector hspan is 2n+ 2nk2 but there are nk(3k− 1)/2 zero

rows in the vector hspan. Hence, the limit distribution of ζspan under the null hypothesis

and standard regularity conditions is a χ2 distribution with 2n+ nk(k + 1)/2 degrees of

freedom.

3.3.2 Spanning and intersection tests with only risky assets and

with short-sales constraints

For intersection with short-sales constraints, the optimal portfolio has to contain non-

negative weights only and then the intersection condition can be tested with a Wald test

with inequality constraints (Gourieroux, Holly, and Monfort (1982), Kodde and Palm

(1986), DeRoon, Nijman, and Werker (2001)). The Wald test statistic with inequality

restrictions is

ζsint = min
h≤0

(hint − h)′
(
H intQ̂H

′
int

)−1

(hint − h) .
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Under the null hypothesis and standard regularity conditions, the probability of ζsint

exceeding a certain value is given by (see, e.g., Kodde and Palm (1986))

Pr (ζsint ≥ c) =
n∑
i=0

Pr
(
χ2
n−i ≥ c

)
ω
(
n, i,H intQ̂H

′
int

)
,

where χ2
0 has unit mass and ω

(
n, i,H intQ̂H

′
int

)
is the probability that i of the n ele-

ments of a vector with a N
(
0n,H intQ̂H

′
int

)
distribution are strictly negative. Follow-

ing Gourieroux, Holly, and Monfort (1982) and DeRoon, Nijman, and Werker (2001),

we determine ω with simulations. In particular, we take 100, 000 draws for each Wald

statistic from a normal distribution with expectation 0n and variance H intQ̂H
′
int and

ω
(
n, i,H intQ̂H

′
int

)
is then the average number of draws in which i realizations are

below zero.

The mean-variance-skewness spanning test with short-sales constraints requires first

to identify the M subsets of the benchmark assets for which the short-sales constraints

are simultaneously not binding and then to run (3.15) and (3.16) for each subset. The

hypothesis of spanning with short-sales constraints is then tested with a Wald test for

inequality constraints on the coefficients.

3.3.3 Spanning and intersection tests with a risk-free asset and

with and without short-sales constraints

If a risk-free asset is available, the tests are based on the coefficients of the regression

of test on benchmark asset returns in excess of the risk-free rate. To obtain the test

statistics, we need to adjust the matrices H int, hint and HMV
span and can then proceed as

previously. For intersection, we need

Hrf
int ≡

[
In ⊗

[
1 0′k

]
γ2

((
w∗
′
x ⊗w∗

′
x

)
⊗ In

)
⊗
[

0 1

] ]
,
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and

hrfint ≡H
rf
intb̂

rf
,

where b̂
rf

is the vector of coefficients calculated with excess returns. For spanning, HMV
span

is replaced by

HMV rf
span ≡ In ⊗

 1 0′k

0 0′k

 .
The Wald statistics are calculated as previously with the corresponding coefficients and

standard errors for excess returns. Under the null hypothesis and standard regularity

conditions, the Wald test statistic for mean-variance-skewness spanning now follows a

χ2 distribution with n+ nk(k + 1)/2 degrees of freedom.

3.3.4 Small sample properties of the tests

We analyze the size of our tests with simulations. Table 3.1 reports the average number

of rejections of the null hypothesis of mean-variance-skewness intersection and spanning

in 10,000 simulations for the asymptotic significance levels 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10. The data

generating process of the two benchmark assets is a multivariate normal distribution

which has the parameters estimated for the benchmark assets in the empirical analysis.

The data generating process of the test assets assumes that the test assets are spanned

by the benchmark assets, i.e. (3.14) holds with a = 0, and the betas are set equal to

each other. For the case of only one test asset, the regression residual is generated from a

normal distribution with variance 0.11% which is the average monthly residual variance

in the empirical section. For the case of all test assets, we use the estimated residual

co-variance matrix. The whole table assumes that there is no risk-free asset. The results

with risk-free asset are very similar and available upon request.
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[Insert Table 3.1 here.]

Panel A shows the finite-sample size of the spanning tests with and without short-

sales constraints. With short-sales, the finite sample size tends to be fairly close to the

asymptotic size with one test asset and larger with four test assets. This behavior is

in line with Burnside and Eichenbaum (1996) who document that the small-sample size

of Wald tests tends to exceed its asymptotic size and increases considerably with the

number of hypothesis being jointly tested. Indeed, for mean-variance-skewness spanning

with two benchmark and four test assets there are 20 joint hypotheses. Without short-

sales, the small sample size tends to be slightly above the asymptotic size with one test

asset and below with four test assets.27 Panel B reports the finite-sample size of the

intersection tests with and without short-sales. Again, the finite-sample size is fairly

close to the asymptotic size except for the case without short-sales and four test assets.

We conclude that the small-sample size bias is too small to affect any of our conclusions

of the individual spanning and intersection tests.

3.4 Empirical application to hedge funds

We consider the portfolio allocation problem of an investor who is able to invest in US

stocks and bonds and considers an investment in hedge funds.

27In computations which are available upon request, we calculated the small-sample size with a di-

agonal residual co-variance matrix and the small-sample size with four test assets was then above its

asymptotic level. The lower small-sample size may therefore be due to the high correlation in the residual

covariance matrix.
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3.4.1 Data

The benchmark assets are the investable US MSCI total return index (“MSIUSA”) from

datastream and the 30-year US treasury bond index from CRSP. The risk-free rate is

the 30-day t-bill index from CRSP and the hedge fund data is from Morningstar trial.

Morningstar trial contains 50 hedge funds and we use the only four funds available for

more than ten years: Permal Investment Holdings, Core Investment Alpha Fund, First

European Growth CHF and Mendon Capital LLC. Permal and Core are multi-strategy

fund of hedge funds, First is a equity fund of hedge funds and Mendon is a long/short

equity hedge fund. All funds have the US dollar as base currency except First which has

the Swiss franc as base currency. All data is monthly and available in the period from

January 1998 to December 2013 yielding 180 monthly returns.

The summary statistics of the monthly returns are reported in Table 3.2. Based on

the first two moments, hedge funds seem to be a more attractive investment than US

bonds and stocks. The average return on hedge funds is 0.62% per month and the average

standard deviation is 3.12% per month, compared to 0.53% and 4.33% for the benchmark

assets. The average skewness of hedge funds returns is −0.386×10−4 which is lower than

the average skewness of benchmark returns of −0.159 × 10−4. Also notice that there is

substantial cross-sectional variation in average returns, variances and skewnesses. The

three fund of hedge funds, Permal, Core and First, have a lower standard deviation and

a lower average return and a higher skewness than the long/short equity fund Mendon

which has the highest average return, the highest standard deviation and the lowest

skewness. The average correlation (not reported in the table) between the benchmark

assets and the test assets is −0.0235 and the average correlation among the hedge funds

is 0.3071. Overall, the hedge fund returns show typical hedge fund features such as a low
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correlation with bonds and stocks and very skewed standardized returns. In addition, the

survivorship bias created by the selection based on available history is modest because

the average performance of the hedge funds in our sample is only slightly higher than

the average monthly performance of the HFRI Global Index which is not reported here

but was of 0.46% over the sample period.

[Insert Table 3.2 here.]

3.4.2 Intersection

The summary statistics suggests that hedge funds provide substantial diversification to

the bond and stock investors. Formal tests of the hypothesis of mean-variance-skewness

intersection are reported in Table 3.3. We consider two cases: γ1 = 4 and γ2 = 10 (i.e.,

an investor with relatively low aversion to variance and high preference for skewness,

“investor A”) in Panel A and γ1 = γ2 = 10 (i.e., an investor with higher aversion to

variance and high preference for skewness, “investor B“) in Panel B.

[Insert Table 3.3 here.]

Suppose first that the investor can borrow and invest at the risk-free rate. If the

investment universe contains only the benchmark assets, investor A invests 0.57 in stocks

and 0.69 in bonds and investor B invests 0.24 in stocks and 0.28 in bonds. Which funds

do improve the investment opportunity set of A and B? The hypothesis of intersection is

rejected for Mendon at a 5% significance level and for Core at a 10% significance level for

both investors with short-sales and the significance level is even lower without short-sales.

Interestingly, these two funds are quite different in terms of their return characteristics:

Mendon has the highest return, highest variance and lowest skewness among the four

hedge funds and Core has a low return, the lowest variance and a skewness close to zero.
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Now suppose that no risk-free asset is available (i.e., exactly the entire wealth has

to be invested). If the investment opportunity set includes only the benchmark assets,

investor A invests 0.46 in stocks and 0.54 in bonds and investor B invests 0.45 in stocks

and 0.55 in bonds. It turns out that A and B now have different benefits from the

availability of the test assets. For A intersection is rejected only for Mendon at a 10%

significance level and at a 5% significance level if short-sales are allowed. Indeed, A has

a high tolerance for variance and benefits from investing in Mendon as this increases his

return. For B intersection is rejected for all four hedge funds at a 5% significance level.

The intuition for this result is that B is forced to invest his whole wealth in the risky

asset because no risk-free asset is available. He benefits from the low correlation of hedge

fund investments with benchmark assets to reduce the variance of his portfolio returns.

Next, we report the portfolio allocations of investor A and B along with the portfolio

moments in Table 3.4. The results highlight that the investors tend to use hedge funds

to obtain a higher average return at the expense of a higher variance and lower skewness.

However, if investor B has no risk-free asset available (second part of Panel B), he uses

the hedge funds to lower his variance and increase his portfolio skewness which shows

that hedge funds can also be used to increase portfolio skewness.

[Insert Table 3.4 here.]

Overall, the results of this section show that not all hedge funds improve the invest-

ment opportunity set of the investors. In addition, the answer to this question is sensitive

to the assumption of the availability of a risk-free asset.
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3.4.3 Spanning

We consider now the more general case of spanning. Table 3.5 reports the results of the

mean-variance and mean-variance-skewness spanning tests. We consider again both the

case with risk-free asset in Panel A and without a risk-free asset in Panel B and report

the spanning tests with and without short-sales constraints.

[Insert Table 3.5 here.]

Mean-variance spanning with risk-free asset in Panel A is rejected at a 5% signifi-

cance level for Mendon with and without short-sales and for Core with short-sales con-

straints. For mean-variance-skewness investors spanning is rejected for Permal, First

and Core if short-sales are allowed. If there are short-sales constraints, mean-variance-

skewness spanning is only rejected for Core. The case of Mendon is insightful. For

Mendon mean-variance spanning is rejected whereas mean-variance-skewness spanning

is not rejected. Hence, it is possible that an asset does not significantly change the

mean-variance-skewness frontier while it does improve the mean-variance frontier.

Spanning tests without a risk-free asset are reported in Panel B. Note that these tests

differ from the test in Panel B because they impose an additional restriction on the sum

of betas and use net returns instead of excess returns over the risk-free rate. Imposing

the additional restriction on betas increases the Wald statistics a lot and mean-variance

and mean-variance-skewness spanning is rejected for all funds. This result is driven

by the low correlation between hedge funds and the benchmark assets. As discussed

in Kan and Zhou (2012), the condition on the sum of betas measures the change in

the global minimum variance portfolios of benchmark assets only and benchmark and

test assets. Hence, the rejection of spanning is driven by the effect of hedge funds on
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the global minimum variance portfolio. Imposing short-sales constraints considerably

changes this conclusion. Indeed, at a 5% significance level mean-variance spanning is

then only rejected for Mendon and Core and mean-variance-skewness spanning only for

Core. We retrieve from the spanning analysis that Core yields robust diversification

benefits to mean-variance-skewness investors.

To get a detailed view on the magnitude and significance of the individual conditions

in the Wald tests, we report the coefficients for the mean-variance-skewness spanning test

without risk-free asset in Table 3.6. The results in this table reiterate and help to better

understand the results from the Wald tests in the previous table. Mean-variance-skewness

spanning without short-sales was only rejected for Core and it turns out that this fund

has a significantly positive alpha and a significantly positive residual co-skewness with

stocks.

[Insert Table 3.6 here.]

Our spanning results for all assets are summarized graphically in Figure 3.1 for the

mean-variance case and Figure 3.2 for the mean-variance-skewness case. Consider first

Figure 3.1. The set of achievable return - standard deviation combinations is very small

for benchmark assets only and much large with all assets. In addition, the monthly

standard deviation of the global minimum variance portfolio with all assets is about

one percent lower than with benchmark assets only. Mean-variance-skewness frontiers

in Figure 3.2 also show that being able to invest in all assets to construct the frontiers

improves and increases the available mean-variance-skewness combinations a lot.

[Insert Figure 3.1 here.]

[Insert Figure 3.2 here.]
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3.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we derive the conditions for the mean-variance-skewness equivalent con-

cepts of spanning and intersection and propose regression based tests. A set of assets

spans a larger set of assets, if the mean-variance-skewness frontiers for the set of assets

and the larger set of assets coincides. Similarly, a set of assets intersects a larger set

of assets, if the mean-variance-skewness frontier of the set of assets and the larger set

have one point in common. Tests of mean-variance-skewness spanning and intersection

involve regressions of test on benchmark asset returns and impose conditions on inter-

cepts, slopes and the co-skewnesses of regression residuals with benchmark asset returns.

We propose to test these conditions with Wald tests and show how to take into account

short-sales. We use our tests to assess the benefits of hedge funds in a portfolio of stocks

and bonds and find that while most hedge funds do not yield mean-variance-skewness

benefits some do yield mean-variance-skewness benefits which are robust to short-sales

constraints.

Two possible extensions come to mind. First, the empirical analysis uses only a

very small sample of hedge funds. For future research it would be interesting to an-

alyze a larger cross-section of hedge fund returns to get a sense of which hedge fund

styles improve the mean-variance-skewness efficient set of a stock and bond portfolio.

Second, Patton (2004) and Jondeau and Rockinger (2012) emphasize that skewness is

time-varying and important for dynamic portfolio choice. Hence, it may be fruitful to

extend the techniques to test for conditional mean-variance spanning and intersection

summarized in DeRoon and Nijman (2001) to skewness.
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3.A Mean-variance-skewness utility as a Taylor ap-

proximation of expected utility

The aim of this appendix is to explain how γ1 and γ2 are related to the coefficients of

relative risk aversion, i.e., Ar(w) ≡ −wu′′(w)/u′(w), and relative prudence, i.e., Pr(w) ≡

−wu′′′(w)/u′′(w), of a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function u. To start take a

Taylor approximation of utility derived from end of period wealth around initial wealth

w0
28

u (w0 (1 + rp)) =
∞∑
i=0

1

i!
wi0r

i
pu

i (w0) ,

where ui (w0) is the ith derivative of u with respect to w0 (i.e. u0 (·) = u (·), u1 (·) = u′ (·),

etc.), w0 is the level of initial wealth and rp is the portfolio return. Truncating the

approximation at the third-order and taking the expectation on both sides yields

E (u (w0 (1 + rp))) ≈ u (w0) + w0u
′ (w0)E (rp)

+
1

2
w2

0u
′′ (w0)E

(
r2
p

)
+

1

6
w3

0u
′′′ (w0)E

(
r3
p

)
. (3.17)

Finally note that choosing portfolio weights to maximize the left-hand side of (3.17) is

equivalent to choosing the weights to maximize

E (rp)−
1

2

−w0u
′′ (w0)

u′ (w0)
E
(
r2
p

)
+

1

6

w2
0u
′′′ (w0)

u′ (w0)
E
(
r3
p

)
. (3.18)

Comparing (3.18) to the objective of the mean-variance-skewness investor in (3.1) and

assuming that the variance and skewness of portfolio returns are very close to the second

and third raw moment of portfolio returns, shows that the aversion to variance relative

to the preference for the mean is relative risk aversion, i.e., γ1 = Ar (w0), and the

preference for skewness relative to the preference for the mean is one half of the product

28As a reference see for example Kane (1982) and the references cited therein.
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of relative risk aversion and relative prudence, i.e., γ2 = 1
2
Ar (w0)Pr (w0). Possible

values for γ1 and γ2 can then be obtained from standard utility functions like constant

relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility functions. For CRRA of the type u (x) = x1−γ/(1−

γ) with γ 6= 1, Ar(w0) = γ and Pr(w0) = γ + 1 which in turn implies γ1 = γ and

γ2 = 1
2
γ1(γ1 + 1). A reasonable value for γ is for example γ = 4 (see Gollier (2001)),

which yields γ1 = 4 and γ2 = 10, i.e., the values of γ1 and γ2 in our intersection

tests. While relative prudence is a function of relative risk aversion for CRRA utility

functions, another popular utility function, the additive habit formation utility function,

introduces more freedom in modeling γ1 and γ2. Additive habit utility functions of the

form u (x) = (x − k)1−γ/(1 − γ), with k the (constant) habit level and γ 6= 1, imply

Ar(w0) = γ w0

w0−k and Pr(w0) = (γ + 1) w0

w0−k . In this case, γ2 = 1
2
γ1

(
γ1 + w0

w0−k

)
which

allows for a much larger range of combinations of γ1 and γ2. Indeed, low relative risk

aversion and very high relative prudence can be achieved with γ close to zero and k very

close to w0.29

29As an example, take γ = 1/10000, w0 = 1 and k = 9999/10000 which imply γ1 = 1 and γ2 = 5, 000.5.

Note, however, that the possibility to take a high γ1 and a low γ2 is limited for non-negative habit levels.
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Table 3.1: Simulated rejection rates

The table reports the average rejection rate of the null hypothesis of spanning and intersection in

10,000 simulations for the significance levels 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10. Rejection rates for the mean-variance-

skewness spanning and intersection tests with and without short-sales constraints are in Panel A and

B, respectively. The intersection test is for the parameter values γ1 = γ2 = 10 and the corresponding

optimal portfolio weights are calculated in each iteration with the simulated data. All tests assume that

there is no risk-free asset available and the simulated data assumes that the new asset is spanned by

the benchmark assets in the empirical analysis.

one test asset four test assets

Significance 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.01

Panel A: spanning

with short-sales

10 years 0.117 0.062 0.014 0.151 0.085 0.020

20 years 0.108 0.056 0.012 0.128 0.066 0.015

40 years 0.102 0.052 0.011 0.118 0.059 0.015

without short-sales

10 years 0.138 0.073 0.017 0.074 0.039 0.008

20 years 0.129 0.070 0.015 0.066 0.030 0.005

40 years 0.130 0.067 0.014 0.069 0.032 0.006

Panel B: intersection

with short sales

10 years 0.107 0.056 0.014 0.120 0.067 0.017

20 years 0.100 0.053 0.013 0.113 0.060 0.015

40 years 0.100 0.051 0.010 0.108 0.053 0.010

Continued on the next page
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one test asset four test assets

0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.01

without short sales

10 years 0.104 0.053 0.011 0.063 0.030 0.006

20 years 0.101 0.050 0.011 0.063 0.031 0.006

40 years 0.101 0.050 0.009 0.064 0.029 0.005

Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics

The table reports the average return (”mean“), standard deviation (”std“), unstandardized skewness

(”skew“), standardized skewness (”cskew“) and minimum (”min“) and maximum return (”max“) of the

benchmark and test assets over the sample period from January 1998 to December 2013. All statistics

are monthly and we also report the t-statistics for the test that the skewness equals zero with standard

errors corrected for autocorrelation until lag 6. Cskew is reported for completeness and can be obtained

by dividing ”skew“ with the cube of ”std“.

Mean std skew t-stat cskew min max

(in perc) (in perc) ×10−4 (in perc) (in perc)

Panel A: benchmark assets

U.S. stocks 0.55 4.64 −0.603 −1.93 −0.61 −17.66 11.55

U.S. bonds 0.50 4.01 0.284 1.10 0.44 −14.74 17.41

Panel B: test assets

Permal Investment Holdings Fund 0.38 2.71 −0.079 −0.95 −0.40 −9.68 10.06

First European Growth Fund 0.59 3.05 0.373 1.03 1.32 −6.67 16.16

Mendon Capital LLC 1.08 5.10 −1.827 −1.37 −1.39 −29.15 12.29

Core Investment Alpha Fund L.P. 0.40 1.61 −0.009 −0.44 −0.21 −6.79 5.85
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Table 3.3: Intersection tests

This table contains the results of the mean-variance-skewness intersection tests. Panel A shows the

results of the intersection tests for γ1 = 4 and γ2 = 10 and the corresponding weights invested in the

benchmark assets are 0.57 (stocks) and 0.69 (bonds) if a risk-free asset is available and 0.46 (stocks)

and 0.54 (bonds) if no risk-free asset is available. Panel B shows the results of the intersection tests

for γ1 = γ2 = 10 and the corresponding weights invested in the benchmark assets are 0.24 (stocks) and

0.28 (bonds) if a risk-free asset is available and 0.45 (stocks) and 0.55 (bonds) if no risk-free asset is

available. The Wald statistics are estimated with a Newest-West covariance matrix with 6 lags.

Permal First Mendon Core all

Panel A: γ1 = 4 and γ2 = 10

with risk-free asset

with short-sales

wald stat 0.715 1.887 3.921 3.639 9.098

pval 0.398 0.169 0.048 0.056 0.059

without short-sales

wald stat 0.715 1.887 3.921 3.639 7.814

pval 0.198 0.084 0.024 0.028 0.032

without risk-free asset

with short-sales

wald stat 0.266 1.147 3.426 1.480 6.363

pval 0.606 0.284 0.064 0.224 0.174

without short-sales

wald stat 0.266 1.147 3.426 1.480 5.130

pval 0.303 0.142 0.032 0.112 0.103

Panel B: γ1 = γ2 = 10

Continued on the next page
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with risk-free asset

with short-sales

wald stat 0.755 1.982 3.918 3.618 9.132

pval 0.385 0.159 0.048 0.057 0.058

without short-sales

wald stat 0.755 1.982 3.918 3.618 7.849

pval 0.191 0.079 0.024 0.029 0.031

without risk-free asset

with short-sales

wald stat 3.980 4.933 6.939 17.141 24.340

pval 0.046 0.026 0.008 0.000 0.000

without short-sales

wald stat 3.980 4.933 6.939 17.141 23.452

pval 0.023 0.013 0.004 0.000 0.000
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Table 3.4: Portfolio allocations

This table contains the portfolio allocations for γ1 = 4 and γ2 = 10 in Panel A and γ1 = γ2 = 10 in Panel B. The columns ”US stocks” to “Core” report the

portfolio allocations, “utility” is the value of the objective function at the optimal portfolio choice (i.e., the utility of the investor from the investment in risky

assets), “mean” is the average return, “var” the variance and “skew” the (unstandardized) skewness of the portfolio. The statistics are calculated with excess

returns over the risk-free rate in the section “with risk-free asset” and simple monthly net returns in the section “without risk-free asset”. The t-statistics are

for the null hypothesis that the respective moment is equal to the moment of the portfolio with benchmark assets only and are calculated with standard errors

corrected for autocorrelation until lag 6.

US stocks US bonds Permal First Mendon Core utility mean t-stat var t-stat skew t-stat

in % in % in % ×10−3

Panel A: γ1 = 4 and γ2 = 10

with risk-free asset

with short-sales

0.569 0.687 0.223 0.44 0.104 −0.0232

0.611 0.621 0.701 0.296 0.58 0.82 0.133 3.46 −0.0449 −1.64

0.671 0.582 1.360 0.508 1.01 1.37 0.247 3.43 −0.0221 0.01

continued on the next page
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US stocks US bonds Permal First Mendon Core utility mean t-stat var t-stat skew t-stat

in % in % in % ×10−3

0.519 0.722 0.752 0.579 1.11 2.00 0.242 3.30 −0.1440 −1.35

0.669 0.602 2.224 0.491 0.96 1.89 0.220 3.90 −0.0775 −1.41

0.638 0.641 −1.484 1.887 0.810 2.023 1.082 2.12 2.85 0.501 5.10 −0.1191 −0.60

without short-sales

0.611 0.621 0.701 0.296 0.58 0.82 0.133 3.46 −0.0449 −1.64

0.671 0.582 1.360 0.508 1.01 1.37 0.247 3.43 −0.0221 0.01

0.519 0.722 0.752 0.579 1.11 2.00 0.242 3.30 −0.1440 −1.35

0.669 0.602 2.224 0.491 0.96 1.89 0.220 3.90 −0.0775 −1.41

0.641 0.595 0.000 0.986 0.734 1.396 0.945 1.83 2.66 0.412 4.81 −0.1829 −1.35

without risk-free asset

with short-sales

0.462 0.538 0.390 0.52 0.065 −0.0127

0.378 0.388 0.234 0.406 0.49 −0.46 0.042 −2.94 −0.0080 1.31

0.261 0.186 0.553 0.488 0.57 0.19 0.039 −1.69 0.0005 1.70

continued on the next page
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US stocks US bonds Permal First Mendon Core utility mean t-stat var t-stat skew t-stat

in % in % in % ×10−3

0.174 0.244 0.582 0.639 0.85 1.21 0.097 1.21 −0.0444 −0.94

0.304 0.289 0.408 0.423 0.48 −0.51 0.026 −3.14 −0.0032 1.39

0.211 0.291 −1.370 1.484 0.683 −0.300 0.828 1.23 1.79 0.199 3.41 −0.0264 −0.42

without short-sales

0.378 0.388 0.234 0.406 0.49 −0.46 0.042 −2.94 −0.0080 1.31

0.261 0.186 0.553 0.488 0.57 0.19 0.039 −1.69 0.0005 1.70

0.174 0.244 0.582 0.639 0.85 1.21 0.097 1.21 −0.0444 −0.94

0.304 0.289 0.408 0.423 0.48 −0.51 0.026 −3.14 −0.0032 1.39

0.086 0.080 0.000 0.310 0.525 0.000 0.668 0.84 1.12 0.080 0.66 −0.0286 −0.71

Panel B: γ1 = γ2 = 10

with risk-free asset

with short sales

0.242 0.283 0.092 0.18 0.018 −0.0017

0.261 0.265 0.301 0.124 0.25 0.87 0.024 4.00 −0.0035 −1.62

continued on the next page
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US stocks US bonds Permal First Mendon Core utility mean t-stat var t-stat skew t-stat

in % in % in % ×10−3

0.293 0.268 0.519 0.207 0.41 1.46 0.041 3.79 −0.0032 −0.29

0.227 0.310 0.344 0.251 0.50 2.04 0.048 3.52 −0.0132 −1.37

0.288 0.256 0.956 0.206 0.41 1.93 0.040 4.04 −0.0061 −1.42

0.296 0.301 −0.561 0.691 0.367 0.815 0.453 0.90 3.03 0.088 5.27 −0.0157 −1.07

without short-sales

0.261 0.265 0.301 0.124 0.25 0.87 0.024 4.00 −0.0035 −1.62

0.293 0.268 0.519 0.207 0.41 1.46 0.041 3.79 −0.0032 −0.29

0.227 0.310 0.344 0.251 0.50 2.04 0.048 3.52 −0.0132 −1.37

0.288 0.256 0.956 0.206 0.41 1.93 0.040 4.04 −0.0061 −1.42

0.292 0.281 0.000 0.384 0.337 0.588 0.403 0.80 2.80 0.078 5.03 −0.0178 −1.51

without risk-free asset

with short-sales

0.452 0.548 0.196 0.52 0.065 −0.0122

0.310 0.313 0.377 0.295 0.47 −0.46 0.035 −2.59 −0.0063 1.16

continued on the next page
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US stocks US bonds Permal First Mendon Core utility mean t-stat var t-stat skew t-stat

in % in % in % ×10−3

0.276 0.251 0.472 0.378 0.56 0.19 0.036 −2.10 −0.0024 1.66

0.269 0.362 0.369 0.428 0.73 1.21 0.059 −0.38 −0.0174 −0.42

0.217 0.195 0.588 0.360 0.45 −0.51 0.019 −2.97 −0.0018 1.31

0.173 0.194 −0.535 0.604 0.321 0.243 0.558 0.79 1.21 0.046 −1.08 −0.0064 0.61

without short-sales

0.310 0.313 0.377 0.295 0.47 −0.46 0.035 −2.59 −0.0063 1.16

0.276 0.251 0.472 0.378 0.56 0.19 0.036 −2.10 −0.0024 1.66

0.269 0.362 0.369 0.428 0.73 1.21 0.059 −0.38 −0.0174 −0.42

0.217 0.195 0.588 0.360 0.45 −0.51 0.019 −2.97 −0.0018 1.31

0.172 0.178 0.000 0.315 0.293 0.043 0.513 0.70 0.92 0.038 −1.59 −0.0075 0.53
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Table 3.5: Spanning tests

This table contains the results of the mean-variance and mean-variance-skewness spanning tests for

the case with risk-free asset in Panel A and without risk-free asset in Panel B. The wald statistics are

calculated with Newey-West standard errors with 6 lags.

Permal First Mendon Core all

Panel A: with risk-free asset

with short-sales

mean-variance

wald stat 0.763 2.002 3.917 3.613 9.139

pval 0.382 0.157 0.048 0.057 0.058

mean-variance-skewness

wald stat 11.389 15.958 5.306 18.305 89.375

pval 0.023 0.003 0.257 0.001 0.000

without short-sales

mean-variance

wald stat 0.763 2.002 3.917 3.613 7.856

pval 0.191 0.079 0.024 0.029 0.031

mean-variance-skewness

wald stat 2.136 2.002 4.668 17.215 25.990

pval 0.346 0.367 0.106 0.000 0.003

Panel B: without risk-free asset

with short-sales

mean-variance

wald stat 218.273 242.396 74.828 548.194 774.558

Continued on the next page
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pval 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

mean-variance-skewness

wald stat 261.469 384.293 77.856 607.462 1224.627

pval 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

without short-sales

mean-variance

wald stat 2.274 3.452 5.619 9.811 15.104

pval 0.159 0.088 0.030 0.004 0.014

mean-variance-skewness

wald stat 2.989 3.452 6.620 22.172 32.357

pval 0.313 0.260 0.067 0.000 0.001
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Table 3.6: Coefficients of the test without risk-free asset

The table reports for net returns the coefficients of the mean-variance spanning regression of equation

(3.14) in Panel A and the components of the residual co-skewness matrix in Panel B. The subscript s

refers to stocks and the subscript b to bonds. All statistics are monthly and p-values are calculated with

Newey-West standard errors with 6 lags.

Panel A: mean-variance regression

α pval βs pval βb pval

Permal 0.39% 0.132 −6.42% 0.243 5.63% 0.156

First 0.63% 0.063 −9.82% 0.112 2.88% 0.492

Mendon 1.11% 0.018 2.73% 0.713 −9.18% 0.238

Core 0.42% 0.002 −5.09% 0.101 2.59% 0.285

Panel B: residual co-skewness matrix

E
[
εr̄2s
]

pval E [εr̄br̄s] pval E
[
εr̄2b
]

pval

Permal 0.922 0.222 −0.348 0.476 −1.456 0.006

First 0.590 0.596 −0.281 0.584 −2.276 0.000

Mendon 0.213 0.801 0.134 0.798 −1.279 0.022

Core 0.991 0.001 −0.277 0.148 −0.206 0.422
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Figure 3.1: Mean-variance frontiers

The figure shows the mean-variance frontiers with benchmark assets (“bench”), all assets and short-sales

constraints (“all nss”) and all assets (“all”). The figure also plots the average monthly return against

the average monthly standard deviation of the assets: 30-days t-bill (“rf”), U.S. stocks (“s”), U.S. bonds

(“b”), Permal (“per”), First (“fir”), Mendon (“men”) and Core (“cor”). We set the standard deviation

of the return on the 30-day t-bill to zero. The global minimum variance portfolios with and without

short-sales are very similar. The weights with w = [ws wb wper wfir wmen wcor] are w = [0.1469 0.1294

− 0.0154 0.0509 0.0598 0.6284] with short-sales and w = [0.1469 0.1289 0.0000 0.0427 0.0590 0.6226]

without short-sales.
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Figure 3.2: Mean-variance-skewness frontiers

The figure shows the mean-variance-skewness frontiers with benchmark assets (“bench”), all assets and

short-sales constraints (“all nss”) and all assets (“all”). The figure plots the average monthly return

(“µ”) against the average monthly standard deviation (“σ“) and cube root of skewness of the assets

(”Skew1/3“) of the assets: 30-days t-bill (“rf”), U.S. stocks (“s”), U.S. bonds (“b”), Permal (“per”), First

(“fir”), Mendon (“men”) and Core (“cor”). We thereby set the standard deviation and skewness of the

30-day t-bill to zero.
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Abstract

I show that mean-variance-skewness preferences imply that stocks with low residual

co-skewness - i.e. with a low co-skewness of the CAPM residual with the market

return - outperform stocks with high residual co-skewness on a risk-adjusted basis.

Using a Bayesian estimator of residual co-skewness, I test this prediction empir-

ically. The “low-minus-high” (LMH) residual co-skewness portfolio earns, consis-

tent with skewness preference, a Carhart (1997) alpha of 3.84% per year in the

period from 1931 to 2012. This alpha is robust in the cross-section and in subsam-

ples. I further explore the ability of skewness to explain the low-beta high-return

anomaly. Adding the LMH residual co-skewness factor reduces the alpha of the

“betting-against-beta” arbitrage strategy of Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) by 20%.

JEL classification: G11, G12.

Keywords: asset pricing; co-skewness; market beta; portfolio choice.
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4.1 Introduction

While the Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is

inarguably the most popular tool in finance, it imposes unrealistic restrictions on either

the preferences of investors or the distribution of returns. The CAPM restricts utility to

be characterized by means and variances only which is at odds with research on risk pref-

erences. In particular, theoretical and empirical research on risk preferences advocates

utility functions with non-increasing absolute risk-aversion which requires not only an

increasing and concave utility function, i.e. a preference for higher expected returns and

an aversion to variance, but also a positive third derivative, i.e. a preference for higher

skewness.30 The CAPM does not require mean-variance preferences if stock returns fol-

low an elliptical distribution (Chamberlain (1983)). However, there is ample evidence

that stock returns are asymmetrically distributed and have significant skewness.31 Un-

realistic restrictions may not be a problem per se for a theoretical model, but in the case

of the CAPM they are accompanied by a poor empirical track record (Fama and French

(2004)).

In this paper, I extend the CAPM to a mean-variance-skewness framework (hereafter,

MVS framework) in which the representative investor derives utility from the first three

moments: mean, variance, and skewness. I derive the theoretical implications of skewness

preference on the cross-section of stock returns and present consistent empirical evidence

from U.S. stock returns in the period from January 1931 to December 2012. The features

of my model are the following.

First, the equilibrium return is given by the return in the traditional CAPM adjusted

30Arditti (1967) and Kimball (1990).
31Richardson and Smith (1993), Albuquerque (2012) and Neuberger (2012)
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by the residual co-skewness of the asset scaled by the skewness preference of the represen-

tative agent. This equilibrium return relation is central to my analysis and in line with

Ingersoll (1987). Residual co-skewness is thereby the difference between the co-skewness

of the asset, i.e. the asset’s marginal contribution to market skewness, and the market

skewness adjusted by the asset’s beta.

Second, the pricing implication of the model is best illustrated with a low-minus-high

(LMH) residual co-skewness portfolio which invests in low residual co-skewness stocks

and sells short high residual co-skewness stocks. The CAPM alpha of the LMH portfolio

is positive in the MVS framework because the alpha compensates for the negative residual

co-skewness of the LMH portfolio. However, the excess return of the LMH portfolio can

be positive or negative due to possible differences in betas of low and high residual

co-skewness stocks.

Third, high beta stocks command lower CAPM alphas in the MVS framework, if the

market return is negatively skewed. As market skewness tends to be negative (Neuberger

(2012)), this result provides a simple and intuitive explanation for the puzzling relation-

ship between beta and alphas first pointed out by Black, Jensen, and Scholes (1972).

In the MVS framework, the market return contains a compensation for market variance

and skewness. The CAPM attributes the whole market return to the second moment

and therefore overstates the required return due to beta, if market skewness is negative.

I test the predictions of my model with all the stocks in the CRSP file. The sample

third moment is very noisy (Bai and Ng (2005), Neuberger (2012)), and I therefore apply

the Bayesian shrinkage estimation approach of Vasicek (1973) to residual co-skewness to

get a more precise measure of ex-ante residual co-skewness. At the end of each month,

I rank the stocks based on their residual co-skewness within a rolling window to form
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quintile portfolios. These quintile portfolios are then held in the next month. My main

findings are the following. First, the CAPM alphas are decreasing in ex-ante resid-

ual co-skewness which is in line with my equilibrium return decomposition. Second,

the CAPM alpha and the alpha in the Carhart (1997) four factor model of the LMH

residual co-skewness portfolio are significantly positive with 2.64% and 3.84% per year.

Third, my ex-ante measure of residual co-skewness is indeed related to the realized co-

moment because the (realized) residual co-skewness of the LMH portfolio is negative.

Fourth, the performance of the LMH residual co-skewness portfolio is mainly driven by

co-skewness itself, but the product of negative beta and market skewness (part of resid-

ual co-skewness) helps to reduce the volatility of the return on the strategy. I further

investigate with independent double sorts if the alpha on the LMH residual co-skewness

portfolio is robust to a number of previously proposed determinants of returns: market

value (Fama and French (1993)), the book-to-market ratio (Fama and French (1993)),

stock price, short-term reversal, momentum, long-term reversal, historical volatility and

standardized skewness, the maximum return (Bali, Cakici, and Whitelaw (2011)), mar-

ket beta, idiosyncratic volatility (Ang et al. (2006)) and idiosyncratic skewness (Boyer,

Mitton, and Vorkink (2010)). The Carhart alpha of the LMH residual co-skewness port-

folio appears to be positive (and mostly significant) in all quintiles of the control variables

except in the lowest book-to-market quintile and the highest beta quintile.

Finally, I show that the return on the beta neutral “betting-against-beta” (BAB)

factor of Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) is related to co-skewness. In particular, my MVS

framework predicts a positive return on the BAB factor if the correlation between beta

and co-skewness divided by beta is positive. This correlation is indeed positive in most of

the rolling windows from January 1931 to December 2012 and I construct a “timed”BAB
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strategy which shorts low beta stocks and buys high beta stocks when the correlation

between beta and co-skewness divided by beta is negative. This strategy outperforms

the simple BAB strategy over the sample period. I show in addition that the alpha of the

simple BAB strategy is significantly lower in MVS framework. More specifically, adding

the LMH residual co-skewness factor to the Carhart four factor model reduces the BAB

alpha by 20%.

Extending the CAPM to skewness has received some attention in the literature.32

My paper is related to the seminal paper of Kraus and Litzenberger (1976) who develop

a three moment capital asset pricing model in which returns are proportional to beta

and co-skewness divided by market skewness. I instead derive a model in which returns

depend on beta and residual co-skewness as in Ingersoll (1987) by using the restrictions

MVS preferences impose on market returns. I thereby add to Kraus and Litzenberger

(1976) and Ingersoll (1987) by deriving the implications of skewness preference on the

LMH residual co-skewness portfolio and the link between betas and CAPM alphas in

the MVS framework. Note that extending the CAPM to skewness is not just a tech-

nical exercises. Under very intuitive assumption, Horvath and Scott (1980) give a sign

to all higher order derivatives of the utility function. In addition, recently introduced

behavioral preference functionals also imply a preference for skewness as for instance cu-

mulative prospect theory (Barberis and Huang (2008) and Ebert and Strack (2012)) and

optimal expectations with possible disappointment (Brunnermeier, Gollier, and Parker

(2007) and Jouini, Karehnke, and Napp (2014)).

32The literature in consumption based asset pricing has also incorporated higher moments. In partic-

ular, Martin (2013) extends the Epstein-Zin lognormal consumption-based asset-pricing model to allow

for general i.i.d. consumption growth and shows how to understand the Rietz (1988) and Barro (2006)

rare disaster models in a higher-order moment framework.
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The closest empirical paper to my work is the seminal paper of Harvey and Siddique

(2000) who shows that standardized residual co-skewness helps to explain returns. Other

recent papers have since shown that standardized measures of skewness matter for ex-

pected returns: idiosyncratic skewness (Boyer, Mitton, and Vorkink (2010)), risk-neutral

skewness implied from options (Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2013)), and realized skew-

ness (Amaya, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vasquez (2013)). Standardization of skewness

seems natural from a statistical point of view but contradicts the portfolio choice lit-

erature which takes unstandardized skewness into the objective function.33 Moreover,

standardization of residual co-skewness is not neutral because the standardization fac-

tor - residual standard deviation - matters itself to explain the cross-section of returns

(Ang, Hodrick, Xing, and Zhang (2006)). My unstandardized measure is therefore more

appealing from a theoretical point of view and it bridges the gap between the portfolio

choice literature on skewness and the literature on the pricing of skewness. In addition,

my measure makes it possible to decompose residual co-skewness into its components,

co-skewness and the product of negative beta and market skewness, to obtain two in-

vestment strategies based on skewness preference. I show that thereby only the strategy

based on the first component, co-skewness, is profitable. My work further differs from

Harvey and Siddique (2000) in its focus on individual stocks and on the return of the

skewness strategy.

This work is also related to the literature on volatility and jump risk being priced

in the stock market as shown recently by Cremers, Halling, and Weinbaum (2014). On

the theoretical side the work is linked but differs in an important respect. Indeed, an

33See for instance Jondeau and Rockinger (2006), Guidolin and Timmermann (2008), Martellini and

Ziemann (2010), and Harvey et al. (2010).
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ICAPM framework with stochastic volatility as in Chen (2002) and Campbell, Giglio,

Polk, and Turley (2012) predicts that assets which covary positively with changes in

future variance of aggregate returns have a negative price of risk. The mean-variance-

skewness framework instead predicts that assets which covary positively with current

market variance have a negative price of risk. On the empirical side, Cremers et al.

(2014) show that co-skewness is related to both volatility and jump risk because sorting

on these risks yields positive spreads in standardized co-skewness of quintile portfolio

returns. My research contributes to this strand of the literature by showing that the

objective of interest with skewness preference is the unstandardized residual co-skewness

which may be different from co-skewness.

Finally, I contribute to the debate on the puzzling poor performance of high-beta rela-

tive to low-beta stocks. Recent work suggests explanations based on leverage constraints

(Frazzini and Pedersen (2014)), disagreement about the common factor of cash flows

(Hong and Sraer (2012)) and preference for gambling combined with benchmarked insti-

tutional investors (Baker et al. (2011)). My explanation based on residual co-skewness

posits that beta as a measure of risk is incomplete and that taking into account co-

skewness mitigates the puzzle. My explanation relies on a representative investor who

holds a diversified portfolio and is therefore different from an explanation based on gam-

bling preferences.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 4.2 presents the theory and

Section 4.3 discusses the data and the shrinkage estimator. The main empirical results

are in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 explores the ability of residual co-skewness to explain

the BAB factor. Section 4.6 examines the relation between co-skewness and residual

co-skewness and perform a variety of robustness checks. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes.
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Appendix 4.A contains a proof and Appendix 4.B the definitions of control variables.

4.2 Theory

The economy has two dates, t − 1 and t, and a representative agent. At date t − 1,

the agent chooses to invest his wealth Wt−1 in a risk-free asset with return rft and in

I risky stocks with excess returns rit and supply xi∗ for i = 1, · · · , I. Let the expected

excess return and variance on stock i be denoted by µit−1 = Et−1 (rit) and V art−1 (rit) =

Et−1

((
rit − µit−1

)2
)

, respectively. In addition, Cost−1 (rit , r
j
t , r

j
t

)
= Et−1

((
rit − µit−1

)
(
rjt − µ

j
t−1

) (
rjt − µ

j
t−1

))
denotes the co-skewness of stock i with stock j and Skewt−1(rit) =

Cost−1 (rit , r
i
t, r

i
t) = Et−1

(
(rit − µit−1

)3
)

as the (unstandardized) skewness of stock i. If

not mentioned otherwise, I always refer to the unstandardized (co-)moment.

At time t, the agent consumes his wealth Ct = Wt. As in Ingersoll (1987), the

agent’s utility is defined over the first three moments of Wt as U (Wt) = Et−1 (Wt) −

1
2
γV art−1 (Wt)+ 1

3
θSkewt−1 (Wt) (the MVS utility). As shown in DeRoon and Karehnke

(2014), this preference can be interpreted as a third-order Taylor approximation of ex-

pected utility around initial wealth and γ > 0 is then the coefficient of absolute risk

aversion and θ > 0 one half of the product of absolute risk-aversion and absolute pru-

dence (see Kimball (1990)). In the remainder, γ may also be referred to as the aversion

to variance and θ as the preference for skewness. The prudent representative agent

is in line with Kraus and Litzenberger (1983) who show that the representative agent

is prudent if all agents in the economy have increasing concave utility functions and

non-increasing risk aversion.34 The representative agent chooses his portfolio of risky

34Kraus and Litzenberger argue further that the representative agent does not necessarily dislike

kurtosis even if all individual agents in the economy dislike kurtosis. This argument provides support
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securities xt−1 = (x1
t−1, . . . , x

I
t−1) and invests his residual wealth in the risk-free asset to

maximize his MVS utility. Formally, his problem is

max
xt−1

Et−1 (Wt)−
1

2
γV art−1 (Wt) +

1

3
θSkewt−1 (Wt) , (4.1)

where Wt = Wt−1

(
1 + rft + x′t−1rt

)
.

In the following, I set Wt−1 = 1 and consider the equilibrium properties of excess

returns. In equilibrium the markets clear, xt−1 = x∗.

To express expected returns in terms of expected market returns, the residual co-

skewness of i is denoted as Cost−1

(
εit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
where εit is the residual of Jensen’s regres-

sion εit = rit−αit−1−βit−1r
M
t . Stated differently, the residual co-skewness of i is the differ-

ence between Cost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
and βit−1Skewt−1

(
rMt
)

because Cost−1

(
εit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
=

Cost−1

(
rit − βit−1r

M
t , r

M
t , r

M
t

)
.

The expected return relation for any security is given by the next proposition (see

also Ingersoll (1987)).

Proposition 4.1. The equilibrium required excess return for any security i is:

Et−1

(
rit
)

= βit−1Et−1

(
rMt
)
− θCost−1

(
εit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
, (4.2)

where rMt = x∗
′
rt is the excess market return and βit−1 is the beta of asset i.

Proof. See Appendix 4.A.

Proposition 4.1 expresses the expected return as an extension to the CAPM. The

market return itself is not given by the proposition but by Et−1

(
rMt
)

= γV art−1

(
rMt
)
−

for considering only moments up to the order three for the representative agent. It is nevertheless

straightforward to extend my model to take into account any number of higher order moments.
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θSkewt−1

(
rMt
)

(see Appendix 4.A). The product βit−1Et−1

(
rMt
)

in (4.2) duplicates the

Sharpe-Linter CAPM. Indeed, for θ = 0, the required return in (4.2) is the required

return in the CAPM. As noted by Ingersoll (1987), θ can be eliminated by introducing

a second portfolio, for instance a portfolio with zero beta. The aim of this section is to

compare the MVS framework to the MV framework and I therefore keep the expression

of the expected excess return relation with respect to only the market portfolio.

Deviations from the CAPM can be positive or negative depending on the sign of

Cost−1

(
εit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
. Residual co-skewness consists of two terms: Cost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
and −βit−1Skewt−1

(
rMt
)
. The first term, Cost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
, measures the marginal

contribution of asset i to the skewness of the market portfolio. A stock with a high

co-skewness requires a lower return because the stock increases the skewness of the in-

vestor’s portfolio. Similar to excess returns in the CAPM which compensate only for

the systematic component of variance, excess returns in the MVS framework compen-

sate only for the systematic component of skewness. To better understand the second

term, −βit−1Skewt−1

(
rMt
)
, consider a stock with Cost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
= 0. The required

return on this stock is given by βit−1Et−1

(
rMt
)

+ θβit−1Skewt−1

(
rMt
)

and it compen-

sates only for the systematic component of the stock’s second moment. Indeed, us-

ing Et−1

(
rMt
)

= γV art−1

(
rMt
)
− θSkewt−1

(
rMt
)
, the required return can be rewritten

to γβit−1V art−1

(
rMt
)
. Thus, the term −βit−1Skewt−1

(
rMt
)

is a correction term for the

skewness compensation in the market return.

The approach of Harvey and Siddique (2000) to motivate co-skewness with a stochas-

tic discount factor which is a quadratic function of the market return is related to the

approach outlined here. Indeed, using only the market return to eliminate the slope

coefficient associated to the market return in the stochastic discount factor yields a re-
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turn relation which is very similar to (4.2). Harvey and Siddique use the market return

and the non-traded squared market return to eliminate both the slope coefficient of the

market return and the squared market return in the stochastic discount factor. As a

result, the equilibrium return relation in Harvey and Siddique is different from (4.2).

Next, I consider Jensen’s alpha in the MVS framework. Jensen’s alpha is given by

αit−1 ≡ −θCost−1

(
εit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
. The implications of the MVS framework on Jensen’s

alpha are best illustrated with the return on a “low-minus-high” (LMH) residual co-

skewness portfolio. The LMH residual co-skewness portfolio which goes long an asset l

with low residual co-skewness and short an asset h with high residual co-skewness has a

positive alpha. The return on the LMH residual co-skewness portfolio is given by

Et−1

(
rLMH
t

)
=Et−1

(
rlt
)
− Et−1

(
rht
)

=βLMH
t−1 Et−1

(
rMt
)
−θCost−1

(
εLMH
t , rMt , r

M
t

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=αLMH

t−1 >0

.

The return on the LMH portfolio has two components. The first component is

positive or negative and is associated to differences in β exposures of h and l stocks.

Regressing rLMH
t on rMt and an intercept eliminates βLMH

t−1 Et−1

(
rMt
)
. The intercept of

this regression then equals the second component which is associated to a difference in

co-skewness exposures and is positive by construction. The next proposition summarizes

this result.

Proposition 4.2. A portfolio which goes long in assets with low residual co-skewness

and short in assets with high residual co-skewness has a positive Jensen’s alpha.

While the market return compensates only for variance in the CAPM framework, it

compensates for variance and skewness in the MVS framework. As a result, the CAPM
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relation overestimates the fraction of expected returns which is attributed to beta, if

market skewness is negative. This intuition leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 4.3. Jensen’s alpha is decreasing in (independent of, increasing in) βit−1,

if Skewt−1

(
rMt
)

is negative (zero, positive).

Aggregate stock market skewness is usually negative and Proposition 4.3 therefore

implies that high beta stocks are associated with lower alphas. Proposition 4.3 is interest-

ing because a number of recent studies document and investigate potential explanations

for the underperformance of high beta assets relative to low beta assets (see for instance

Baker, Bradley, and Wurgler (2011), Hong and Sraer (2012) and Frazzini and Pedersen

(2014)). In the MVS framework, the product of beta and market excess return overstates

the required return due to the second moment, if market skewness is negative. A strategy

which goes long in low beta assets and short in high beta assets, earns an alpha because

required returns on low beta asset returns are less overestimated than high beta assets.

As shown by Frazzini and Pedersen (2014), the low-beta high-return anomaly persists

for beta neutral strategies. The return on their beta neutral“betting against beta”(BAB)

portfolio is given by

Et−1

(
rBABt

)
=
Et−1

(
rlowbt

)
βlowbt−1

−
Et−1

(
rhighbt

)
βhighbt−1

=θ

Cost−1

(
rhighbt , rMt , r

M
t

)
βhighbt−1

−
Cost−1

(
rlowbt , rMt , r

M
t

)
βlowbt−1

 . (4.3)

The MVS framework predicts a positive return on the BAB portfolio, if there is a

positive relation between beta and co-skewness divided by beta. The BAB strategy

has then a negative co-skewness exposure which is compensated with a risk premium.

In Section 4.5, I show that the correlation between β and co-skewness divided by β is
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mostly significantly positive and that a strategy which takes the opposite bets than BAB

when the correlation is negative outperforms BAB in the sample period.

Figure 4.1 analyzes the differences of the MV and the MVS framework for the risk

- return relation empirically observed for the 25 Fama-French portfolios formed on Size

and Book-to-Market35 in the sample period from July 1963 to December 2012.

[Insert Figure 4.1 here.]

The points denoted by “+” in Panel A of Figure 4.1 are the Jensen alphas of the 25

Fama-French portfolios and their residual co-skewness. In the MV framework Jensen’s

alphas are zero, i.e. on a straight line at α = 0. In the MVS framework the relationship

between alpha and residual co-skewness is negative. In the figure, Jensen’s alpha are

not zero for the portfolios and the relationship between alpha and residual co-skewness

tends to be negative. I estimate the θ implied by the data points with a linear regression

without intercept of the Jensen alphas on residual co-skewness. The result is the dashed

line which has the slope −θ̂. The estimate for skewness preference θ̂ is 175 which is

positive and thereby consistent with skewness preference. In terms of a utility function, θ

equals u′′′(Wt−1)/(2u′(Wt−1)) and using a constant absolute risk aversion utility (CARA)

function to convert the skewness estimate to risk aversion yields a coefficient of absolute

risk aversion of about 19. θ̂ is used to calculate the required returns in Panel B.

The points “+” in Panel B of Figure 4.1 denote average realized excess returns and

their beta. The required returns in the MV framework i.e. the security market line

are represented by the dashed line which has the slope Et−1

(
rMt
)

= 0.46%. The slope

of the security market line in the MVS framework is instead given by Et−1

(
rMt
)

+

35See http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/Data_Library/tw_5_ports.

html.
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θSkewt−1

(
rMt
)

which is flatter than the CAPM slope if skewness is negative. Its inter-

cept −θCost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
depends on the co-skewness of the portfolio with the market

return. As a result, the required returns in the MVS framework are not on a line but

points denoted by “*”. Each required MVS return “*” corresponds to a realized return

“+” on the same vertical line.

Realized returns and betas in the figure are not on the dashed line as predicted by

the MV framework. Realized returns instead tend to be above the security market line

for portfolios with betas below 1.3 and below the security market line for portfolios with

beta higher than 1.3. Overall, the MVS framework seems to provide a better fit than the

MV framework in terms of less distance between realized returns and required returns.

In particular, the sum of squared differences between required and realized returns for

the MVS framework equals 1.8764× 10−4 versus 2.6162× 10−4 for the CAPM.

Figure 4.1 is an in-sample comparison of realized moments. The empirical test of the

predictions of Proposition 4.1 to 4.3 is conducted in the next sections on an out-of-sample

basis with the whole cross-section of U.S. stocks.

4.3 Data and methodology

4.3.1 Data

The analysis uses monthly returns on all common stocks (i.e. share classification 10 and

11) in the CRSP file and the return on the 30-day treasury bill as a risk-free rate. The

return on the market portfolio is the return on the value-weighted CRSP index. The

“small-minus-big”size factor (SMB),“high-minus-low”book-to-market factor (HML) and
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the momentum factor (MOM) are from the Kenneth French website36. The liquidity

factor (“LIQ”) of Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) is from Lubos Pastor’s website37 and the

“betting-against-beta”of Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) is from Lasse Pedersen’s website.38

The sample period is from January 1926 to December 2012 which yields, accounting for

the initial estimation window of 60 months to estimate ex-ante residual co-skewness, 984

out-of-sample monthly returns. To alleviate the problem of extreme returns due to low

prices, stocks with a price below five dollars at portfolio formation are excluded. The

exclusion of low priced stocks is in line with Pastor and Stambaugh (2003), or more

recently, Kelly and Jiang (2013). Note that while low priced stocks have high positive

skewness (see Kumar (2009)), this study focuses on residual co-skewness which is different

from skewness itself. Indeed, the relation between stock price and residual co-skewness

appears to be u-shaped, i.e., both stocks with low and high residual co-skewness tend to

have lower prices.

4.3.2 Methodology

Sample estimates of the third moment are noisy (see for instance Bai and Ng (2005),

and Neuberger (2012)) and this is also true for sample co-skewness estimates. I use the

shrinkage methodology proposed by Vasicek (1973) applied to co-skewness to mitigate

the problem of estimation error. In the vein of Bayesian decision theory, Vasicek uses

the cross-sectional distribution of betas as the Bayesian prior information together with

the sample distribution of betas to get beta estimates which minimize the estimation

error. I extend this approach to co-skewness. The Vasicek methodology assumes a

36See http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/index.html.
37See http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/lubos.pastor/research/liq_data_1962_2012.txt.
38See http://people.stern.nyu.edu/lpederse/.
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normal distribution for the time-series betas and the cross-sectional priors. For the third

moment, the time-series estimate is only asymptotically normally distributed for weakly

dependent data (Bai and Ng (2005)). Throughout this work I assume that returns satisfy

this condition which implies that the parameters in the regressions below are estimated

consistently. In addition, I assume that the cross-sectional prior of residual co-skewness

is normally distributed. The estimation process involves two steps.

First, I identify at the end of each month t − 1 the stocks with a stock price above

or equal to $ 5 and at least 48 out of the past 60 monthly returns available. For each of

these stocks i, the residual of the Jensen regression is estimated with

ε̂it−s = rit−s − α̂it−1 − β̂it−1r
M
t−s, for s = 1, . . . , 60 (4.4)

where α̂it−1 and β̂it−1 are estimated with ordinary least squares (OLS), and I run a second

regression to estimate residual co-skewness

ẑit−s = ϕ0,t−1 + ϕit−1

(
rMt−s − r̄Mt−1

)2
+ υit−s, for s = 1, . . . , 60 (4.5)

where υit−s is the residual of the regression, ẑit−s = ε̂it−sV ar
((
rMt−1 − r̄Mt−1

)2
)

, ε̂it−s is given

by (4.4), V ar
((
rMt−1 − r̄Mt−1

)2
)

is the variance of
(
rMt−1− r̄Mt−1

)2
over the estimation window

and r̄Mt−1 = 1
60

∑60
s=1 r

M
t−s is the average market return over the estimation window. The

slope of (4.5) is estimated with OLS and equals the estimated co-skewness of the residual

of the CAPM regression with the market portfolio.39

Second, I shrink the estimated residual co-skewness ϕ̂it−1 to its cross-sectional average

ϕ̄t−1 = 1
I

∑I
s=1 ϕ̂

s
t−1 using the Bayesian approach of Vasicek40

ϕ̂i,vast−1 = ϕ̄t−1 +
σ̂2
ϕ̄t−1

σ̂2
ϕ̄t−1

+ σ̂2
ϕ̂it−1

(
ϕ̂it−1 − ϕ̄t−1

)
, (4.6)

39See DeRoon and Karehnke (2014) for the use of a similar procedure to test for MVS spanning.
40See also Elton and Gruber (1995).
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where σ̂2
ϕ̄t−1

is the cross-sectional variance of the distribution of ϕt−1 estimates at time

t − 1 and σ̂2
ϕ̂it−1

is the squared White standard error of ϕ̂it−1 calculated from (4.5). The

Bayesian estimate for residual co-skewness ϕ̂i,vast−1 is a weighted average of the cross-

sectional estimate ϕ̄t−1 and the time-series estimate ϕ̂it−1. The estimator places more

weight on the time-series if the cross-sectional variance is large or if the standard error

of the time-series estimate is low. The weighting helps to rank assets with similar co-

skewness estimates but different standard errors. High co-skewness estimates with lower

standard error are more likely to reflect a true high co-skewness than estimates of the

same magnitude but higher standard errors. Ranking on ϕ̂i,vast−1 takes this into account.

Co-skewness and beta are estimated with the same methodology. The co-skewness

of a stock i with the market return Cost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
is estimated with the regression

rit−sV ar
((
rMt−1 − r̄Mt−1

)2
)

= φ0,t−1 + φit−1

(
rMt−s − r̄Mt−1

)2
+ εit−s, for s = 1, . . . , 60, (4.7)

where εit−s is the residual of the regression. The coefficients of the regression are estimated

with OLS. The co-skewness estimate φ̂it−1 is then shrunk to its cross-sectional average

to obtain the Vasicek estimate of co-skewness φ̂i,vast−1 . Beta is estimated with Jensen’s

regression and the beta estimate is then shrunk to its cross-sectional average to obtain

β̂i,vast−1 .

The skewness of the market Skewt−1

(
rMt
)

is the skewness within the rolling window

(ignoring the sample correction)

φ̂Mt−1 =
1

60

60∑
s=1

(
rMt−s − r̄Mt−1

)3
. (4.8)

It is important to distinguish the Harvey and Siddique (2000) measure of residual

co-skewness from my measure ϕ̂vast−1. The Harvey and Siddique measure is given by

HS Coskewit−1 =
ϕ̂it−1(

V ar
(
εit−1

))1/2
V ar

(
rMt−1

) .
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While the Harvey and Siddique measure is the sample-based standardized residual co-

skewness, my estimator is a Bayesian measure of unstandardized residual co-skewness.

Standardizing residual co-skewness helps to mitigate the influence of extreme observa-

tions on residual co-skewness but confuses the effect of residual co-skewness on returns

and the effect of standardization on returns. In particular, the standardization factor

matters itself for expected returns because stocks with high residual variance V ar (εt−1)

have lower expected returns (Ang, Hodrick, Xing, and Zhang (2006)). My unstandard-

ized estimator does not use residual variance and thereby circumvents this problem.

Moreover, my estimator takes cross-sectional information and estimation error into ac-

count to estimate residual co-skewness more precisely. In the Section 4.6.3, I show that

my main results are weaker for a simple sample based unstandardized measure and robust

to using the Harvey and Siddique measure.

In the remainder of the paper, I drop the i superscript for the Bayesian estimates,

i.e. ϕ̂i,vast−1 becomes ϕ̂vast−1, φ̂i,vast−1 becomes φ̂vast−1 and β̂i,vast−1 becomes β̂vast−1.

4.3.3 Descriptive statistics of residual co-skewness

Figure 4.2 reports the unconditional distribution of the residual co-skewness estimate

ϕ̂vast−1 across all estimation windows and stocks. ϕ̂vast−1 mainly takes negative values. The

overall average of ϕ̂vast−1 is −4.12× 10−6 for a total of number of 1,758,052 estimates. The

distribution of ϕ̂vast−1 in the histogram is winsorized at four times the standard deviation

above and below the mean.

[Insert Figure 4.2 here. ]

The 20th, 50th, and 80th percentile of the conditional distribution of ϕ̂vast−1 are reported

in Figure 4.3 for t from January 1931 to December 2012. Figure 4.3 Panel A shows the
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percentiles in the period from 1931 to 1945 with scale ×10−4 and Figure 4.3 Panel B the

period from 1946 to 2012 with scale ×10−6.

[Insert Figure 4.3 here.]

The conditional cross-sectional distribution of ϕ̂vast−1 varies substantially over time,

with the 20th and the 80th percentile varying most. The huge increase in the 80th per-

centile of ϕ̂vast−1 in August 1929 and, more recently, in April 2009, occur at same time as the

most important crashes in the momentum strategy. In these months, market volatility is

high and markets rebound significantly (Daniel and Moskowitz (2013)). Indeed, in July

and August 1932 the return of the value-weighted CRSP index equals +33% and +37%

and in April 2009 its return is +11%. The most significant downward movements of the

20th percentile of ϕ̂vast−1 occur in November following the stock market crash of October

1987 of −23% and in September 1998 following a return on the stock market of −16%

and the Russian crisis in the previous month. Finally, the recent financial crisis leads to

a large increase in the dispersion after the crash of Lehman Brothers in September 2008.

The descriptive statistics show that residual co-skewness is present in the monthly

U.S. stock returns and that residual co-skewness shows significant time-series and cross-

sectional variation as a function of stock market conditions.
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4.4 The results

4.4.1 Excess returns, alphas and factor exposures of portfolio

sorts

The shrinkage measure of ex-ante co-skewness is based on sample information and is

used to form portfolios which capture out-of-sample exposure to co-skewness. Each

month, I rank the portfolios based on the co-skewness measure and form equally-weighted

portfolios of the co-skewness quintiles. I sort on residual co-skewness ϕ̂vast−1 but also

separately on the components of residual co-skewness, i.e. co-skewness φ̂vast−1 and the

product of negative beta and market skewness −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1. In the remainder of the paper

I will focus on ϕ̂vast−1.

Table 4.1 reports the excess returns and the alphas of the quintile portfolios and

the low-minus-high (Q1-Q5) portfolio. Alphas are calculated with respect to the excess

market return (CAPM), the Carhart (1997) four factor model (FFCM) and the FFCM

with either the Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) liquidity factor (LIQ) or the Frazzini and

Pedersen (2014) betting against beta factor (BAB). The corresponding factor exposures

are reported in Table 4.2. The tables are constructed in a similar fashion. The quintile

portfolios are formed on ϕ̂vast−1 in Panel A, on φ̂vast−1 in Panel B, and on −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1 in Panel

C.

[Insert Table 4.1 and 4.2 here.]

The main result of the paper is in Table 4.1 Panel A: the CAPM alphas are decreasing

with residual co-skewness. The alpha of the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio is significantly positive

with a t-statistic of 2.80 and a coefficient of 0.22% i.e. an alpha of about 2.64% per year.
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The p-value of the Studentized version of the test for pairwise monotonicity proposed by

Patton and Timmermann (2010) equals 0.015. Hence, I can reject the null hypothesis

that CAPM alphas are increasing or constant across the quintile portfolios at the 5%

significance level. Clearly, the data supports Proposition 4.2 which states that the LMH

ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio has a positive CAPM alpha and that more generally the CAPM alpha is

decreasing in residual co-skewness. Interestingly, the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio has a negative

loading on the market return equal to −0.144 with a t-statistic of −4.58 (see Table 4.4

Panel A). Section 4.5 explores the link between beta and residual co-skewness further.

FFCM alphas show a similar decreasing pattern as CAPM alphas with an even higher

alpha on the LMH portfolio of 0.32% i.e. of about 3.84% per year and a t-statistic of

3.68. The higher LMH FFCM alpha is mainly explained by a negative exposure of the

LMH portfolio to the Fama and French high-minus-low book-to-market factor (HML).

Exposures of the LMH portfolio to the Fama and French small-minus-big size factor

(SMB) and the Carhart momentum factor (MOM) are insignificant. As a robustness

check, Table 4.1 also reports the alpha with respect to the Pastor and Stambaugh liq-

uidity factor (LIQ) and the Frazzini and Pedersen betting-against-beta factor (BAB).

For both regressions, the sample period is shorter, from January 1968 to December 2012

for the liquidity factor and only until March 2012 for the betting against beta factor.

The main conclusion that high residual co-skewness stocks under-perform low residual

co-skewness stocks remains valid. The spread in the FFCM+LIQ alpha equals 0.20%

(t-statistic 2.04) and there is no significant pattern in exposures to LIQ which suggests

that residual co-skewness is not related to liquidity. For the BAB regression the spread in

alphas is 0.21% (t-statistic 2.36) and the low ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio is significantly more exposed

to BAB than the high ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio which has an insignificant negative exposure to the
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BAB factor.

The data supports the main prediction of the MVS model: low ϕ̂vast−1 stocks earn

higher risk adjusted returns than high ϕ̂vast−1 stocks. To be clear, the model does not

predict that low ϕ̂vast−1 stocks earn higher excess returns because low and high ϕ̂vast−1 stocks

can have different betas. As shown by the factor exposures, low ϕ̂vast−1 stocks indeed have

betas which explains why the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio has a significant CAPM alpha but an

insignificant excess return.

In the remainder of this subsection, residual co-skewness is decomposed in its two

components, co-skewness φ̂vast−1 and the product of negative beta and market skewness

−β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1. Skewness preference implies that both components matter for expected re-

turns. The results for the quintile portfolios sorted on φ̂vast−1 are reported in Panel B

of Table 4.1 and 4.2 and the results for the quintile portfolios sorted on −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1 are

reported in Panel C of Table 4.1 and 4.2.

All else being equal, a stock with a lower co-skewness should command a higher alpha.

The CAPM alpha of the LMH φ̂vast−1 portfolio in the MVS model is given by

Et−1

(
α
LMHφ̂vast−1

t

)
= θβ

LMHφ̂vast−1

t−1 Skewt−1

(
rMt
)
− θCost−1

(
r
LMHφ̂vast−1

t−1 , rMt , r
M
t

)
.

Analyzing CAPM alphas of the LMH φ̂vast−1 portfolio is a bit more complicated than

previously. The alpha captures the compensation for the co-skewness of the portfolio

Cost−1

(
r
LMHφ̂vast−1

t−1 , rMt , r
M
t

)
and the market skewness adjustment θβ

LMHφ̂vast−1

t−1 Skewt−1(
rMt
)
. Sorting ensures that co-skewness is negative but the latter component can be

positive or negative. CAPM alphas of the sort are decreasing from the third quintile to

the fifth quintile and the alpha of the LMH φ̂vast−1 portfolio is positive with 0.12% but not

significant. Since the LMH φ̂vast−1 portfolio has a significantly positive beta, the alpha of

the LMH portfolio contains also the skewness adjustment term which may explain why
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the alpha is not significant.

Further controlling for the Fama and French and Carhart factors yields monotonically

decreasing alphas in co-skewness with a p-value of the Patton and Timmermann test of

0.003. The LMH portfolio has a large FFCM alpha of 0.43% (t-statistic 3.29) and has

a significant negative exposure to HML and MOM. While the negative exposure of the

LMH portfolio to MOM seems surprising at first sight because a number of studies relate

the profitability of the momentum strategy to its crash risk (Harvey and Siddique (2000)

and Daniel and Moskowitz (2013)), it is in line with the idea that the crash risk of the

momentum strategy is related to momentum specific risk as underlined by Barroso and

Santa-Clara (2014).

Finally, I investigate if sorting on the market skewness adjustment −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1 yields

a positive alpha and report the results in Panel C of Table 4.1 and 4.2. In the MVS

framework, the CAPM alpha of the LMH −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1 portfolio is given by

Et−1

(
α
LMH−β̂vast−1φ̂

M
t−1

t

)
= −θ∆−β̂vast−1φ̂

M
t−1
− θCost−1

(
r
LMH−β̂vast−1φ̂

M
t−1

t−1 , rMt , r
M
t

)
,

where ∆−β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1

is the difference between
(
−β̂vast−1φ̂

M
t−1

)low
and

(
−β̂vast−1φ̂

M
t−1

)high
which

is negative due to the sorting. Skewness preference implies that CAPM alphas should

decrease with −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1 if the co-skewness exposure of the sort is non-positive. Again,

the theoretical identity between skewness preference and a decreasing relation between

CAPM alphas and −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1 does not hold exactly. It is therefore not in contradiction

with skewness preference if the alphas of the quintile portfolios are not decreasing in

the table. The CAPM alpha of the LMH portfolio is positive but insignificant and the

relationship is not monotonic. The FFCM alpha of the LMH portfolio is negative and

not significant and the FFCM+BAB alpha of the LMH portfolio is significantly negative

and equals −0.56% with a t-statistic of −2.74.
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From the sorts, I retrieve the main result of the paper: sorting on residual co-skewness

yields a significant alpha which is not explained by traditional factors. The return of

the residual co-skewness seems to be driven by the co-skewness component but has at

the same time different exposure to the market return. Section 4.6.1 analyzes in greater

detail the relation between residual co-skewness and co-skewness.

4.4.2 Fama-MacBeth regressions

This section investigates the importance of residual co-skewness to explain the cross-

section of stock returns with Fama-MacBeth (1973) cross-sectional regressions. The

Bayesian estimates of residual co-skewness and beta are used as independent variables

and the control variables are log market value, book-to-market ratio, momentum, max-

imum return, and co-kurtosis. The calculation method of each control variable is ex-

plained in Appendix 4.B. I run the cross-sectional regressions monthly and winsorize

the independent variables within each month at the 1 percent and 99 percent level to

avoid to put too much weight on extreme observation (Knez and Ready (1997)). Then,

I standardize the independent variables to make the risk premia comparable. Table 4.3

reports the average of the monthly estimated slopes, the Fama-MacBeth t-statistics, the

total number of cross-sectional regressions and the average of the adjusted R2.

First, I run cross-sectional regressions without controls on the whole sample period.

Model (1) examines the joint explanatory power of β̂vast−1 and ϕ̂vast−1. The slope associated

to ϕ̂vast−1 is - consistent with skewness preference - negative with a coefficient of −0.077%

and highly significant with a t-statistic of −3.05. The coefficient associated to β̂vast−1 is

positive which is consistent with an aversion to variance but insignificant. Note that the

low R2 is typical for cross-sectional regressions on individual stocks as, for instance, the
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average adjusted R2 in the model which includes all control variables is only 0.054.

Second, I run cross-sectional regressions with and without controls on a shorter sam-

ple period from July 1964 to December 2012.41 The inclusion of log market value (neg-

ative), book-to-market (positive), momentum (positive), maximum return (negative),

and residual co-kurtosis (negative) reduces the risk premium on ϕ̂vast−1 from −0.084% to

−0.073% per month but leaves the risk premium significant (t-statistic −2.14). Inter-

estingly, the coefficient of residual co-kurtosis is negative which contradicts an aversion

to kurtosis (Horvath and Scott (1980)). Co-kurtosis is the covariance of the return on

a stock with the demeaned cube market return and the negative sign may be consis-

tent with Chabi-Yo (2012) and Chang et al. (2013) who find a negative risk premium

associated to the exposure of market skewness. The negative sign of residual co-kurtosis

may further be consistent with Kraus and Litzenberger (1983) who note that aversion

to kurtosis of individual agents is not necessarily translated into an aversion to kurtosis

at the representative agent level.

[Insert Table 4.3 here.]

In sum, the Fama-MacBeth regressions confirm the result from the sorting analysis.

Residual co-skewness matters to explain the cross-section of stock returns and the risk

premium is, in line with a preference for skewness, consistently negative and statistically

as well as economically significant.

41The sample period for this regression is from January 1964 to December 2012 because the cross-

section of B/M is very small before 1964.
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4.4.3 Fundamental and sorting characteristics of residual co-

skewness portfolios

To complement the analysis of portfolio sorts, Table 4.4 reports the realized co-skewness,

realized standardized skewness and annualized volatilities and sharpe ratios of quintile

portfolio excess returns along with the average ex-ante co-skewness and average funda-

mental characteristics of the stocks at portfolio formation: market value in billions of

dollars, book-to-market ratios and stock prices.42

[Insert Table 4.4 here.]

The last column of the table is of particular interest. The LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio has

negative a realized co-skewness of 10−5 × −3.17 (t-statistic −1.21). The magnitude of

this residual co-skewness is economically meaningful as it translates with the skewness

preference parameter θ of 175 from the calibration in 4.2 to a reduction of expected

monthly returns of 0.55%. Hence, the alphas reported in Table 4.1 are likely to reflect

a compensation for residual co-skewness risk. In terms of other attributes, the LMH

portfolio has a relatively low volatility of about 9% per year, a negative coefficient of

skewness and a low sharpe ratio. The low sharpe ratio may seem surprising as, for

instance, Mitton and Vorkink (2007) argue that investors sacrifice mean-variance effi-

ciency as measured with a sharpe ratio for higher skewness. But Mitton and Vorkink

also note that the negative relation between sharpe ratio and skewness is the strongest

for idiosyncratic skewness rather than for co-skewness. In addition, my model makes no

prediction about the sharpe ratio of the LMH portfolio. Nevertheless, the alpha of an

asset is proportional to the marginal contribution of the asset to the sharpe ratio of the

42Analogous results for ϕ̂vast−1 are available upon request.
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market portfolio (Ingersoll et al. (2007)). Hence, the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio increases the

sharpe ratio of the market portfolio.

In line with the factor loadings in Table 4.2, the LMH portfolio holds stocks with lower

market values and lower B/M ratios. The relation is thereby only monotonic for market

value, which is consistent with Barone-Adesi et al. (2004) who note that stocks with

low co-skewness tend to be smaller stocks. Interestingly, the relation between average

price and residual co-skewness tends to be u-shaped with stocks in the first and the fifth

quintile having lower prices than stocks in the second to fourth quintile.

To sum up, the Bayesian measure for residual co-skewness yields a LMH portfolio

with a negative realized residual co-skewness and negative skewness. Note however that

failure to generate a negative realized exposure does not necessarily mean that the alpha

of the LMH portfolio is not due to residual co-skewness. In particular, the representative

investor may naively consider the realized distribution in the estimation window as the

future distribution (Barberis et al. (2013)). Next, I explore the ability of residual co-

skewness to explain the high-beta low-return anomaly.

4.5 Beta anomalies and co-skewness

Motivated by Table 4.2 in which the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio loads negatively on the market,

I further investigate the relationship between ϕ̂vast−1 and the outperformance of low beta

stocks over high beta stocks. The beta anomaly is striking because it persists for beta

neutral strategies and holds for a great variety of asset markets (Frazzini and Pedersen

(2014)). To start, I follow the methodology of Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) to con-

struct ”betting-against-beta“ portfolios within the ϕ̂vast−1 quintiles. In particular, betas are

calculated with a shrinkage factor of 0.6, a cross-sectional average of 1, an estimation
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window of twelve month to estimate volatilities and an estimation window of five years

to estimate correlations. Table 4.5 reports the excess returns and alphas of BAB within

the ϕ̂vast−1 quintiles as well as the unconditional return. Alphas are calculated with respect

to FFCM and FFCM+Rcos where Rcos is the return on the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio.

BAB yields a significant positive alpha for the ϕ̂vast−1 quintile 1 to 4. For the highest

quintile, alpha is positive but not statistically significant. Comparing the alpha of FFCM

and FFCM+Rcos reveals that the BAB strategy has a positive exposure to the LMH ϕ̂vast−1

portfolio. Within the low ϕ̂vast−1 quintile, the FFCM alpha is 0.63% and the FFCM+Rcos

alpha is 0.53% per month. Although not reported in the table, the corresponding loading

on the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio is positive with a coefficient of 0.33 (t-statistic 4.11) and the

difference between the FFCM alpha and the FFCM+Rcos alpha is statistically significant

with a t-statistic of −4.06.

[Insert Table 4.5 here.]

A positive risk adjusted return on the BAB strategy is not necessarily at odds with

the MVS framework. In particular, the return on the BAB factor in the MVS framework

depends on the coefficient of skewness preference times the difference between the ratios

of the co-skewness to the beta of the high beta asset and the low beta asset as put into

evidence by (4.3). Hence, the MVS framework predicts an excess return on the BAB

portfolio if the ranking on beta and on the ratio of co-skewness to beta are correlated.

Figure 4.4 reports Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between β̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1/β̂
vas
t−1 as a

solid black line together with a dummy which takes the value 0.5 when φ̂Mt−1 is positive

and −0.5 otherwise for t from January 1931 to December 2012.

[Insert Figure 4.4 here.]
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The rank correlation between β̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1/β̂
vas
t−1 is mostly positive. The correlation

tends to be lower when market skewness is positive. Throughout the sample period

there are some periods in which the correlation is negative. For these periods, the MVS

framework predicts a negative return on the BAB portfolio and the opposite strategy

would be profitable: shorting low beta stocks and investing in high beta assets. I test

this idea by backtesting a ”timed“ BAB (”TBAB“) strategy which takes bets opposite

to BAB when the rank correlation is negative and the same bets otherwise. The return

statistics of BAB versus TBAB are reported in Table 4.6 and the cumulative performance

in Figure 4.5.

[Insert Table 4.6 and Figure 4.5 here.]

TBAB outperforms BAB over the whole sample period with a cumulative perfor-

mance of almost 400% versus around 300% for BAB43. This outperformance seems strik-

ing at first sight but is realized in the last four years. Before this period, BAB performs

better. In terms of FFCM alphas in Table 4.6, TBAB has a higher alpha than BAB but

the difference between the FFCM alpha of TBAB and BAB is not statistically significant.

The evidence of Figure 4.4 and 4.5 and Table 4.6 suggests that the MVS framework

helps to better understand the anomalous high performance of low beta stocks relative

to high beta stocks. My model with skewness preference predicts a high performance

on the BAB factor as measured by mean-variance performance metrics as long as the

correlation between beta and co-skewness divided by beta is positive.

43This cumulative return is not to be confused with the cumulative return on the Frazzini and Pedersen

(2014) factor which is constructed with daily data and the whole universe of stocks. I checked that the

Frazzini and Pedersen BAB factor shows a similar pattern in cumulative returns.
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4.6 Further analysis

4.6.1 Coskewness and residual coskewness

LMH ϕ̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1 portfolios both have economically and significantly positive alphas

but at the same time they display different factor exposures. The LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio,

for instance, is a hedge to the market portfolio while the LMH φ̂vast−1 portfolio has a

positive exposure to the market portfolio. This subsection analyzes how similar the two

measures are in terms of ranking the stocks. For this purpose, I calculate Kendall’s rank

correlation coefficient between ϕ̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1 for each t in the sample period and report

the correlation coefficients in Figure 4.6.

[Insert Figure 4.6 here.]

Kendall’s rank correlation is positive over the whole sample period with an average

value of 0.61. The correlation varies a lot within the total range of 0.16 and 0.92. The

correlation is sensitive to extreme market returns: it drops significantly subsequent to

October 1987 and then shots up again in November 1991 when the negative market

return of October 1987 passes out of the 60 months rolling window. Subsequent to

the Russian crisis and the failure of LTCM the correlation drops again in September

1998. Around the recent financial crisis there is a gradual increase in correlations after

September 2007 and then a drop beginning in January 2008. Overall, sorting on ϕ̂vast−1

and φ̂vast−1 is relatively similar, but there are periods in which both measures yield very

different rankings.
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4.6.2 Double sorts

I further examine the robustness of my results in the cross-section with double sorts.

For a set of control variables, I form 25 portfolios which are the intersection of a given

quintile of ϕ̂vast−1 and the quintile of the control variable. To save space, I report in

Table 4.7 for a given quintile of the control variable only the excess return and the

FFCM alpha of the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio along with the Patton and Timmermann (2010)

test of the null hypothesis of an increasing or constant return in the ϕ̂vast−1 quintiles

which intersect the control quintile. The control variables are market value, B/M, price,

short-term reversal, momentum, long-term reversal, volatility, the coefficient of skewness,

the maximum return, β̂vast−1, idiosyncratic volatility and the coefficient of idiosyncratic

skewness. I explain the calculation method of each variable in Appendix 4.B.

The results give an idea of how robust sorting on ϕ̂vast−1 is in the cross-section. For

market value, for instance, the FFCM alpha of the LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio ranges from

0.22% per month (t-statistic 1.94) for the third market value quintile to 0.33% per

month (t-statistic 3.03) for the fourth quintile. This result is encouraging because the

underperformance of high residual co-skewness stocks relative to low residual co-skewness

stocks holds for all market values.

[Insert Table 4.7 here.]

Overall, the evidence in favor of ϕ̂vast−1 is very strong. FFCM alphas of LMH ϕ̂vast−1

portfolios are negative only for the low B/M quintile (alpha −0.01% and t-statistic

−0.09) and the high beta quintile (alpha −0.10% and t-statistic −0.75) and the positive

alphas are significantly different from zero at the 5% significance level in most of the

control quintiles. The double sort on ϕ̂vast−1 and β̂vast−1 is insightful: FFCM alpha of the
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LMH portfolio is monotonically decreasing across the β̂vast−1 quintiles from 0.40% per

month (t-statistic 2.78) in the low quintile to −0.10% per month (t-statistic −0.75) in

the high quintile. I retrieve that the residual co-skewness effect is the strongest for low

beta stocks.

4.6.3 Robustness

This subsection investigates the robustness of my result to alternative specifications and

subsamples. First, I form value-weighted quintile portfolios on ϕ̂vast−1 in Table 4.8 Panel

A. The results are very similar but slightly weaker which is consistent with Harvey and

Siddique (2000) and Ang et al. (2006) who find that alphas are lower for value-weighted

portfolios with their standardized measures of residual co-skewness. Second, I include

also the stocks with a stock price below $ 5 at portfolio formation in Panel B. Again the

results are very similar. Including the low price stocks even increases the FFCM alpha

from 0.32% to 0.37%. Third, I form a subsample from January 1931 to December 1967

and a subsample from January 1968 to December 2012 in Panel C. The LMH portfolio

has a significant alpha in both sub-periods. Fourth, I form portfolios based on sample

based residual co-skewness in Panel D. The results for alphas of the LMH portfolio are

very close to the alphas reported in Table 4.1. But the relation across the quintiles is

no longer monotonic: the FFCM alphas of the first and second residual co-skewness

quintile are virtually identical. Hence, the Bayesian estimates of residual co-skewness

indeed improves the ranking in terms of a monotonic relation between ex-ante residual

co-skewness and realized alphas. Finally, I report the quintile portfolios based on the

standardized residual co-skewness measure which is the measure used by Harvey and

Siddique (2000). The results are very similar to the sorting results on the Bayesian
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shrinkage estimates.

[Insert Table 4.8 here.]

Thus far the empirical analysis has investigated the out-of-sample explanatory power

of residual co-skewness. The final robustness check is on the in-sample relation between

Jensen’s alpha and residual co-skewness. The exercise is analog to the estimation of θ in

Figure 4.1 in Section 4.2. For each estimation window, I run a cross-sectional regression

without intercept of alpha on the negative of ϕ̂vast−1 to obtain 984 estimates of the skewness

preference parameter θ. I report the θs in Figure 4.7. In line with skewness preference, θ

is mostly positive and with an average of 100 which implies with a CARA utility function

a coefficient of absolute risk aversion of 14.

[Insert Figure 4.7 here.]

4.7 Conclusion

This paper shows that the equilibrium return in a MVS framework is given by the return

in the Sharpe-Lintner CAPM adjusted by the residual co-skewness of the asset scaled by

the skewness preference of the representative agent. This return relation implies that (1)

a portfolio which invests in low residual co-skewness stocks and sells short high residual

co-skewness stocks earns a positive CAPM alpha and (2) high beta stocks have low

CAPM alphas, if market skewness is negative. I test the implications of the model with

monthly stock data of the CRSP file in the period from January 1926 to December 2012.

Residual co-skewness is estimated with a Bayesian shrinkage estimator which is based on

unstandardized residual co-skewness and thereby different from standardized measures
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of residual co-skewness previously proposed by the literature. Using my estimator, I

explore the relation between residual co-skewness and subsequent returns and the ability

of residual co-skewness to explain beta-related anomalies

I find a strong relation between residual co-skewness and subsequent alphas. Specifi-

cally, a portfolio which goes long low residual co-skewness stocks and short high residual

co-skewness stocks earns a Carhart alpha of 3.84% per year. The excess return is mainly

driven by the co-skewness component of residual co-skewness, but the product of the

negative beta and skewness helps to reduce the volatility of the strategy. In terms

of characteristics, stocks with low residual co-skewness tend to be smaller, have lower

book-to-market ratios, and lower betas. Double sorts confirm that residual co-skewness

is not a proxy for market value, the book-to-market ratio, stock price, short-term rever-

sal, momentum, long-term reversal, historical volatility and standardized skewness, the

maximum return, market beta and idiosyncratic volatility and idiosyncratic skewness.

My results suggest that the low-beta high-return anomaly is less puzzling in the

MVS framework. First, adding the low-minus-high residual co-skewness portfolio to the

Carhart model reduces the alpha of the BAB strategy of Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) by

20%. Second, a timed beta arbitrage strategy which takes bets opposite to BAB when

the skewness framework predicts a negative return on BAB outperforms BAB over the

sample period.
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4.A Proof of proposition 4.1

Before I solve the model, I introduce my vector notation. Let the I×I covariance matrix

of returns be Σt−1 = V art−1 (rt) = Et−1

((
rt − µt−1

) (
rt − µt−1

)′)
. To model portfolio

choice with skewness, it is convenient to introduce the third moment tensor.44 The I×I2

matrix of (co-)skewness, Φt−1, is then given by

Φt−1 = Et−1

((
rt − µt−1

) (
rt − µt−1

)′ ⊗ (rt − µt−1

)′)
, (4.9)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Using this vector notation

Et−1 (Wt) = Wt−1

(
1 + rft−1 + x′t−1µt−1

)
,

V art−1 (Wt) = W 2
t−1x

′
t−1Σt−1xt−1,

Skewt−1 (Wt) = W 3
t−1x

′
t−1Φt−1 (xt−1 ⊗ xt−1.)

The first-order condition of the problem is then 45

µt−1Wt−1 − γΣt−1xt−1W
2
t−1 + θΦt−1 (xt−1 ⊗ xt−1)W 3

t−1 = 0. (4.10)

Using xt−1 = x∗ and Wt−1 = 1,46 (4.10) can be rewritten to

µt−1 = γΩt−1x
∗ − θΦt−1 (x∗ ⊗ x∗) ,

or for the security i

µit−1 = γCovt−1

(
rit, r

M
t

)
− θCost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
,

44See de Athayde and Flores (2004), Jondeau and Rockinger (2006), or Martellini and Ziemann (2010)

for the use of moment tensors to analyze portfolio choice with higher moments.
45This condition is necessary and sufficient if −γΣt−1 + 2θΦt−1 (xt−1 ⊗ II)Wt−1 is negative semidef-

inite for all xt−1, where II the I × I identity matrix. This condition is assumed to be satisfied.
46Note that the assumption of Wt−1 = 1 is made for simplicity. All results still hold if Wt−1 = 1 is

not assumed and γ and θ are redefined as, respectively, the coefficient of relative risk aversion and one

half of the product of relative risk aversion and relative prudence.
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where rMt = x∗
′
rt is the return on the market portfolio. This relation also holds for the

expected return on the market portfolio

µMt−1 = γV art−1

(
rMt
)
− θSkewt−1

(
rMt
)
.

Using this equation to eliminate γ in the previous equation, I obtain the result of the

proposition

Et−1

(
rit
)

= βit−1Et−1

(
rMt
)
− θ

(
Cost−1

(
rit, r

M
t , r

M
t

)
− βit−1Skewt−1

(
rMt
))
,

where βit−1 is the (CAPM) beta of asset i.

4.B Definition of control variables

Mcap Market capitalization is computed at the end of each month as the product of

the number of outstanding shares and the closing price at the end of the month.

B/M Book-to-market is computed each July as the ratio of book common equity at

the end of the previous fiscal year over the size at the end of December the previous

year and book-to-market then is held constant for the following twelve months. Book

common equity is approximated with Compustat’s stockholder’s equity (SEQ).

Price Price is the closing price at the end of the month.

St rev Short-term reversal is the return over the month preceding the portfolio forma-

tion date st revit−1 = rit−1.
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Mom Momentum is the cumulative return from 12 months before to 1 month before

the portfolio formation date

momi
t−1 = exp

(
12∑
s=2

ln
(
1 + rit−s

))
− 1.

Lt rev Long-term reversal is the cumulative return from 4 years before to 1 year before

the portfolio formation date

lt momi
t−1 = exp

(
60∑
s=13

ln
(
1 + rit−s

))
− 1.

Vol Volatility is the standard deviation of the return over the estimation window

σrit−1
=
√
V ar

(
rit−1

)
.

volit−1 =

 1

60

60∑
s=1

(
rit−s −

1

60

60∑
j=1

(
rit−j

))2
1/2

.

Cskew The coefficient of skewness is the standardized skewness over the estimation

window

cskewit−1 =

1
60

∑60
s=1

(
rit−s − 1

60

∑60
j=1

(
rit−j

))3

(
volit−1

)3 .

Max Max is the largest monthly return in the estimation window

maxit−1 = max
(
{rit−s}s=1,..., 60.

)
,

where {·}s=1,...,60. are the monthly returns on stock i in the estimation window.

Ivol Idiosyncratic volatility is the standard deviation of the CAPM residual

ivolit−1 =

 1

60

60∑
s=1

(
εit−s −

1

60

60∑
j=1

(
εit−j
))2

1/2

.
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Icskew The idiosyncratic coefficient of skewness is the standardized skewness of the

CAPM residual

icskewit−1 =

1
60

∑60
s=1

(
εit−s − 1

60

∑60
j=1

(
εit−j
))3

(
ivolit−1

)3 .
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Table 4.1:

Excess returns and alphas of portfolios formed on ex-ante co-skewness

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 LMH MR

Low high

Panel A: Sorting on ϕ̂vast−1

Excess return 1.01 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.89 0.11 0.206

(4.91) (4.79) (4.66) (4.22) (3.84) (1.33)

CAPM alpha 0.30 0.25 0.23 0.15 0.08 0.22 0.015

(3.82) (3.75) (3.41) (2.10) (0.96) (2.80)

FFCM alpha 0.24 0.16 0.11 −0.02 −0.08 0.32 0.000

(4.11) (3.47) (2.48) (−0.54) (−1.36) (3.68)

FFCM+LIQ alpha 0.21 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.19 0.014

(1968 onwards) (3.27) (2.65) (1.85) (1.03) (0.47) (2.04)

FFCM+BAB alpha 0.16 0.10 0.06 −0.06 −0.05 0.21 0.152

(until 03/2012) (2.30) (1.65) (1.21) (−1.33) (−0.78) (2.36)

Panel B: Sorting on φ̂vast−1

Excess return 1.02 0.95 1.00 0.92 0.79 0.23 0.707

(4.49) (4.40) (4.67) (4.34) (4.01) (1.74)

CAPM alpha 0.25 0.20 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.12 0.653

(2.70) (2.64) (3.43) (2.33) (1.50) (0.94)

FFCM alpha 0.31 0.16 0.10 −0.04 −0.12 0.43 0.003

(4.04) (2.60) (2.15) (−0.76) (−1.66) (3.29)

FFCM+LIQ alpha 0.27 0.11 0.11 0.05 −0.04 0.31 0.106

(1968 onwards) (3.70) (2.39) (2.14) (0.73) (−0.48) (2.27)

FFCM+BAB alpha 0.35 0.17 0.07 −0.13 −0.27 0.62 0.000

(until 03/2012) (4.12) (2.35) (1.32) (−2.35) (−3.37) (4.56)

Panel C: Sorting on −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1

Excess return 0.88 0.93 1.01 0.94 0.91 −0.03 0.795
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(4.46) (4.57) (4.77) (4.29) (3.55) (−0.13)

CAPM alpha 0.26 0.23 0.27 0.18 0.07 0.18 0.429

(2.50) (2.82) (3.68) (2.27) (0.61) (1.00)

FFCM alpha 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.15 −0.15 0.948

(0.02) (0.20) (2.58) (1.72) (1.31) (−0.75)

FFCM+LIQ alpha 0.06 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.15 −0.09 0.740

(1968 onwards) (0.53) (0.81) (2.41) (1.57) (1.27) (−0.42)

FFCM+BAB alpha −0.20 −0.12 0.02 0.14 0.36 −0.56 0.991

(until 03/2012) (−1.90) (−1.86) (0.49) (1.75) (2.99) (−2.74)

Notes. The table reports monthly excess returns and alphas in percent on quintile portfolios formed

on ex-ante co-skewness. Bold figures indicate significance at the 5% level and t-statistics are reported

in parenthesis (calculated with White (1980) standard errors for the regressions). “Excess return” is

calculated over the one-month t-bill rate, “CAPM alpha” is the alpha of Jensen’s regression, “FFCM

alpha” is the alpha of the Carhart (1997) four factor model, “FFCM+LIQ alpha” has as additional

explanatory variable the Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) liquidity factor (“LIQ”), and “FFCM+BAB

alpha” has as additional explanatory variable the Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) “betting against beta”

(BAB) factor. The column “MR” reports the p-value of the Studentized version of the Patton and

Timmermann (2010) test of a monotonic relation (MR) across the bins. The null hypothesis is that

the average excess returns and alphas are increasing or constant across the bins.47The sample period

is from January 1926 to December 2012 less the initial estimation window of 60 months which yields a

total sample period of 982 months. For the FFCM+LIQ alpha the sample period is from January 1968

to December 2012 (excluding the initial estimation window) and for the FFCM+BAB alpha the sample

period ends in March 2012. I exclude all stocks which have a price below $ 5 at portfolio formation.

47I use the code provided on Andrew Patton’s website: http://public.econ.duke.edu/~ap172/

code.html. I appreciate that they make their code available.
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Table 4.2:

Factor exposures

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 LMH

Low high

Panel A: Sorting on ϕ̂vast−1

Market 0.960 0.941 0.958 1.005 1.104 −0.144

(45.60) (56.33) (72.25) (79.34) (61.62) (−4.58)

SMB 0.534 0.465 0.519 0.535 0.531 0.002

(9.12) (6.96) (12.37) (19.59) (9.13) (0.06)

HML 0.081 0.103 0.199 0.275 0.291 −0.210

(2.35) (3.20) (7.79) (11.34) (8.42) (−4.24)

MOM −0.060 −0.021 −0.025 −0.002 −0.029 −0.031

(−2.63) (−0.77) (−0.79) (−0.05) (−1.28) (−0.92)

LIQ −0.030 0.007 −0.006 −0.016 −0.022 −0.008

(1968 onwards) (−1.37) (0.48) (−0.44) (−1.09) (−1.03) (−0.27)

BAB 0.139 0.111 0.081 0.069 −0.046 0.186

(until 03/2012) (3.09) (2.50) (2.89) (3.52) (−1.21) (4.81)

Panel B: Sorting on φ̂vast−1

Market 1.036 1.022 1.020 0.996 0.895 0.141

(28.67) (46.27) (73.79) (60.70) (28.70) (2.24)

SMB 0.579 0.520 0.545 0.508 0.432 0.147

(8.58) (6.36) (12.98) (14.53) (8.46) (1.90)

HML −0.052 0.082 0.223 0.331 0.367 −0.419

(−1.08) (2.06) (8.16) (11.21) (6.91) (−4.62)

MOM −0.164 −0.082 −0.011 0.038 0.082 −0.246

(−4.47) (−2.13) (−0.33) (1.60) (2.27) (−3.78)

LIQ −0.008 0.010 −0.003 −0.025 −0.040 0.032

(1968 onwards) (−0.45) (0.82) (−0.18) (−1.24) (−1.68) (0.92)
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BAB −0.079 −0.032 0.053 0.157 0.255 −0.334

(until 03/2012) (−1.82) (−0.61) (1.74) (5.75) (5.79) (−6.07)

Panel C: Sorting on −β̂vast−1φ̂
M
t−1

Market 0.861 0.945 1.003 1.049 1.111 −0.249

(19.50) (46.25) (51.23) (48.72) (24.48) (−2.87)

SMB 0.433 0.479 0.484 0.516 0.673 −0.240

(7.19) (10.44) (12.43) (6.94) (6.77) (−1.83)

HML 0.339 0.337 0.256 0.096 −0.078 0.416

(5.13) (9.00) (8.83) (2.24) (−1.14) (3.31)

MOM 0.091 0.043 −0.018 −0.059 −0.194 0.285

(1.91) (1.63) (−0.73) (−1.22) (−2.92) (2.64)

LIQ −0.018 −0.032 −0.012 0.011 −0.015 −0.002

(1968 onwards) (−0.55) (−1.48) (−0.59) (0.63) (−0.53) (−0.04)

BAB 0.349 0.234 0.165 −0.032 −0.362 0.711

(until 03/2012) (6.73) (6.18) (5.75) (−0.67) (−6.43) (8.04)

Notes. The table reports the factor exposures of the quintile portfolios formed on ex-ante co-skewness

associated to the alphas in Table 4.1. Bold figures indicate significance at the 5% level and t-statistics

calculated with White (1980) standard errors are reported below the estimates in parenthesis. “Market”

is the exposure to the excess value weighted market return, “SMB”is the exposure to the small-minus-big

size factor, “HML” is the exposure to the high-minus-low book-to-market factor, “MOM” is the exposure

to the momentum factor, “LIQ” is the exposure to the liquidity factor and BAB is the exposure to the

“betting against beta” (BAB) factor. The sample period is from January 1926 to December 2012 less

the initial estimation window of 60 months which yields a total sample period of 982 months. For LIQ

the sample period is from January 1968 to December 2012 (excluding the initial estimation window)

and for BAB the sample period ends in March 2012. I exclude all stocks which have a price below $ 5

at portfolio formation.
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Table 4.3:

Fama-MacBeth Regressions

Model (1) (2) (3)

Intercept 0.935 0.753 0.736

(4.52) (3.40) (3.33)

β̂vast−1 0.065 0.003 0.078

(0.89) (0.04) (1.20)

ϕ̂vast−1 −0.077 −0.084 −0.073

(−3.05) (−2.93) (−2.14)

Log(Mcap) −0.187

(−4.51)

B/M 0.078

(2.66)

Mom 0.331

(6.38)

Max −0.192

(−4.66)

κ̂vast−1 −0.061

(−1.83)

Adj R2 0.040 0.027 0.054

Nb months 984 581 581

Continued on next page
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Model (1) (2) (3)

Notes. The table shows the results of monthly Fama-MacBeth regressions. The sample period is from

January 1931 to December 2012 for model (1) and from July 1964 to December 2012 for model (2)

and (3). I present the regression coefficients in percent together with the Fama-MacBeth t-statistics

in brackets below and coefficients significant at the 5% level are put into evidence in bold. Adj R2

is the average of the monthly cross-sectional adjusted R2. Each month, all explanatory variables are

first winsorized at the 1% and 99% percentile and then standardized. The explanatory variables are

explained in Appendix 4.B except the Bayesian residual co-kurtosis κ̂vast−1 which is estimated with the

same procedure as ϕ̂vast−1. I exclude all stocks which have a price below $ 5 at the end of the previous

month.
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Table 4.4:

Sorting and fundamental characteristics of portfolios formed on residual co-skewness

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 LMH

Low high

ϕ̂vast−1 (ex-ante) -7.39 -2.10 1.13 4.26 10.27 -17.66

ϕ̂t−1 (ex-post) -0.34 -2.17 -0.46 1.32 2.83 -3.17

(t-stat) (−0.18) (−2.34) (−0.42) (0.97) (1.70) (−1.21)

Vol 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.09

Cskew 0.30 0.04 0.32 0.57 0.72 -0.56

SR 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.42 0.15

Mcap 0.769 1.042 1.183 1.278 1.386 -0.617

B/M 0.866 0.880 0.889 0.878 0.888 -0.023

Price 28.109 37.944 39.237 40.627 30.366 -2.257

Notes. The table reports fundamental and ex-ante and ex-post sorting characteristics of portfolios

formed on ex-ante residual co-skewness ϕ̂vast−1. In the ex-ante row, I report the time-series average of the

average ϕ̂vast−1 in the estimation window for each quintile and the ”ex-post“ ϕ̂t−1 is the realized residual

co-skewness after portfolio formation. Both figures are monthly and I report the estimated value times

105. The volatilities (Vol) and sharpe ratios (SR) are annualized and Cskew is the (coefficient of)

standardized skewness. ”Mcap“ is the average market value reported in billions of dollars at portfolio

formation, ”B/M“ is the average book-to-market ratio at portfolio formation which is not available for

all stocks and only after 1950 and ”Price“ is the average prices at portfolio formation. The sample period

is from January 1926 to December 2012 less the initial estimation window of 60 months which yields

a total sample period of 982 months. I exclude all stocks which have a price below $ 5 at portfolio

formation.
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Table 4.5:

Betting Against Beta conditional on residual co-skewness

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q1-Q5

Excess return 0.75 0.61 0.63 0.59 0.40 0.35

(6.23) (5.79) (6.32) (6.05) (4.00) (2.83)

FFCM alpha 0.63 0.50 0.47 0.34 0.13 0.50

(4.84) (4.76) (4.49) (3.54) (1.29) (3.87)

FFCM+Rcos alpha 0.53 0.42 0.39 0.33 0.11 0.42

(4.18) (4.06) (3.89) (3.36) (1.06) (3.21)

βl 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.76 0.82 -0.13

βs 1.44 1.48 1.52 1.59 1.70 -0.25

Notes. The table reports monthly excess returns and alphas in percent of the Frazzini and Pedersen

(2014) BAB strategy within ϕ̂vast−1 quintiles in the columns ”Q1“ to ”Q5“, the difference between Q1 and

Q5 in ”Q1-Q5“. ”FFCM+Rcos alpha“ is the alpha with respect Carhart four factor and the LMH ϕ̂vast−1

portfolio. T-statistics are reported below the estimates and are calculated with simple standard errors

for the average excess return and with White standard errors for the regressions. Following Frazzini

and Pedersen, ”βl “ and ”βs“ are respectively the averages of weighted average shrunk beta of the long

positions and the average weighted average shrunk beta of the short positions at portfolio formation.

The betas are thereby calculated as outlined in Frazzini and Pedersen (2014). The sample period is

from January 1931 to December 2012 and I exclude all stocks which have a price below $ 5 at portfolio

formation.
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Table 4.6:

BAB and TBAB

BAB TBAB diff

Excess return 0.62 0.65 -0.03

(7.05) (7.44) (−0.63)

FFCM alpha 0.43 0.54 -0.11

(4.67) (5.59) (−1.48)

FFCM+Rcos alpha 0.34 0.44 -0.11

(3.90) (4.95) (−1.49)

diff alphas 0.10 0.10

(4.06) (4.06)

βl 0.73 0.79 -0.06

βs 1.56 1.50 0.06

Notes. This table is constructed in the same fashion as Table 4.5 and it reports average monthly

excess returns and alphas in percent of BAB in column ”BAB“, timed BAB in column ”TBAB“ and

the difference between BAB and TBAB in column ”diff“. The row ”diff alphas“ reports the difference

between FFCM alpha and FFCM+Rcos alpha.

Table 4.7:

Double sorts on residual co-skewness and control variables

Excess return - LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio FFCM alpha - LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Mcap 0.15 0.11 0.03 0.12 0.09 0.27 0.33 0.22 0.33 0.26

(1.35) (0.87) (0.26) (1.07) (0.74) (2.50) (2.59) (1.94) (3.03) (2.29)

Continued on the next page
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Excess return - LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio FFCM alpha - LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

[0.181] [0.201] [0.525] [0.134] [0.544] [0.125] [0.001] [0.030] [0.006] [0.132]

B/M 0.07 0.19 0.28 0.29 0.25 −0.01 0.08 0.27 0.24 0.31

(07/1964 (0.60) (1.66) (2.60) (2.91) (2.26) (−0.09) (0.70) (2.32) (2.26) (2.74)

onwards) [0.313] [0.141] [0.190] [0.029] [0.149] [0.102] [0.409] [0.189] [0.051] [0.018]

Price 0.10 0.08 0.22 0.15 0.31 0.26 0.19 0.33 0.28 0.45

(0.83) (0.75) (2.17) (1.64) (3.05) (2.20) (1.66) (3.16) (2.88) (4.27)

[0.697] [0.168] [0.274] [0.082] [0.000] [0.524] [0.228] [0.029] [0.101] [0.001]

St rev 0.06 0.10 0.18 0.14 0.10 0.27 0.23 0.41 0.39 0.29

(0.46) (1.02) (1.64) (1.40) (0.85) (2.05) (2.33) (3.71) (3.80) (2.22)

[0.322] [0.053] [0.055] [0.284] [0.389] [0.007] [0.084] [0.054] [0.009] [0.409]

Mom −0.09 0.06 0.03 0.21 0.19 0.09 0.25 0.28 0.42 0.37

(−0.73) (0.61) (0.26) (2.14) (1.71) (0.69) (2.57) (2.71) (3.86) (3.08)

[0.893] [0.160] [0.312] [0.143] [0.497] [0.117] [0.051] [0.024] [0.001] [0.264]

Lt rev 0.26 0.19 0.27 0.09 −0.03 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.15 0.13

(1.86) (1.45) (2.66) (0.88) (−0.26) (2.37) (3.25) (3.87) (1.47) (1.11)

[0.287] [0.007] [0.032] [0.221] [0.675] [0.188] [0.000] [0.064] [0.330] [0.729]

Vol 0.31 0.28 0.27 0.08 0.23 0.40 0.31 0.25 0.19 0.19

(3.09) (3.55) (3.04) (0.74) (1.48) (3.97) (3.49) (2.64) (1.77) (1.19)

[0.000] [0.012] [0.040] [0.520] [0.355] [0.000] [0.003] [0.006] [0.443] [0.490]

Cskew 0.42 −0.03 0.19 0.02 0.01 0.50 0.16 0.28 0.26 0.25

(3.14) (−0.17) (1.71) (0.14) (0.08) (3.59) (1.21) (2.47) (1.86) (1.51)

[0.002] [0.584] [0.045] [0.076] [0.763] [0.003] [0.043] [0.001] [0.000] [0.637]

Max 0.34 0.18 0.40 0.08 0.14 0.38 0.28 0.33 0.18 0.18

(3.12) (1.29) (4.28) (0.66) (0.82) (3.36) (2.62) (3.47) (1.41) (0.95)

[0.001] [0.254] [0.000] [0.479] [0.373] [0.008] [0.051] [0.071] [0.264] [0.470]

β̂vast−1 0.23 0.31 0.31 0.13 −0.05 0.40 0.34 0.22 0.10 −0.10

Continued on the next page
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Excess return - LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio FFCM alpha - LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolio

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

(1.31) (3.31) (3.19) (1.25) (−0.39) (2.78) (3.57) (2.19) (0.88) (−0.75)

[0.066] [0.157] [0.004] [0.033] [0.981] [0.062] [0.139] [0.043] [0.059] [0.993]

Ivol 0.18 0.18 0.27 0.18 0.11 0.31 0.28 0.40 0.29 0.24

(1.88) (2.08) (2.98) (1.47) (0.80) (3.01) (3.06) (4.37) (2.37) (1.66)

[0.107] [0.019] [0.042] [0.171] [0.389] [0.041] [0.000] [0.015] [0.183] [0.364]

Icskew 0.14 0.13 0.21 0.06 0.17 0.41 0.33 0.30 0.26 0.32

(1.23) (1.12) (1.97) (0.54) (1.41) (3.90) (3.16) (2.81) (2.39) (2.48)

[0.024] [0.098] [0.179] [0.108] [0.798] [0.001] [0.063] [0.004] [0.312] [0.442]

Notes. The table reports the average excess returns and FFCM alphas in percent of LMH ϕ̂vast−1 portfolios

in a given control quintile. Appendix A contains a detailed explanation of how the control variables

are calculated. Below each estimate I report t-statistics in round brackets and I use White (1980)

heteroscedastic standard errors of the regression intercept. In square brackets I report the bootstrapped

p-value of the Patton and Timmermann (2010) test of pairwise monotonicity of ϕ̂vast−1 quintiles in a given

quintile of a control variable. The sample period is from January 1931 to December 2012 except for

B/M for which the sample period is from July 1964 to December 2012. I exclude all stocks which have

a price below $ 5 at portfolio formation.

Table 4.8:

Robustness

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 LMH (t-stat)

Low high

Panel A: value-weighted returns

Excess return 0.76 0.69 0.68 0.73 0.66 0.11 (0.95)

Continued on the next page
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 LMH

CAPM alpha 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.08 −0.08 0.20 (1.78)

FFCM alpha 0.16 0.09 0.07 0.01 −0.13 0.29 (2.36)

Panel B: including all stocks

Excess return 1.21 1.09 1.16 1.12 1.10 0.11 (1.14)

CAPM alpha 0.44 0.33 0.36 0.28 0.23 0.21 (2.30)

FFCM alpha 0.43 0.28 0.22 0.07 0.06 0.37 (4.00)

Panel C: subsamples

January 1931 to December 1967

Excess return 1.24 1.18 1.26 1.21 1.25 −0.01 (−0.05)

CAPM alpha 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.09 0.00 0.23 (1.61)

FFCM alpha 0.22 0.11 0.08 −0.12 −0.15 0.37 (2.59)

January 1968 to December 2012

Excess return 0.82 0.73 0.69 0.64 0.60 0.22 (2.50)

CAPM alpha 0.36 0.28 0.24 0.19 0.13 0.23 (2.75)

FFCM alpha 0.20 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.18 (2.04)

Panel D: unstandardized sample measure

Excess return 1.01 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.12 (1.40)

CAPM alpha 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.17 0.05 0.22 (2.80)

FFCM alpha 0.19 0.19 0.15 −0.00 −0.12 0.30 (3.58)

Panel E: standardized sample measure

Excess return 1.01 0.98 0.93 0.91 0.85 0.16 (1.84)

CAPM alpha 0.33 0.27 0.20 0.15 0.06 0.27 (3.43)

FFCM alpha 0.27 0.15 0.06 0.01 −0.09 0.35 (4.09)

Continued on the next page
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 LMH

Notes. This table shows the results of a series of robustness checks: value-weighted quintile portfolios in

Panel A, quintile portfolios including also stocks with price below $ 5 in Panel B, two subsamples from

1931 to 1967 and 1968 to 2012 (excluding the initial estimation period) in Panel C, quintile portfolios

formed on the sample residual co-skewness in Panel D, and quintile portfolios formed on standardized

residual co-skewness (see also Harvey and Siddique (2000)) in Panel E. The sample period covers January

1931 to December 2012 and figures are reported monthly and in percent.
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Figure 4.1: Excess returns in a CAPM versus a MVS framework.

The figure illustrates the differences between the CAPM and the MVS framework on the basis of monthly

excess returns on the 25 Fama-French portfolios formed on Size and Book-to-Market in the period from

July 1963 to December 2012. Panel A is a scatter plot of Jensen alphas of the portfolios against their

residual co-skewness (points are denoted by ’+’). The dashed line is a linear regression without intercept

of the Jensen alphas of the portfolios on their residual co-skewness. The slope of the dashed line is the

negative of the estimated coefficient of skewness preference θ in (4.2). The estimated value of skewness

preference is 175.43. Panel B plots the average excess returns of the portfolios against their beta (again

denoted by ’+’). The dashed line is the security market line in the mean-variance framework and has

the slope of the average excess market return of 0.46%. The points denoted by ’*’ are the required

returns in the MVS framework as given by (4.2) using θ̂ = 175.43.169
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Figure 4.2: Unconditional distribution of residual co-skewness

Notes. The histogram shows the unconditional distribution of the estimated shrunk residual co-skewness

ϕ̂vast−1 for all the stocks over all the sample. The asterisk indicates that the histogram is winsorized above

and below the mean at four times the standard deviation. The overall mean of ϕ̂vast−1 equals −4.12×10−6,

the standard deviation 8.46× 10−5, the minimum −0.0015 and the maximum 0.0030.
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Panel A Panel B

Figure 4.3: Percentiles of residual co-skewness over time

Notes. The figure shows the 20th, 50th, and 80th percentile of the monthly conditional cross-sectional

distribution of the residual co-skewness estimate ϕ̂vast−1 for t from January 1931 to December 2012.
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Figure 4.4: Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between β̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1/β̂
vas
t−1.

The solid line is Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between β̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1/β̂
vas
t−1 for t from January

1931 to December 2012. The dotted line takes the value−0.5 when the market skewness in the estimation

window φ̂Mt−1 is negative and the value 0.5 when skewness is positive.
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Figure 4.5: Cumulative performance of BAB and TBAB

The solid black line is the cumulative performance on the BAB strategy and the dotted blue line is the

cumulative performance on the TBAB strategy. The TBAB strategy bets on high beta assets when the

Kendall rank correlation coefficient is negative and takes the same bets as the BAB strategy otherwise.

The sample period is from January 1931 to December 2012.
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Figure 4.6: Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between ϕ̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1.

The figure reports Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between ϕ̂vast−1 and φ̂vast−1 for t from January 1931

to December 2012.
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Figure 4.7: Implied skewness preference

For each t, I run a cross-sectional regression without intercept of the in-sample Jensen’s alpha on ϕ̂vast−1.

The figure reports the negative of slope coefficient which is an estimate for the skewness preference θ.

The sample period for t is from January 1931 to December 2012.
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Cette thèse comprend quatre chapitres qui représentent des articles indépendants dans le

domaine de la finance comportementale et de l’évaluation d’actifs. Le premier chapitre

s’intitule “On Portfolio Choice with Savoring and Disappointment” et est co-écrit avec

Elyès Jouini et Clotilde Napp. Il a été publié en mars 2014 dans la revue “Management

Science”. Le second chapitre s’intitule “Asset Pricing with Savoring and Disappoint-

ment”. Le troisième chapitre s’intitule “Mean-Variance-Skewness Spanning and Intersec-

tion: Theory and Tests” et est co-écrit avec Frans de Roon. Le quatrième chapitre est

mon job market paper intitulé “Residual Co-Skewness and Expected Returns”.

Les deux premiers chapitres étudient le choix dans l’incertain dans un modèle com-

portemental avec des croyances endogènes. Ces chapitres s’insèrent dans une littérature

croissante en finance comportementale qui cherche à expliquer des choix que le cadre stan-

dard d’utilité espérée n’arrive pas à expliquer. Les ingrédients additionnels du modèle

par rapport au modèle standard d’utilité espérée correspondent à l’utilité d’anticipation

avant la réalisation de l’incertitude et à la déception après la réalisation de l’incertitude.

En outre, le décideur a la capacité de choisir ses anticipations - son anticipation opti-

male - en choisissant une distribution subjective sur les états du monde futur possibles

sachant qu’une anticipation plus élevée augmente son utilité présente, mais augmente

aussi le risque de déception a posteriori.
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Le premier chapitre “On Portfolio Choice with Savoring and Disappointment” (en

collaboration avec Elyès Jouini and Clotilde Napp) montre que le décideur qui forme ses

croyances de manière endogène peut avoir intérêt à être, de manière optimale, amateur

de risque, à aimer la skewness et à préférer un portefeuille non diversifié. Le modèle

aide ainsi à mieux comprendre la force principale derrière la décision de jeu: l’important

n’est pas la probabilité d’occurrence du jackpot, mais plutôt ce qu’est le jackpot. Les

applications de ce modèle sont la conception optimale des titres et des portefeuilles.

Le deuxième chapitre “Asset pricing with Savoring and Disappointment” offre des

perspectives sur un agenda de recherche sur le modèle présenté dans le premier chapitre.

Le chapitre analyse le lien entre la préférence temporelle et les croyances endogènes, et il

analyse le taux d’intérêt sans risque et la prime de risque dans une économie d’échange

dans laquelle les agents forment des anticipations optimales compte tenu de leur utilité

d’anticipation et de leur peur de déception a posteriori. Le chapitre montre que dans

l’économie d’échange, la prime de risque est considérable lorsque les agents mettent un

grand poids sur l’utilité de l’anticipation et ont en même temps très peur de la déception.

Cela reflète un important degré d’aversion au risque de ces agents. Contrairement au

modèle d’espérance d’utilité standard, l’aversion au risque et l’aversion à la substitution

inter-temporelle ne sont pas identiques et le taux sans risque est faible bien que les agents

soient très sensibles au risque et impatients.

Les troisième et quatrième chapitres de ma thèse analysent le choix de portefeuille

et l’évaluation d’actifs avec des préférences définies sur les trois premiers moments des

rendements: moyenne, variance et skewness. Alors que la littérature sur le choix de

portefeuille et l’évaluation d’actifs a principalement porté sur les préférences de type

moyenne-variance pour des raisons de traçabilité, les investisseurs se soucient égale-
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ment des moments d’ordre supérieur, en particulier, de l’asymétrie des rendements ou la

skewness des rendements. Pour une moyenne et une variance données, les investisseurs

préfèrent, toute chose égale par ailleurs, un portefeuille qui a parfois des rendements posi-

tifs très importants à un portefeuille avec des rendements symétriques. Ceci implique

que dans un cadre de choix de portefeuille, les investisseurs se soucient de la contribution

marginale d’un actif à la skewness du portefeuille: la co-skewness de l’actif.

Dans le troisième chapitre“Mean-Variance-Skewness Spanning and Intersection: The-

ory and Tests” (en collaboration avec Frans de Roon), nous proposons un cadre basé sur

des régressions linéaires pour tester si un investisseur, qui aime l’asymétrie et a un cer-

tain nombre d’actifs à investir à sa disposition, est en mesure d’améliorer son univers

d’investissement avec des actifs supplémentaires. Ce problème a d’abord été étudié

dans le cadre moyenne-variance par Hubermann et Kandel (1987) et a depuis été très

largement traité dans la littérature (voir DeRoon et Nijman (2001) pour une revue de

littérature), mais n’a guère été étudié dans un cadre moyenne-variance-skewness. Le

cadre moyenne-variance-skewness est particulièrement intéressant pour l’évaluation des

avantages associés à des actifs qui ont des rendements très asymétriques comme par ex-

emple les hedge funds. Nous appliquons notre méthode à un échantillon de hedge funds

et nous trouvons que certains hedge funds ont des avantages significatifs à la fois pour

les investisseurs moyenne-variance et les investisseurs moyenne-variance-skewness. D’un

point de vue plus large, les tests proposés dans ce chapitre sont utiles pour des gestion-

naires de portefeuille, par exemple, qui souhaitent évaluer les avantages de certains actifs

dans un cadre d’une stratégie d’allocation d’actifs plus large.

Le quatrième chapitre“Residual Co-Skewness and Expected Returns”étudie les impli-

cations du cadre moyenne-variance-skewness en matière d’évaluation d’actifs. Le chapitre
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montre que la relation de rendements à l’équilibre dans un cadre moyenne-variance-

skewness se compose de la relation de type beta comme dans le CAPM standard et d’un

ajustement pour le skewness - le facteur de co-skewness résiduel. D’un point de vue

empirique, ce chapitre montre que la prime associée au facteur de co-skewness résiduel

est économiquement importante dans les rendements d’actions aux États-Unis et que

cette prime n’est pas prise en compte par le modèle à quatre facteurs standard. Ceci im-

plique que les gestionnaires de portefeuille peuvent surperformer leur indice de référence

en prenant du risque associé au co-skewness résiduel et que leur performance peut être

évalué correctement en ajoutant un facteur de co-skewness résiduel au modèle à quatre

facteurs standard.
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